
                   PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

36 BRENNAN STREET    WATSONVILLE, CA  95076 

TEL:  (831) 722-9292    FAX:  (831) 722-3139   
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Board of Directors Meeting  

October 20, 2021,   7:00 p.m. Teleconference 

 

 

BOARD MEETING AGENDA 

 

 Due to COVID-19, Public access is limited to teleconference. See below for instructions. 
 

Agenda Item 
   Note: The Board may take action on any item listed on the agenda. 

 

1. Call to Order 

 

2. Roll Call of the PV Water Directors:   Amy Newell (Chair), Bob Culbertson (Vice-Chair),  

Javier Zamora, Mary Bannister, Tom Broz, Stephen Rider, Abel Sanchez 

 

3. Pledge of Allegiance 

 

4. Oral Communications 

    This time is set aside for members of the general public to address the Board of Directors on any 

item not on the Agenda, and that is within the subject matter jurisdiction of the Board of Directors. 

Each speaker is allotted up to 3 minutes. No action or discussion shall be taken on any item presented 

except that the Board may respond to statements made or questions asked, or may ask questions for 

clarification. All matters of an administrative nature will be referred to staff. All matters pertaining to 

the Board may be scheduled for discussion at a future meeting or referred to staff for clarification or 

a report, at the pleasure of the board. 

 

5. Director Comments 

 

6. Counsel Report 

 

7. General Manager Report 

 

8. Consent Agenda 

All items appearing on the Consent Agenda are recommended actions which are considered to be 

routine and will be acted upon as one consensus motion. Any items removed will be considered 

immediately after the consensus motion. The Board Chair will allow public input prior to the 

approval of the Consent Agenda.  

A. Approve Resolution 2021-15 Authorizing Remote Teleconference Meeting of the Legislative 

Bodies of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Pursuant to Brown Act Provisions 

B. Approve September 22, 2021 Minutes 

C. Approve Financial Reports  

1. Introduction by staff 

2. Questions from Board 

3. Public comment 

4. Board discussion and deliberations 

5. Board action 
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9. Informational Items 

A. Receive Basin Management Plan Implementation Update 

B. Receive Presentation from United States Geological Survey (USGS) on Pajaro Valley Land 

Subsidence Analysis 

C. Receive Presentation on Draft Basin Management Plan Update: Groundwater Sustainability Plan 

2022 (GSU22) 

 

10. Discussion and/or Action Items 

A. Consider Approval of Amendment to Agreement with Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. 

for Groundwater Sustainability Plan – Alternative Update, Hydrologic, and Facilitation Services 

in an amount not to exceed $301,350 through December 31, 2024 

1. Introduction by staff 

2. Questions from Board 

3. Public comment 

4. Board discussion and deliberation 

5. Board action 

 

11. Monthly Reports/Presentations 
A. Facility Operations Report 

B. Board Committee Reports available at www.pvwater.org 

C. Public Outreach Update 

 

12. Correspondence 

 

13. Future Meetings 

A. Project & Facility Operations Committee, Wednesday,  October 27, 2021, 3:00 p.m. 

Teleconference 

B. Delivered Water Customers Meeting, Thursday, November 4, 2021, 10:00 a.m., Community 

Room A, 275 Main Street, 4th Floor, Watsonville, CA  

C. Administration & Finance Committee, Tuesday, November 9, 2021, 3:00 p.m., Teleconference 

D. Board of Directors’ Meeting, Wednesday,  November 17, 2021, 7:00 p.m., Teleconference 

E. Project & Facility Operations Committee, Wednesday, December 8, 2021, 3:00 p.m., 

Teleconference (note special date)   

F. Administration & Finance Committee, Tuesday, December 14, 2021, 3:00 p.m., Teleconference 

G. Board of Directors’ Meeting, Wednesday,  December 22, 2021, 7:00 p.m., Teleconference 

 

Adjournment 
 

 
NOTES 

The City Council Chambers is an accessible facility. If you wish to attend a meeting and you will require assistance in order to 

attend and /or participate, please call the Agency at (831) 722-9292 in advance of the meeting and every effort made to 

accommodate your attendance and participation. 

 

This agenda is subject to revision and maybe amended prior to the scheduled meeting. If amended, a Final Agenda to be posted 

at PV Water, 36 Brennan Street, Watsonville and at the location where meeting will be held, 72 hours prior to the meeting. 

Copies of the Final Agenda will be available at the Board Meeting. This Agenda shall be made available upon request in 

alternative formats to persons with a disability, as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1900 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 

12132) and the Ralph M. Brown Act (Cal. Govt. Code Sec. 54954.2). Persons requesting a disability-related modification or 

accommodation should contact PV Water Board Secretary at (831) 722-9292 during regular business hours at least 24 hours 

prior to the time of the meeting. 
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Agenda documents are available for review, on the Monday following posting of the agenda, in person at PV Water, 36 Brennan 

St. Watsonville, or on the website: https://www.pvwater.org/director-agendas  

 

Translation Services/Servicios De Traduccion 

Spanish language translation is available on an as needed basis. Please make advance arrangements with the 

PV Water Board Secretary, 36 Brennan St. Watsonville, CA or by telephone (831) 722-9292. 

Se proven servicios de interpretacion segun se necesiten. Sirvase contactar a la secretaria de Directiva de la Agencia para hacer 

preparativos. 

 

 

Public Access to 

Board of Directors Meeting 
You can attend the meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone (may require app).  

By Computer:  
https://www.gotomeet.me/PVWater/board-of-directors  

By Phone:  

United States (Toll Free): 1 (877) 309-2073; Access Code: 347-473-301#  

Please Note: Meeting materials are posted at: https://www.pvwater.org/director-agendas 
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DATE:  October 15, 2021 

MEETING OF:   October 20, 2021 

TO:    Board of Directors 

FROM:  General Manager 

RE:  CONSENT AGENDA ITEM 8A: Approve Resolution 2021-15 

Authorizing Remote Teleconference Meeting of the Legislative Bodies of 

the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Pursuant to Brown Act 

Provisions 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The California Special Districts Association issued an “AB 361 Implementation Guide” on 

September 20, 2021 (attached).  PV Water staff referred to this guide and the supporting 

materials to prepare Resolution 2021-15 and this this memorandum.  PV Water’s General 

Counsel also reviewed Resolution 2021-15. 

 

BACKGROUND 

Beginning in March 2020, amid rising concern surrounding the spread of COVID-19 throughout 

communities in the state, Governor Newsom issued a series of Executive Orders in an effort to 

limit the spread of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19). These Executive Orders (N-25-20, N-29-

20, N-35-20) collectively modified certain requirements of the Ralph M. Brown Act (Brown 

Act), which governs the state’s local agency public meetings law. 

 

The orders waived several requirements, including requirements in the Brown Act expressly or 

impliedly requiring the physical presence of members of the legislative body, the clerk or other 

personnel of the body, or of the public as a condition of participation in or for the purpose of 

establishing a quorum for a public meeting. Furthermore, the orders: 

 

  waived the requirement that local agencies provide notice of each teleconference 

location from which a member of the legislative body will be participating in a public 

meeting,  

 waived the requirement that each teleconference location be accessible to the public,  

 waived the requirement that members of the public be able to address the legislative body 

at each teleconference conference location,  

 waived the requirement that local agencies post agendas at all teleconference locations, 

and,  

 waived the requirement that at least a quorum of the members of the local body 

participate from locations within the boundaries of the territory over which the local body 

exercises jurisdiction.  

 

On June 11, 2021, the Governor issued Executive Order N-08-21, which rescinded the 

aforementioned modifications made to the Brown Act, effective September 30, 2021.  Then, on 

 
MEMORANDUM 
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September 16, 2021, the Governor signed Assembly Bill 361 (AB 361), which was introduced in 

February 2021 by Assembly Member Robert Rivas (D-30, Hollister).  AB 361 provides local 

agencies with the ability to meet remotely during proclaimed state emergencies under modified 

Brown Act requirements, similar in many ways to the rules and procedures established by the 

Governor’s Executive Orders. Specifically, AB 361 suspends the requirements located in 

California Government Code, section 54953, subdivision (b), paragraph (3).  This means that, 

during a state of emergency, under specified circumstances, local agencies can meet pursuant to 

modified Brown Act requirements.  Details are provided in the attached “AB 361 

Implementation Guide.” 

 

The provisions enacted by AB 361 providing flexibility to meet remotely during a proclaimed 

emergency will sunset on January 1, 2024. This is subject to change if a future Legislature and 

Governor elect to extend the sunset or make the provisions permanent. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PV Water or Agency) Board of Directors 

(Board) held its first teleconference meeting on April 1, 2020, during which time the Board 

approved Resolution 2020-02 Emergency Authority Granted to General Manager during 

COVID-19 State of Emergency Declaration.  In the time since, PV Water has held every board, 

committee, and community meeting by teleconference in accordance with the Governor’s 

Executive Orders and federal, state, and local health guidelines.  PV Water staff have worked 

diligently throughout this time to engage with stakeholders, particularly as part of three separate 

ad hoc committee processes (Sustainable Groundwater Planning, Funding, and Adaptive 

Management Planning) and multiple community meetings. 

 

FISCAL IMPACT 

None. 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

The Board of Directors approve Resolution 2021-15 Authorizing Remote Teleconference 

Meeting of the Legislative Bodies of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Pursuant to 

Brown Act Provisions 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

 Approve Resolution 2021-15 Authorizing Remote Teleconference Meeting of the 

Legislative Bodies of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Pursuant to Brown 

Act Provisions  

 California Special Districts Association “AB 361 Implementation Guide” 
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Resolution 2021-15 

 

A Resolution of the Board of Directors of the  

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency 

    

Authorizing Remote Teleconference Meeting of the Legislative Bodies of the 

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Pursuant to Brown Act Provisions 

 
 

The Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (“Agency”) does resolve 

as follows: 

 

WHEREAS, the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency is committed to preserving and 

nurturing public access and participation in meetings of the Board of Directors; and  

 

WHEREAS, all meetings of Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency’s legislative bodies are 

open and public, as required by the Ralph M. Brown Act (Cal. Gov. Code 54950 – 54963), so that 

any member of the public may attend, participate, and watch the Agency’s legislative bodies 

conduct their business; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Brown Act, Government Code section 54953(e), makes provisions for remote 

teleconferencing participation in meetings by members of a legislative body, without compliance 

with the requirements of Government Code section 54953(b)(3), subject to the existence of certain 

conditions; and 
 

WHEREAS, on March 4, 2020, Governor Newsom issued a Proclamation of State of Emergency 

in response to the COVID-19 pandemic; and,  

 

WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, Governor Newsom issued Executive Order N-29-20 that 

suspended the teleconferencing rules set forth in the California Open Meeting law, Government 

code Section 54950 et seq. (the “Brown Act”), provided certain requirements were met and 

followed; and  

 

WHEREAS, on June 11, 2021, Governor Newsom issued Executive Order N-08-21 that clarified 

the suspension of the teleconferencing rules set forth in the Brown Act, and further provided that 

those provisions would remain suspended through September 30, 2021; and,  

 

WHEREAS, on September 16, 2021, Governor Newsom signed AB 361 which provides that a 

legislative body subject to the Brown Act may continue to meet without fully complying with the 

teleconferencing rules in the Brown Act, provided that a State of Emergency is declared by the 

Governor pursuant to Government Code section 8625, and either state or local officials have 

imposed or recommended measures to promote social distancing, or the legislative body determines 

that meeting in person would present imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees, and further 

requires that certain findings be made by the legislative body every thirty (30) days; and, 

 

WHEREAS, the State of Emergency proclaimed by the Governor on March 4, 2020 remains in 

effect; and, 
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WHEREAS, California Department of Public Health (“CDPH”) and the federal Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”) caution that the Delta variant of COVID-19, currently the 

dominant strain of COVID-19 in the country, is more transmissible than prior variants of the virus, 

may cause more severe illness, and that even fully vaccinated individuals can spread the virus to 

others resulting in rapid and alarming rates of COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations 

(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/variants/delta-variant.html); and, 

 

WHEREAS, other variants of COVID-19 exist, and it is unknown at this time whether other 

variants may result in a new surge in COVID-19 cases; and, 

 

WHEREAS, the CDC has established a “Community Transmission” metric with 4 tiers designed 

to reflect a community’s COVID-19 case rate and percent positivity; and, 

 

WHEREAS, Monterey County currently has a Community Transmission metric of “high” which 

is the most serious of the tiers and Santa Cruz County currently has a Community Transmission 

metric of “substantial”; and, 

 

WHEREAS, due to the seriousness of the current pandemic situation, the CDPH has required that 

all unvaccinated persons wear facial coverings indoors, and the CDC and CDPH recommend that 

all persons, regardless of vaccination status, wear facial coverings indoors; and, 

 

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors is empowered to take actions necessary to protect public, 

health, welfare and safety within the region; and, 

 

WHEREAS, the Agency has an important governmental interest in protecting the health, safety 

and welfare of those who participate in meetings of the Board of Directors and other Agency 

committees; and, 

 

WHEREAS, in the interest of public health and safety, as affected by the emergency caused by the 

spread of COVID-19, the Board of Directors deems it necessary to find that meeting in person for 

meetings of the Board of Directors and Agency committees and subcommittees would present 

imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees, and thus intends to invoke the provisions of AB 

361 related to teleconferencing as provided in subdivision (e) of Government Code section 54953; 

and 

 

WHEREAS, all teleconferenced meetings of the Agency Board of Directors and related 

committees or subcommittees shall comply with the requirements to provide the public with access 

to meetings as prescribed in paragraph (2) of subdivision (e) of Government Code section 54953; 

 

WHEREAS, State of California and County of Santa Cruz health officials recommend various 

social distancing measures, including wearing mask indoors and limiting occupancies at meeting 

locations; and   

 

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors does hereby find and determine that the above conditions 

create an imminent risk to the health and safety of attendees; and 
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley 

Water Management Agency does hereby resolve as follows:  

 

Section 1. Recitals. The Recitals set forth above are true and correct and are incorporated into this 

Resolution by this reference. 

 

Section 2. The Board of Directors finds that as a result of the ongoing proclaimed State of 

Emergency in California due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and COVID-19’s continued spread, 

holding in person meetings of Agency legislative bodies would present imminent risks to the health 

or safety of attendees 

 

Section 3. The General Manager and legislative bodies of Pajaro Valley Water Management 

Agency are hereby authorized and directed to take all actions necessary to carry out the intent and 

purpose of this Resolution including, conducting open and public meetings in accordance with 

Government Code section 54953(e) and other applicable provisions of the Brown Act. 

 

Section 4. This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon its adoption and shall be effective 

until the earlier of (i) thirty days from its adoption, or (ii) such time the Board of Directors adopts 

a subsequent resolution in accordance with Government Code section 54953(e)(3) to extend the 

time during which the legislative bodies of Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency may continue 

to teleconference without compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (b) of section 54953. 
 

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, County of Santa 

Cruz, State of California, the 20th day of October 2021, by the following vote: 

 
AYES:  

NOES:  

ABSENT: 

ABSTAIN:    

 

 

____________________________ 

Amy Newell, Chair 

Attest: 

 

_______________________________ 
Helen Rodriguez, Acting Board Secretary 
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AB 361 – Brown Act: Remote Meetings During a State of Emergency  
 

Background – the Governor’s Executive Orders: 
 
Starting in March 2020, amid rising concern surrounding the spread of COVID-19 throughout 
communities in the state, California Governor Gavin Newsom issued a series of Executive 
Orders aimed at containing the novel coronavirus. These Executive Orders (N-25-20, N-29-20, 
N-35-20) collectively modified certain requirements created by the Ralph M. Brown Act (“the 
Brown Act”), the state’s local agency public meetings law.  
 
The orders waived several requirements, including requirements in the Brown Act expressly or 
impliedly requiring the physical presence of members of the legislative body, the clerk or other 
personnel of the body, or of the public as a condition of participation in or for the purpose of 
establishing a quorum for a public meeting.12 Furthermore, the orders:  

 

• waived the requirement that local agencies provide notice of each teleconference 
location from which a member of the legislative body will be participating in a public 
meeting,  

• waived the requirement that each teleconference location be accessible to the public,  

• waived the requirement that members of the public be able to address the legislative 

body at each teleconference conference location,  

• waived the requirement that local agencies post agendas at all teleconference locations, 
and,  

• waived the requirement that at least a quorum of the members of the local body 

participate from locations within the boundaries of the territory over which the local body 
exercises jurisdiction.  

 
Under the orders, local agencies were still required to provide advance notice of each public 
meeting according to the timeframe otherwise prescribed by the Brown Act, and using the 
means otherwise prescribed by the Brown Act. Agencies were – for a time – required to allow 
members of the public to observe and address the meeting telephonically or otherwise 
electronically. Local agencies were eventually explicitly freed from the obligation of providing a 
physical location from which members of the public could observe the meeting and offer public 
comment.3  
 
In each instance in which notice of the time of the meeting was given or the agenda for the 
meeting was posted, the local agency was required to give notice of the manner members of the 

public could observe the meeting and offer public comment. In any instance in which there was 
a change in the manner of public observation and comment, or any instance prior to the 
issuance of the executive orders in which the time of the meeting had been noticed or the 
agenda for the meeting had been posted without also including notice of the manner of public 
observation and comment, a local agency would be able to satisfy this requirement by 

 
1 Executive Order N-25-20, https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/3.12.20-EO-N-25-20-COVID-
19.pdf 
2 Executive Order N-29-20, https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/3.17.20-N-29-20-EO.pdf 
3 Ibid 
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advertising the means of public observation and comment using "the most rapid means of 
communication available at the time" within the meaning of California Government Code, 

section 54954(e); this includes, but is not limited to, posting the manner in which the public 
could participate on the agency's website.  
 
The orders also provided flexibility for a legislative body to receive a “serial” or simultaneous 
communication outside of an open meeting, allowing all members of the legislative body to 
receive updates (including, but not limited to, simultaneous updates) relevant to the emergency 
(including, but not limited to, updates concerning the impacts of COVID-19, the government 
response to COVID-19, and other aspects relevant to the declared emergency) from federal, 
state, and local officials, and would be allowed to ask questions of those federal, state, and local 
officials, in order for members of the legislative body to stay apprised of emergency operations 
and the impact of the emergency on their constituents. Members of a local legislative body were 
explicitly not permitted to take action on, or to discuss amongst themselves, any item of 

business that was within the subject matter jurisdiction of the legislative body without complying 
with requirements of the Brown Act.4  
 
The Brown Act Executive Orders Sunset – September 30, 2021 
 
On June 11, 2021, the Governor issued Executive Order N-08-21 which rescinds the 
aforementioned modifications made to the Brown Act, effective September 30, 2021.5 After that 
date, local agencies are required to observe all the usual Brown Act requirements status quo 
ante (as they existed prior to the issuance of the orders). Local agencies must once again 
ensure that the public is provided with access to a physical location from which they may 
observe a public meeting and offer public comment. Local agencies must also resume 
publication of the location of teleconferencing board members, post meeting notices and 
agendas in those locations, and make those locations available to the public in order to observe 

a meeting and provide public comment. 
 
Following the Governor’s September 16 signing of AB 361, the Governor’s office contemplated 
immediately rescinding the remote public meeting authority provided under prior Executive 
Orders. Such action would have instantly impacted thousands of local agencies – potentially 
requiring them to cancel meetings or conduct in-person meetings or meetings pursuant to 
standard Brown Act teleconferencing requirements, notwithstanding the ongoing health 
directives related to the pandemic. After fruitful discussions between CSDA, the Governor’s 
office, and other stakeholders on how to best assist local agencies to conduct meetings in an 
open and public manner, the Governor’s office modified its approach and issued a revised 
Order on September 20, suspending the provisions of AB 361 and providing for a clear 
transition.6  

 
Until September 30, local agencies should look to the revised Executive Order, N-15-21, to 
determine how to conduct a particular meeting. The revised Order makes clear that, until 
September 30, local agencies may conduct open and public remote meetings relying on the 

 
4 Executive Order N-35-20, https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/3.21.20-EO-N-35-20.pdf 
5 Executive Order N-08-21, https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/6.11.21-EO-N-08-21-signed.pdf 
6 Executive Order N-15-21, gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/9.20.21-executive-order.pdf 
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authority provided under prior Executive Orders (rather than AB 361). The revised Order also 
explicitly permits a local agency to meet pursuant to the procedures provided in AB 361 before 

October 1, so long as the meeting is conducted in accordance with the requirements of AB 361. 
All local agencies should be aware that they may not conduct remote teleconference meetings 
pursuant to the authority in the Governor’s prior Executive Orders beyond September 30; after 
that date, all meetings subject to the Brown Act must comply with standard teleconference 
requirements (as they existed “pre-pandemic”) OR must comply with the newly enacted 
provisions of AB 361. 
 
Any local agency that seeks to continue conducting remote teleconference meetings after 
September 30, but has not taken action to transition to the provisions of AB 361, may hold 
remote teleconference meetings under the standard requirements found within the Brown Act 
(i.e., subdivision (b) of Government Code section 54953, with remote meeting locations 
identified in the meeting agenda, meeting notices and agendas posted at all teleconference 

locations, teleconference locations accessible to the public, et cetera). Local agencies are 
strongly encouraged to swiftly begin preparations to ensure all Brown Act meetings and board 
actions taken via remote meetings after September 30 are done in a proper manner. 
 
AB 361 – Flexibility for Remote Open Meetings During a Proclaimed State Emergency 
 
Assembly Bill 361, introduced in February 2021 by Assembly Member Robert Rivas (D-30, 
Hollister) and sponsored by the California Special Districts Association, provides local agencies 
with the ability to meet remotely during proclaimed state emergencies under modified Brown 
Act requirements, similar in many ways to the rules and procedures established by the 
Governor’s Executive Orders.  
  
 

Important Note: AB 361’s provisions can only be used in the event that a gubernatorial state 
of emergency 1) has been issued AND 2) remains active. It is not sufficient that county 

and/or city officials have issued a local emergency declaration – the emergency declaration 
must be one that is made pursuant to the California Emergency Services Act (CA GOVT § 
8625). 

 
Specifically, AB 361 suspends the requirements located in California Government Code, section 
54953, subdivision (b), paragraph (3). What does this mean for local agencies? This means 
that, during a state of emergency, under specified circumstances, local agencies can meet 
pursuant to modified Brown Act requirements. Each of these modifications is broken out below. 
 
The provisions enacted by AB 361 providing flexibility to meet remotely during a 
proclaimed emergency will sunset on January 1, 2024. This is subject to change if a 
future Legislature and Governor elect to extend the sunset or make the provisions 
permanent. 
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AB 361 IMPACTS ON LOCAL AGENCY COMPLIANCE WITH THE BROWN ACT 
 

Brown Act Requirement Requirement under AB 361 

If the legislative body of a local agency elects 
to use teleconferencing, it shall post agendas 
at all teleconference locations and conduct 

teleconference meetings in a manner that 
protects the statutory and constitutional rights 
of the parties or the public appearing before 
the legislative body of a local agency. 

• Agendas not required to be posted at 

all teleconference locations 

• Meeting must still be conducted in a 
manner that protects the statutory and 
constitutional rights of the parties or 
the public appearing before the 
legislative body of a local agency 

 
In the context of an emergency, members of the legislative body of a local agency may be 
teleconferencing from less-than-ideal locations – e.g., the private domicile of a friend or relative, 
a hotel room, an evacuation shelter, from a car, etc. The nature of the emergency may further 
compound this issue, as was the case during the COVID-19 outbreak and the necessity to 

implement social distancing measures. To address this issue, AB 361 provides relief from the 
obligation to post meeting agendas at all conference locations. 
 
Although local agencies are relieved from this obligation, local agencies should endeavor to 
post meeting agendas at all usual locations where it remains feasible to do so. 
 

Important Note: Local agencies must still provide advance notice of public meetings and 
must still post meeting agendas consistent with the provisions of the Brown Act. AB 361 does 
nothing to change the fact that meetings must still be noticed and agendized in advance. 

 

Brown Act Requirement Requirement under AB 361 

If the legislative body of a local agency elects 
to use teleconferencing, each teleconference 
location shall be identified in the notice and 
agenda of the meeting or proceeding, and 
each teleconference location shall be 
accessible to the public. 

• Agendas are not required to identify 
each teleconference location in the 
meeting notice/agenda 

• Local agencies are not required to 

make each teleconference location 
accessible to the public 

 
Emergencies can – and often do – happen quickly. As was the case with the 2018 Camp Fire, 
individuals fleeing a disaster area may end up in disparate locations throughout the state. These 
impromptu, ad hoc locations are not ideal for conducting meetings consistent with the usual 
Brown Act requirements, which may impede local agencies seeking to meet promptly in 
response to calamity. To that end, AB 361 removes the requirement to document each 
teleconference location in meeting notices and agendas. Similarly, local agencies are not 
required to make these teleconference locations accessible to the public. 
 

Brown Act Requirement Requirement under AB 361 

If the legislative body of a local agency elects 
to use teleconferencing, during the 
teleconferenced meeting, at least a quorum 
of the members of the legislative body shall 

• No requirement to have a quorum of 
board members participate from within 
the territorial bounds of the local 

agency’s jurisdiction 
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participate from locations within the 
boundaries of the territory over which the 
local agency exercises jurisdiction. 

 
The purpose of AB 361 is to assist local agencies with continuing their critical operations despite 
facing emergencies that pose a risk to human health and safety – emergencies which 

oftentimes correspond with advisory or mandatory evacuation orders (e.g., wildfires, 
earthquakes, gas leaks, etc.). An emergency which drives individuals from an area could make 
meeting within the bounds of a local agency impossible to do feasibly or safely. Accordingly, AB 
361 allows for local agencies to disregard quorum requirements related to members of a 
legislative body teleconferencing from locations beyond the local agency’s territory. 
 

Brown Act Requirement Requirement under AB 361 

If the legislative body of a local agency elects 
to use teleconferencing, the agenda shall 
provide an opportunity for members of the 
public to address the legislative body directly 
at each teleconference location. 

• In each instance in which notice of the 
time of the teleconferenced meeting is 
given or the agenda for the meeting is 
posted, the legislative body shall also 
give notice of the manner by which 
members of the public may access 
the meeting and offer public comment 

• The agenda shall identify and include 
an opportunity for all persons to 
attend via a call-in option or an 
internet-based service option 

• The legislative body shall allow 
members of the public to access the 

meeting, and the agenda shall include 
an opportunity for members of the 
public to address the legislative body 
directly 

• In the event of a disruption which 
prevents the local agency from 
broadcasting the meeting to members 
of the public using the call-in option or 
internet-based service option, or in the 

event of a disruption within the local 
agency’s control which prevents 
members of the public from offering 
public comments using the call-in 
option or internet-based service 
option, the legislative body shall take 
no further action on items appearing 
on the meeting agenda until public 
access to the meeting via the call-in 
option or internet-based service option 
is restored 
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• Written/remote public comment must 

be accepted until the point at which 
the public comment period is formally 
closed; registration/sign-up to 
provide/be recognized to provide 
public comment can only be closed 
when the public comment period is 
formally closed 

 
The right of individuals to attend the public meetings of local agencies and be face-to-face with 
their elected or appointed public officials is viewed as sacrosanct, only able to be abrogated in 
the most extraordinary of circumstances. Under normal conditions, local agencies are required 
to allow members of the public to participate in a public meeting from the very same 
teleconference locations that other board members are using to attend that meeting. 
 

AB 361 solves the specific problem of what to do in circumstances when local agencies are 
holding their meetings remotely during an emergency and it would be unsafe to permit access to 
members of the public to the remote teleconference locations. AB 361 permits local agencies to 
meet without making teleconference locations available to members of the public, provided 
that members of the public are afforded the opportunity to provide public comment remotely as 
well. 
 
Importantly, local agencies must ensure that the opportunity for the public to participate in a 
meeting remains as accessible as possible. This means that local agencies cannot discriminate 
against members of the public participating either remotely or in-person. In practice, this means: 
 

• Local agencies must clearly advertise the means by which members of the public can 

observe a public meeting or offer comment during a meeting remotely, via either a call-in 
or internet-based option 

 
Importantly, local agencies are required to provide the relevant remote access information to 
members of the public looking to attend a meeting of a local agency legislative body. This 
information includes, but is not limited to: phone numbers, passwords, URLs, email addresses, 
etc. Using this information, members of the public must be able to attend the meeting remotely. 
Any of the information related to participation must be included in the relevant meeting notice(s) 
and meeting agenda(s). If an agency fails to provide one or more of these key pieces of 
information in a meeting notice or agenda, the agency should not proceed with the meeting as-

is, as it could result in any subsequent action being rendered null or void. 
 

• Agencies whose meetings are interrupted by technological or similar technical 
disruptions must first resolve those issues before taking any other action(s) on items on 
the meeting agenda 

 
In a notable departure from the terms of the Governor’s orders, AB 361 explicitly requires that 
local agencies must first resolve any remote meeting disruption before proceeding to take 
further action on items appearing on a meeting agenda. In the event that a public comment line 

unexpectedly disconnects, a meeting agenda was sent out with the incorrect web link or dial-in 
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information, the local agency’s internet connection is interrupted, or other similar circumstances, 
a local agency is required to stop the ongoing meeting and work to resolve the issue before 

continuing with the meeting agenda. 
 
Local agencies should ensure that the public remains able to connect to a meeting and offer 
public comment by the means previously advertised in the meeting notice or agenda. This may 
require directing staff to monitor the means by which the public can observe the meeting and 
offer comment to ensure that everything is operating as intended. 
 
In the event that a meeting disruption within the control of the agency cannot be resolved, a 
local agency should not take any further action on agenda items; the local agency should end 
the meeting and address the disruption in the interim, or it may risk having its actions set aside 
in a legal action. 
 

Important Note: Test, test, test! Local agencies should be testing their remote meeting setup 
in advance of (and during) every meeting to ensure that there are no apparent issues. Local 

agency staff should attempt to attend the meeting in the same way(s) made available to 
members of the public and demonstrate that everything is working as intended. The fact that 
staff tested the system before and during a meeting and failed to detect any problems may 
become a key factor in any potential legal action against the agency. 

 

• Local agencies cannot require that written comments be submitted in advance of a 
meeting 

 
It is not permissible to require that members of the public looking to provide public comment do 
so by submitting their comment(s) in advance of a meeting – in fact, not only is this a violation of 
AB 361’s terms, it is also a violation of the Brown Act generally. Both AB 361 and the Brown Act 
explicitly require that members of the public be given the opportunity to provide public comment 

directly – that is, live and at any point prior to public comment being officially closed during a 
public meeting. Until such time during a meeting that the chairperson (or other authorized 
person) calls for a close to the public comment period, members of the public are allowed to 
submit their public comments directly or indirectly, orally, written, or otherwise. 
 

• Local agencies may only close registration for public comment at the same time the 
public comment period is closed, and must accept public comment until that point 

 
Local agencies cannot require that individuals looking to provide public comment register in 

advance of a meeting (though agencies may extend the possibility of advance registration or 
commenting as a non-mandatory option). Nor may local agencies require that individuals 
looking to provide public comment register in advance of the agenda item being deliberated by a 
local agency. Local agencies may only close registration for public comment at the same time 
that they close the public comment period for all. Until the public comment period is completely 
closed for all, members of the public must be permitted to register for, and provide, public 
comment. 
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Local agencies that agendize a comment period for each agenda item cannot close the public 
comment period for the agenda item, or the opportunity to register to provide public comment, 

until that agendized public comment period has elapsed. 
 
Local agencies that do not provide an agendized public comment period but instead take public 
comment separately on an informal, ad hoc basis on each agenda item must allow a reasonable 
amount of time per agenda item to allow public members the opportunity to provide public 
comment, including time for members of the public to register or otherwise be recognized for the 
purpose of providing public comment. 
 
Local agencies with an agendized general public comment period that does not correspond to a 
specific agenda item (i.e., one occurring at the start of a meeting, covering all agenda items at 
once) cannot close the public comment period or the opportunity to register until the general 
public comment period has elapsed. 

 
Brown Act Requirement Requirement under AB 361 

A member of the public shall not be required, 
as a condition to attendance at a meeting of a 

legislative body of a local agency, to register 
his or her name, to provide other information, 
to complete a questionnaire, or otherwise to 
fulfill any condition precedent to his or her 
attendance. 
If an attendance list, register, questionnaire, 
or other similar document is posted at or near 
the entrance to the room where the meeting 
is to be held, or is circulated to the persons 
present during the meeting, it shall state 
clearly that the signing, registering, or 
completion of the document is voluntary, and 
that all persons may attend the meeting 

regardless of whether a person signs, 
registers, or completes the document. 

• An individual desiring to provide public 

comment through the use of an 
internet website, or other online 
platform, not under the control of the 
local legislative body that requires 
registration to log in to a 
teleconference, may be required to 
register as required by the third-party 
internet website or online platform to 
participate 

 
“Zoom meetings” became ubiquitous during the COVID-19 pandemic – for good reason. The 
Zoom video teleconferencing software was free (with some “premium” features even made 
temporarily free to all users), easily deployed, and user-friendly. All one needed was a Zoom 
account and then they’d be able to make use of the platform’s meeting services, hosting and 
attending various meetings as they pleased. 
 
Unfortunately, the Brown Act has long prohibited the use of mandatory registration or “sign-ups” 
to attend public meetings or to provide public comment. Privacy and good governance concerns 
prohibit such information gathering from members of the public seeking to remain anonymous 
while also engaging with their government. Accordingly, it would normally be a concern to use 
any teleconference platform which may require participants to register for an account even 

when it is not the local agency establishing that requirement. 
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AB 361 resolves this issue by explicitly allowing local agencies to use platforms which, 
incidental to their use and deployment, may require users to register for an account with that 

platform so long as the platform is not under the control of the local agency.  
 

Important Note: Just because you “can” doesn’t mean you “should.” There are products on 
the market that do not require individuals to sign up for/sign in to an account to participate in a 
remote meeting. Local agencies are heavily discouraged from contacting their remote 
meeting platform vendor in an attempt to uncover information about meeting attendees. 

 
RESOLUTIONS: ENACTING ASSEMBLY BILL 361 
 
A local agency wishing to rely on the provisions of AB 361 must meet one of the following 
criteria: 
 

(A) The local agency is holding a meeting during a proclaimed state of emergency, and 
state or local officials have imposed or recommended measures to promote social 
distancing; or 
 

(B) The local agency is holding a meeting during a proclaimed state of emergency for 
the purpose of determining, by majority vote, whether as a result of the emergency, 
meeting in person would present imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees; or 
 
(C) The local agency is holding a meeting during a proclaimed state of emergency and 
has determined, by majority vote, that, as a result of the emergency, meeting in person 
would present imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees. 

 
These criteria permit a local agency to schedule a remote meeting to determine whether 
meeting in-person during the state of emergency would pose imminent risk to the health or 
safety of attendees. At that remote meeting, a local agency may determine by majority vote that 
sufficient risks exist to the health or safety of attendees as a result of the emergency and pass a 
resolution to that effect. These criteria also permit a local agency to meet remotely in the event 

that there is a state of emergency declaration while state or local officials have recommended or 
required measures to promote social distancing. 
 
If a local agency passes a resolution by majority vote that meeting in-person during the state of 
emergency would present imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees, the resolution 
would permit meeting under the provisions of AB 361 for a maximum period of 30 days. After 30 
days, the local agency would need to renew its resolution, consistent with the requirements of 
AB 361, if the agency desires to continue meeting under the modified Brown Act requirements, 
or allow the resolution to lapse. 
 

Important Note: Consider referencing the initial sample resolution linked on this page (click 
here) in crafting your agency’s initial resolution effecting the transition to these modified 
Brown Act requirements. While this sample resolution is provided for the benefit of local 
agencies, consult your legal counsel to review your agency’s resolution before its 

consideration at a public meeting. 
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After 30 days, a local agency is required to renew its resolution effecting the transition to the 
modified Brown Act requirements if it desires to continue meeting under those modified 

requirements.  
 
Importantly, the ability to renew the resolution is subject to certain requirements and conditions. 
In order to renew the resolution, a local agency must: 
 

• Reconsider the circumstances of the state of emergency 

• Having reconsidered the state of emergency, determine that either 

o The state of emergency continues to directly impact the ability of the members to 
meet safely in person, or 

o State or local officials continue to impose or recommend measures to promote 
social distancing 

 
AB 361 requires that the renewal of the resolution effecting the transition to the modified Brown 
Act requirements must be based on findings that the state of emergency declaration remains 
active, the local agency has thoughtfully reconsidered the circumstances of the state of 
emergency, and the local agency has either identified A) ongoing, direct impacts to the ability to 
meet safely in-person or B) active social distancing measures as directed by relevant state or 
local officials. 
 

Important Note: Consider referencing the subsequent adoption sample resolution linked on 
this page (click here) in crafting your agency’s renewal resolution renewing the transition to 

these modified Brown Act requirements. While this sample resolution is provided for the 
benefit of local agencies, consult your legal counsel to review your agency’s resolution before 
its consideration at a public meeting. 

 

Important Note: If your agency does not meet again before the 30 day period during which 
the resolution remains active, the resolution will lapse for lack of action by the agency. After a 
resolution has lapsed, if the agency seeks to meet remotely again under the modified Brown 
Act requirements, it must pass a new initial resolution effecting the transition to the modified 
Brown Act requirements, subject to the same substantive and procedural requirements as 
before. 
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AB 361 PROCESS: AN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1. An emergency situation arises. The specific nature of the emergency produces an 
imminent risk to public health and safety. 

2. A state of emergency is declared (pursuant to CA GOVT § 8625). 
3. A local agency wishes to meet remotely via teleconferencing as a result of the 

emergency. A meeting notice/agenda are produced and posted, with an agenda item 
dedicated to consideration of a resolution to transition to teleconferenced meetings 
consistent with the terms of CA GOVT § 54953, subdivision (e).  

4. A resolution is passed consistent with the terms of CA GOVT § 54953, subdivision (e), 
paragraph (1), subparagraph (B) (i.e., a resolution passed by majority vote determining 
that meeting in person would present imminent risks to the health or safety of 
attendees).1 This resolution is valid for 30 days. 

5. 30 days later: if the state of emergency remains active, a local agency may act to renew 

its resolution effecting the transition to teleconferenced meetings by passing another 
resolution, consistent with the terms of CA GOVT § 54953, subdivision (e), paragraph 
(3) (i.e., a resolution which includes findings that legislative body has both 1) 
reconsidered the circumstances of the state of emergency, and 2) the state of 
emergency continues to directly impact the ability of the members to meet safely in 
person.2 

 
1 Alternatively, in lieu of a resolution finding that meeting in person would present imminent risks 
to the health or safety of attendees, a local agency may use modified Brown Act procedures 
when state/local officials recommend/require measures to promote social distancing. 
 
2 Should state/local officials continue to impose or recommend measures to promote social 
distancing, this may instead be used as a basis for renewing a resolution (as opposed to the 

fact that the state of emergency continues to directly impact the ability of the members to meet 
safely in person). 
 

This communication is provided for general information only and is not offered or 
intended as legal advice. Readers should seek the advice of an attorney when confronted 
with legal issues and attorneys should perform an independent evaluation of the issues 

raised in these communications. 
 

Copyright © 2021 by the California Special Districts Association (CSDA), Sacramento, 
California. 

All rights reserved. This publication, or parts thereof, may not be reproduced in any form without 
CSDA’s permission. 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

36 BRENNAN STREET    WATSONVILLE, CA  95076 

TEL:  (831) 722-9292    FAX:  (831) 722-3139   

email: info@pvwater.org    https://www.pvwater.org 

  

 

Board of Directors Meeting                            Teleconference 

September 22, 2021, 7:00 p.m.                      

                 

 

DRAFT BOARD MEETING MINUTES 

 

1. Call to Order: The Regular Board Meeting of Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency was called 

to order at 7:01 p.m. by Chair Newell, via teleconference 

 

2. Roll call of the PV WATER Directors: 

 

Board Members Present:  Newell, Culbertson, Bannister, Broz, Sanchez 

 

Board Members Absent:  Zamora, Rider 

 

Staff Members Present:  Brian Lockwood, General Manager (GM) 

     Helen Rodriguez, Financial & Administrative Services Manager  

     Laura R. Taay, Board Secretary 

Marcus Mendiola, Water Conservation and Outreach Specialist  

Others Present:                    Tony Condotti, Agency Counsel (AC) 

Andrew Ramos, Special Agency Counsel, Water Rights, 

Bartkiewicz, Kronick & Shanahan (BKS) 

Brittany Brace, Special Counsel, Water Rights, (BKS) 

Mayra Hernandez, Public, Sustainable Groundwater Committee 

Member, Community Water Center 

Marla Anderson, Public, Sustainable Groundwater Committee 

Member 

     Molly Bruce, Public 

    Dr. Andy Fisher, U.C. Santa Cruz 

Rosemarie Imazio, Projects & Facility Operations Committee 

Member 

    Heather Lukacs, Public, Community Water Center 

    Lisa Lurie, Resource Conservation District – Santa Cruz County 

    Justine Massey, Public, Community Water Center 

Erin McCarthy, Resource Conservation District – Santa Cruz 

County 

Kyle Monper, Public, Sustainable Groundwater Committee 

Member, Driscoll’s  

Kirk Schmidt, Public, Chairperson, Sustainable Groundwater 

Committee Member 

    Cameron Tana, Consultant, Montgomery & Associates 

    Ellen Cross, Consultant, Strategy Driver 
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3. Pledge of Allegiance 

4. Oral Communications:   None 

5. Director Comments:  Director Sanchez appreciated a tour he received from Beau 

Kayser, Water Operations Division, of the Water Resources Center and the Recycled Water Facility. 

Director Newell reported having voted on the ACWA Region 5 Election.  

 

6. Counsel Report:   No report. 

7. General Manager Report:  GM Lockwood reported on: 

 AB 361 

 Santa Cruz County Farm Bureau, 104th Annual Business 

Meeting, Thursday, September 30, 2021, 5:30 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. 

 ACWA Groundwater Committee Meeting 

 Blend Well 1 has been repaired and is now up and running. 

8. Consent Agenda 

A. Approval of Board Meeting July 21, 2021 Minutes 

B. Approval of Special Board Meeting August 18, 2021 Minutes 

C. Approval of Financial Reports  

 

 Action: Director Culbertson moved to approve the Consent Agenda; seconded by Director Broz               

 Motion carried by the following voice vote: 

 AYES:  Newell, Culbertson, Bannister, Broz, Sanchez 

 NOES:  None 

 ABSENT:  Zamora, Rider 

 ABSTAIN:  None 

 

9. Informational Items 

A. Received Basin Management Plan Implementation Update from GM Lockwood 

B. Received Community Water Center Presentation on “Framework for a Drinking Water Well 

Impact Mitigation Program” 

 

10. Discussion and/or Action Items 

A. Consider Staff Recommendation regarding the Watsonville Slough System Managed Aquifer 

Recharge and Recovery Projects: Request for Release from Priority of State Filing Water Right  

GM Lockwood and Special Counsel Ramos presented a summary of the details documented in 

the memorandum included in the agenda packet. 

Action: Director Bannister moved for the Board to (1) authorize and direct General Manager to 

work with the Agency’s water-right Attorney to complete and file the request for release from 

priority of state-file application 18334; and (2) authorize staff to transmit to the State Water Board 

the $5,000 filing fee for the request for release from priority; seconded by Director Sanchez 

 

Motion carried by the following voice vote: 

AYES:  Newell, Culbertson, Bannister, Sanchez 

NOES:  None 

ABSENT: Zamora, Rider 
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ABSTAIN: None 

Director Broz phone connection issues - did not vote. 

B.  Consider the Recharge Net Metering Pilot Program 

GM Lockwood provided a summary of the history of the Recharge Net Metering Pilot Program 

including challenges and successes.  He then introduced Dr. Andrew Fisher, UCSC, who delivered 

a Water Year 2021 annual report, which is posted on www.pvwater.org. Erin McCarthy, RCD-SCC 

also provided remarks. GM Lockwood, Dr. Fisher, and Ms. McCarthy responded to questions. 

 

Action: Director Bannister moved for the Board to approve the Recharge Net Metering Program 

in its current form to allow those projects that have already been constructed to continue to 

participate in the Program and continue to receive rebates based on the net infiltration benefit; 

seconded by Director Culbertson. 

 

  Motion carried by the following voice vote: 

  AYES:  Newell, Culbertson, Bannister, Broz, Sanchez 

  NOES:  None 

  ABSENT: Zamora, Rider 

  ABSTAIN: None 

 

C. Consider Adopting Resolution 2021-13, Recognizing State of California Drought Declaration 

and Call to Reduce Water Use 

GM Lockwood introduced Resolution 2021-13 and reported that the Projects and Facility 

Operations Committee had reviewed the resolution and voted in favor of recommending that the 

Board approve it. 

 

Action: Director Bannister moved for the Board to adopt Resolution No. 2021-13, Recognizing 

State of California Drought Declaration and Call to Reduce Water Use, and direct staff to prepare 

a public message campaign; seconded by Director Broz. 

 

  Motion carried by the following voice vote: 

  AYES:  Newell, Culbertson, Bannister, Broz, Sanchez 

  NOES:  None 

  ABSENT: Zamora, Rider 

  ABSTAIN: None 

 

 

11.  Monthly Reports/Presentations 

A. Facility Operations Report 

1. Received 2021 Supplemental Water Production Monthly Summary Report 

B. Board Committee Reports available at www.pvwater.org 

C. Public Outreach Update 

 

12.  Correspondence 

13.  Future Meetings 

A. Basin Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update (GSU22) Community 

Informational Meeting, Tuesday, September 28, 2021, 6:30 p.m., Teleconference 
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B. Projects & Facility Operations Committee, Wednesday, September 29, 2021,  3:00 p.m. 

Teleconference 

C. Administration & Finance Committee, Tuesday, October 12, 2021, 3:00 p.m., Teleconference 

D. Board of Directors, Wednesday, October 20 , 2021 ,7:00 p.m., Teleconference 

E. Project & Facility Operations Committee, Wednesday, October 27, 2021, 3:00 p.m., 

Teleconference 

 

14.  Future Agenda Items 

 Adjourned at  8:55 p.m. 

 

_____________________________________                        ___________________________________ 

Laura R. Taay, Board Secretary                  Date Approved 
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Date Deposits Withdrawals Balance

CLEARING ACCOUNT - Mechanics

Beginning Balance 8/1/2021 $524,056

     Cash Receipts

     Disbursements 1,677,942

     Transfers 1,376,242

     Bank Fees

Ending Balance 8/31/2021 $222,356

GENERAL FUND10-MMA Mechanics

Beginning Balance 8/1/2021 $1,151,183

     Cash Receipts 54

     Transfers 36,541

     Interest Earned 40

     Bank Fees

Ending Balance 8/31/2021 $1,114,735

GENERAL FUND 10 -  LAIF 

Beginning Balance 8/1/2021 $2,186,989

     Transfers

     Interest Earned

Ending Balance 8/31/2021 $2,186,989

GENERAL FUND 20 -  LAIF 

Beginning Balance 8/1/2021 $8,030,678

     Transfers

     Interest Earned

Ending Balance 8/31/2021 $8,030,678

SPECIAL REVENUE FUND 20-ACH Clearing Acct Mechanics

Beginning Balance 8/1/2021 $0
     Cash Receipts

     Transfers

     Disbursments/ACH-Wire

     Bank Fees

Ending Balance 8/31/2021 $0

SPECIAL REVENUE FUND 20-Operating Mechanics

Beginning Balance 8/1/2021 $650,277
     Cash Receipts 1,332,092

     Transfers 1,939,701

     Disbursments/ACH-Wire

     Bank Fees 4,896

     Interest Earned

Ending Balance 8/31/2021 $37,772

SPECIAL REVENUE Fund 20 Cash Mgmt-FUND20MMN Mechanics

Beginning Balance 8/1/2021 $7,237,990

     Transfers 800,000 200,000

     Bank Fees

     Interest Earned 274

Ending Balance 8/31/2021 $7,838,265

Certificate of Deposit - DWR Loan Reserve Mechanics Fund 40

Beginning Balance 8/1/2021 $254,160

Interest Earned 179.24

Ending Balance 8/31/2021 $254,340

Prior Month Ending Cash Balance: Total Deposits: Total Withdrawals: Month End Cash Balance:

$20,035,333 $3,508,881 $3,859,080 $19,685,135

Cash Transfers 2,176,242 2,176,242 -                                     

Actual Cash Receipts/Disbursements 1,332,639 1,682,838

PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY

Account Activity Report per Bank Statement
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY

INVESTMENT REPORT

ALL FUNDS

August 31, 2021

Current % of Total Weighted

Description Yield Investment Portfolio Yield

MechanicsClearing Account 0.00% $222,356 1.13% 0.00%

General Fund 10 

Mechanics General Fund 10 Money Market Account 0.04% 1,114,735 5.66% 0.00%

Local Agency Investment Fund 0.44% 2,186,989 11.11% 0.05%

$3,301,724

Special Revenue Fund 20

Mechanics Special Revenue Fund 20-ACH Clearing Account 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00%

Mechanics Special Revenue Fund 20 Operating Account 0.00% 37,772 0.19% 0.00%

Mechanics Special Revenue Fund 20 Money Market Account 0.04% 7,838,265 39.82% 0.02%

Local Agency Investment Fund 0.44% 8,030,678 40.80% 0.18%

$15,906,715

Long Term Debt Fund 40 

Mechanics Certificate of Deposit DWR Loan Reserve 0.50% $254,340 1.29% 0.01%

Total: $19,685,135 100.0%  

Total Funds Reserved (DWR Fund 40) 254,340

Total Funds Invested 19,170,667

Total Funds Non-interest Bearing 260,127.95

Total Funds $19,685,135

Total Available Funds 19,430,795

Cash Reserve Policy Requirements (PV Water) 5,790,000

Surplus (Deficit) of Funds $13,640,795
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VENDOR 

NUMBER
VENDOR PROJECT

TERM 

START 

DATE

TERM END 

DATE

CONTRACT 

AMOUNT NOT 

TO EXCEED

  AMOUNT 

PAID 

THROUGH 

9/30/2021

AMOUNT 

AVAILABLE

B195 Balance Hydrologics Watsonville Slough Monitoring-WY2021 11/19/20 06/30/22 63,100 25,853 37,247

C1099 Carollo Engineers
BMP Implementation Program Management 

Services
01/18/17 12/31/21 6,463,226 5,855,084 608,142

C1099 Carollo Engineers
College Lake IRMP: Design & Bid Period 

Services
08/20/20 06/30/22 2,785,739 1,642,284 1,143,455

C103 cbec, inc. eco engineering
College Lake Hydrologic Monitoring Services, 

WY2020
12/19/19 09/30/21 85,224 69,629 15,595

C103 cbec, inc. eco engineering
College Lake Hydrologic Monitoring Services, 

WY2021
11/19/20 06/30/22 128,425 50,799 77,626

C103 cbec, inc. eco engineering
College Lake Weir Fish Passage Design 

Consultation & Modeling Services
10/22/20 12/31/21 81,715 41,171 40,544

E355 eki environment & water, Inc.

Harkins Slough Recharge Facility 

Improvements

Preliminary Modeling Evaluation of Alternative

08/01/19 07/31/21 91,500 82,313 9,187

E355 eki environment & water, Inc.
College Lake IRMP: Engineering Support 

Services
07/20/20 12/31/21 25,000 9,214 15,786

E500 ESA Water
College Lake IRMP: Enviroment Support 

Services
10/22/20 12/31/21 349,758 93,690 256,068

J301 Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc.
College Lake IRMP: Design & Bid Period 

Services
08/20/20 06/30/22 1,390,025 567,244 822,781

K310 Kittleson Environmental Consulting College Lake Bird Surveys WY2021 01/01/21 12/30/21 19,100 8,859 10,241

M1865 Montgomery & Associates BMP - Hydrologic & Facilitation Services 07/23/20 06/30/22 576,056 418,463 157,593

P1160 Mike Podlech, Aquatic Ecologist College Lake Fisheries & Planning Support 09/03/19 06/30/22 64,040 40,863 23,178

R775 Roy Alsop Plumbing & Drilling, Inc. Blend Well #1 Emergency Repair Work 08/19/21 12/31/21 39,296 375 38,921

S2940 Smith and Associates
Real Property Appraisals for College Lake & 

Slough Project Areas
10/22/20 12/31/21 100,000 56,500 43,500

FY2020-21 CONTRACT COMMITMENTS: Quarterly Activity for time period: July 1, 2021 - September 30, 2021
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VENDOR 

NUMBER
VENDOR PROJECT

TERM 

START 

DATE

TERM END 

DATE

CONTRACT 

AMOUNT NOT 

TO EXCEED

  AMOUNT 

PAID 

THROUGH 

9/30/2021

AMOUNT 

AVAILABLE

FY2020-21 CONTRACT COMMITMENTS: Quarterly Activity for time period: July 1, 2021 - September 30, 2021

SERVICE 

E107 Ed Bogner Mechanical, Inc Preventative Maintenance Service 12/01/20 12/31/23 5,000 689 4,311

F199 Fedak & Brown, LLP Financial Auditing Services 05/01/17 06/30/22 24,311 7,784 16,527

F475 Flores, Beatriz Translation Services 07/01/16 06/30/22 20,000 6,875 13,125

G330 Gutierrez Consultants Grant Support Services 01/01/18 12/31/21 162,000 112,682 49,318

G330 Gutierrez Consultants IRWM Drought Funding Admin 01/21/15 12/31/21 158,000 153,486 4,514

K89 Karas Technical Services Graphic Design Services 07/15/20 06/30/22 25,000 2,045 22,955

M1086 Miller Maxfield Inc. 
Public Outreach & Engagement Support 

Services
07/15/20 06/30/21 25,000 24,122 878

M1086 Miller Maxfield Inc. 
Public Outreach & Engagement Support 

Services
07/01/21 06/30/22 25,000 2,513 22,488

N255 NHA Advisors
Continuing Disclosure and CDIAC Reporting 

Compliance Services
01/01/19 06/30/23 20,000 12,000 8,000

N321 Norris Associates
Misc Project Planning & Preliminary Eng. 

Services
10/26/15 06/30/22 25,000 11,794 13,207

S830 Resource Conservation SC County (RCD)
BMP Agricultural Water Conservation Program

Technical Assistance
01/07/21 12/31/23 946,671 89,204 857,467

T328 Tree Top Web Design Web Design Services 11/07/17 06/30/21 25,000 15,469 9,531

D310 U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
Hydrologic Modeling Update, Data Collection 

& Analysis for sustainability
07/01/18 10/31/21 553,328 475,287 78,041

Z100 ZAG Technical Services
IT Managed Services & Support (MSA) FY2021-

23
07/01/21 06/30/23 100,000 6,804 93,196

TOTAL $14,376,514 $9,883,095 $4,400,223
Prior Qtr less completed contracts: 8,695,736

Contract Complete Net Change in Amt paid this Qtr: 1,187,359

Term Date Expired BR Report: 1,187,359

Difference: 0
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Balance Forward Bal Under 30 Bal 30 to 60 Bal 60 to 90 Bal 90 to 120 Bal Over 120

Accounts Receivable before credits 5,964,363 5,813,579 5,600 0 53,032 92,152

Credits (952)

Total Accounts Receivable at 9/30/21 5,963,411

Accounts Receivable before credits 5,699,823 5,400,531 4,392 58 86,370 208,471

Credits (1,627)

Total Accounts Receivable at 9/30/20 5,698,196

Accounts Receivable before credits 219,563 9,294 0 115,389 434 94,446

Credits (18,053)

Total Accounts Receivable at 8/31/21 201,510

Accounts Receivable before credits 1,431,572 2,903 1,325,297 1,000 0 102,372

Credits (12,809)

Total Accounts Receivable at 7/31/21 1,418,763

Accounts Receivable before credits 4,233,141 4,124,449 1,141 0 5,586 101,964

Credits (5,553)

Total Accounts Receivable at 6/30/21 4,227,587

PV Water

Accounts Receivable Aging 3 Month Trend

As of 9/30/2021
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Type Consumption(AF) Dollar Consumption(AF) Dollar

March Billing

Inside Delivered Water Zone 355.610 120,196.27$                                277.086 93,655.07$                         

Metered 2746.996 675,761.07$                                2479.177 609,968.23$                       

Non-Metered (agriculture) 0.000 -$                                             0.00 -$                                    

Delivered 493.009 193,259.38$                                318.888 125,142.10$                       

Aromas 53.570 13,178.22$                                  49.740 12,236.04$                         

Cal Water 51.790 12,740.34$                                  53.980 13,279.08$                         

City of Watsonville 1106.000 272,076.00$                                1268.000 311,928.00$                       

Vega Mutual 8.100 1,992.60$                                    8.210 2,019.66$                           

Pajaro/Sunny Mesa 67.780 16,673.88$                                  73.100 17,982.60$                         

Non-Metered (rural residential) 1.250 287.50$                                       0.500 115.00$                              

  Subtotal 4,884.10 1,306,165.25$                             4,528.68 1,186,325.77$                    

Uncollected Amt a/o 4/30/21 176,182.53$                                Uncollected Amt a/o 4/30/20 246,413.73$                       

Percent of Uncollected Billing 13.489% Percent of Uncollected Billing 20.771%

June Billing

Inside Delivered Water Zone 1,384.32 467,900.99$                                885.04 299,141.85$                       

Metered 8,698.36 2,139,797.49$                             7,241.39 1,781,381.68$                    

Non-Metered (agriculture) 190.42 46,844.29$                                  212.10 52,175.72$                         

Delivered 1,697.30 665,340.35$                                1,663.54 652,108.85$                       

Aromas 79.15 19,470.90$                                  70.72 17,397.12$                         

Cal Water 60.85 14,969.10$                                  59.24 14,573.04$                         

City of Watsonville 1,608.00 395,568.00$                                1,488.00 366,048.00$                       

Vega Mutual 11.70 2,878.20$                                    11.29 2,777.34$                           

Pajaro/Sunny Mesa 84.99 20,907.54$                                  82.11 20,199.06$                         

  Subtotal 13,815.10 3,773,676.85$                             11,713.42 3,205,802.66$                    

Annual Rural Residential

Consumption 1,254.75 288,592.50$                                1,250.50 287,615.00$                       

  Subtotal 15,069.85 4,062,269.35$                             12,963.92 3,493,417.66$                    

Uncollected Amt a/o 7/31/21 1,325,297.34$                             Uncollected Amt a/o 7/31/20 1,172,744.93$                    

Percent of Uncollected Billing 32.625% Percent of Uncollected Billing 33.570%

September Billing

Inside Delivered Water Zone 2,450.30 828,200.46$                                2,095.23 708,189.31$                       

Metered 14,451.24 3,555,005.43$                             14,165.46 3,484,703.23$                    

Non-Metered  (agriculture) 4.80 1,180.80$                                    0.00 -$                                    

Delivered 2,299.61 901,447.75$                                1,759.16 689,590.83$                       

Aromas 105.18 25,874.28$                                  112.79 27,746.34$                         

Cal Water 65.84 16,196.64$                                  66.84 16,442.64$                         

City of Watsonville 1,865.00 458,790.00$                                1,863.00 458,298.00$                       

Vega Mutual 15.38 3,783.48$                                    17.08 4,201.68$                           

Pajaro/Sunny Mesa 105.48 25,948.08$                                  111.36 27,394.56$                         

Non-Metered (rural residential) 2.95 678.00$                                       0.75 172.50$                              

  Subtotal 21,365.78 5,817,104.92$                             20,191.67 5,416,739.09$                    

Uncollected Amt a/o 10/31/20 1,293,596

Percent of Uncollected Billing 23.881%

December Billing

Inside Delivered Water Zone 1,276.74 431,537.62$                       

Metered 7,192.44 1,769,339.15$                    

Non-Metered (agriculture) 234.14 57,597.87$                         

Delivered 1,432.69 561,615.07$                       

Aromas 93.73 23,057.58$                         

Cal Water 62.83 15,456.18$                         

City of Watsonville 1,885.00 463,710.00$                       

Vega Mutual 14.14 3,478.44$                           

Pajaro/Sunny Mesa 97.35 23,948.10$                         

Non-Metered (rural residential) 0.50 115.00$                              

  Subtotal 12,289.55 3,349,855.01

Uncollected Amt a/o 1/31/21 422,090

Percent of Uncollected Billing 12.600%

  Total 41,319.73 11,185,539.52 49,973.83 13,446,337.53

PV Water

Quarterly Billing Summary

Calendar Year 

20202021

QuarterlyBillingComparative2021
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Date Account Description Amount Reason

7/27/2021 18369 Non-Metered (230.00)$        Billing Adjustment

7/27/2021 24213 Non-Metered (115.00)$        Billing Adjustment

7/27/2021 24647 Non-Metered (115.00)$        Well collapse

7/27/2021 25088 Meter Credit (300.00)$        Meter installation

8/19/2021 22481 Interest (1.73)$             Past due & payment crossed in mail

8/19/2021 23677 Interest (8.63)$             Past due & payment crossed in mail

8/19/2021 23876 Interest (1.73)$             Past due & payment crossed in mail

8/19/2021 24182 Interest (1.73)$             Past due & payment crossed in mail

8/19/2021 24818 Interest (498.09)$        Past due & payment crossed in mail

8/19/2021 25037 Non-Metered (645.75)$        Billing Adjustment

8/19/2021 25068 Interest (136.04)$        Past due & payment crossed in mail

8/20/2021 23873-001 Non-Metered 295.20$         Billing Adjustment

9/1/2021 1867 Interest (40.11)$          Past due & payment crossed in mail

9/1/2021 24057 Interest (1.73)$             Past due & payment crossed in mail

9/1/2021 24492 Interest (1.73)$             Past due & payment crossed in mail

9/1/2021 24997 Interest (4.27)$             Past due & payment crossed in mail

9/1/2021 25107 Meter Credit (300.00)$        Meter installation

9/21/2021 23590 Non-Metered 678.00$         Billing Adjustment

9/22/2021 723 Interest (1.73)$             Past due & payment crossed in mail

9/22/2021 1989 Interest (31.55)$          Past due & payment crossed in mail

9/22/2021 18089 Interest (1.73)$             Past due & payment crossed in mail

9/22/2021 19684 Interest (3.46)$             Past due & payment crossed in mail

9/22/2021 19684 Non-Metered (115.00)$        Billing Adjustment

9/22/2021 23430 Interest (14.01)$          Past due & payment crossed in mail

9/22/2021 24023 Interest (6.90)$             Past due & payment crossed in mail

9/28/2021 24947 Meter Credit (1,931.88)$     Meter installation & meter cost

9/28/2021 Several Interest (146.51)$        Quarterly interest adjustments

9/29/2021 22947-001 Meter Penalty 88.31$            Meter removed

9/29/2021 23629 Meter Penalty 2,898.13$      Diversion

9/29/2021 22860-001 Meter Penalty 6,987.14$      Meter removed

Total 

Adjustments 6,292.47$      

PV Water                                                                  

July  -  September  2021 Account Write Offs/Adjustments
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Check No Vendor 

No

Vendor 

Name

Check Date Check Amount

Invoice No Descriptio

n

Reference

37208 UB*00564 ISABEL BANUELOS 09/01/2021

Refund Check 021101-000, 2155  SAN JUAN RD 575.00

Total for Check Number 37208: 575.00

37209 UB*00568 CHOATE REALTY TRUST ACCT 09/01/2021

Refund Check 016069-000, 74  WHITING RD 115.00

Total for Check Number 37209: 115.00

37210 UB*00569 DEAN COLLINS 09/01/2021

Refund Check 023611-000,   WATER TANK RD 162.85

Total for Check Number 37210: 162.85

37211 UB*00572 DEAN COLLINS 09/01/2021

Refund Check 024831-000, 442  SAN ANDREAS RD 40.34

Total for Check Number 37211: 40.34

37212 UB*00573 DIRTY GIRL PRODUCE 09/01/2021

Refund Check 000743-001, 221  PECKHAM RD 33.95

Total for Check Number 37212: 33.95

37213 UB*00567 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL ASSOCIATES 09/01/2021

Refund Check 022736-000, 120  SAN MIGUEL CANYON RD 115.00

Total for Check Number 37213: 115.00

37214 UB*00574 CASON FRENCH 09/01/2021

Refund Check 023349-000, 243  SPRING VALLEY RD 407.24

Total for Check Number 37214: 407.24

37215 UB*00566 LAKESIDE ORGANIC GARDENS, LLC 09/01/2021

Refund Check 024970-000,   W BEACH RD 8,395.24

Total for Check Number 37215: 8,395.24

37216 UB*00570 JEREMY S LOFTIN 09/01/2021

Refund Check 025076-000, 805  LARKIN VALLEY RD 57.50

Total for Check Number 37216: 57.50

37217 UB*00571 ARTHUR MACNEEL 09/01/2021

Refund Check 022535-000, 885  BUENA VISTA DR 230.00

Total for Check Number 37217: 230.00

37218 UB*00575 MAGDALENO M & DELFINA SALCEDO 09/01/2021

Refund Check 016069-000, 74  WHITING RD 115.00

Total for Check Number 37218: 115.00

37219 UB*00542 RUDY C & ESTHER H VASQUEZ 09/01/2021

Refund Check 001986-001, 65  SPRINGFIELD RD 1,669.72

Total for Check Number 37219: 1,669.72

37220 UB*00563 WILLOUGHBY FARMS 09/01/2021

Refund Check 025022-000, 2,638.59

Printed: 09/30/2021 3:34 PM

Accounts Payable

Checks by Date - Detail by Check Date

User: nancy
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Total for Check Number 37220: 2,638.59

37221 UB*00565 GILBERT YERENA, JR 09/01/2021

Refund Check 024647-000, 1120  TRABING RD 230.00

Total for Check Number 37221: 230.00

Total for 9/1/2021: 14,785.43

37222 A1005 A.L. LEASE CO. WHOLE SALE PLUMBING SUPPLIES 09/09/2021

140404 Field supplies 6 PVC S80 Flange for 8/21 135.21

Total for Check Number 37222: 135.21

37223 A190 ACE HARDWARE OF WATSONVILLE INC 09/09/2021

207741/207795 CD's Field Supplies for 8/21 139.77

207741/207795 CD's Field Supplies for 8/21 113.31

Total for Check Number 37223: 253.08

37224 A910 ATCHINSON,BARISONE,CONDOTTI 09/09/2021

33786 Professional Services General Matters for 8/1-8/31/21 16.50

33786 College Lake Legal Services for 8/1 to 8/31/21 4,402.90

33786 Professional Services General Matters for 8/1-8/31/21 513.40

33787 Professional Services General Matters for 8/1-8/31/21 542.75

Total for Check Number 37224: 5,475.55

37225 A850 AVAYA FINANCIAL SERVICES. 09/09/2021

38450580 Phone/VM Lease Agreement for 8/1-9/1/21 388.24

Total for Check Number 37225: 388.24

37226 C960 CARDIFF PEST CONTROL INC 09/09/2021

0120214 Pest control Office fumigation for 8/21 110.00

Total for Check Number 37226: 110.00

37227 R40 CARDMEMBER SERVICE 09/09/2021

AUG2021 cell supplies (Shinehah)  for 8/21 27.73

AUG2021 Office Supplies for 8/21 26.04

AUG2021 Meter field supplies  for 8/21 1,000.00

AUG2021 Recovery wells field supplies  for 8/21 626.80

AUG2021 Vehicle# 3 Maint. & Repairs for 8/21 1,379.77

AUG2021 Staff Meeting for 8/21 58.95

AUG2021 Meter field supplies  for 8/21 1,000.00

AUG2021 Telephone office conference  for 8/21 24.28

AUG2021 Law posters  for 8/21 29.94

AUG2021 Staff uniforms for 8/21 168.04

AUG2021 ACWA registration fee for 8/21 35.00

Total for Check Number 37227: 4,376.55

37228 C103 CBEC ECO ENGINEERING INC 09/09/2021

17-1003-4-14 CL/PS.Hydrologic Monitoring Yr.'21  for 7/ 1/ to 7/31/21 2,253.00

17-1003-5-8 CL/PS.Hydrologic Monitoring Yr.'21  for 7/ 1/ to 7/31/21 3,770.50

Total for Check Number 37228: 6,023.50

37229 W400 CITY OF WATSONVILLE UTILITIES 09/09/2021

AC#02389-OFFICEOffice Monthly Utilities for 7/13 to 8/17/21 167.50

Total for Check Number 37229: 167.50

37230 E355 EKI ENVIRONMENT & WATER INC 09/09/2021

B90103.01-08 HS. Professional Services for 6/26 to 7/23/21 3,766.40

Total for Check Number 37230: 3,766.40

37231 E500 ESA  Water 09/09/2021

166885 CL Project Prof. Services for 7/3-7/30/21 2,228.31

Total for Check Number 37231: 2,228.31
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37232 F309 FERGUSON WATERWORKS INC 09/09/2021

1655014 Recovery wells paint for 8/21 48.78

Total for Check Number 37232: 48.78

37233 G330 GUTIERREZ CONSULTANTS, INC. 09/09/2021

1613 SWRCB Prop 1 Phase II Sup. Services for 7/1-7/31/21 5,673.00

1614 IRWM Drought Grant Support Services for 7/1 to 7/31/21 2,196.00

Total for Check Number 37233: 7,869.00

37234 J301 JACOBS ENGINEERING GROUP INC. 09/09/2021

W8Y08700-012Expansion and CL Design for 7/31 to 8/27/21 60,545.93

Total for Check Number 37234: 60,545.93

37235 M900 MERRY MAIDS 09/09/2021

8/7 thru 8/28/21Monthly Office housekeeping for 8/7 to 8/28/21 632.00

Total for Check Number 37235: 632.00

37236 p1160 MIKE PODLECH 09/09/2021

2290 CL Fisheries Support Prof. Services  for 7/1 to 8/31/21 540.00

Total for Check Number 37236: 540.00

37237 M1086 MILLER MAXFIELD, INC. 09/09/2021

0721PV Social Media Content Drought press release for 7/21 1,787.50

0821PV Public  Outreach Consulting for 8/21 725.00

Total for Check Number 37237: 2,512.50

37238 M1175 MONTEREY BAY ANALYTICAL SERVICE INC 09/09/2021

210722-28 Water Samples Groundwater for 7/22/21 1,300.00

210804-43  Water Samples CD'S  for 8/4/21 1,384.00

210811-43  Water Samples Groundwater for 8/11/21 260.00

210816-42  Water Samples CD'S  for 8/16/21 574.00

210818-45  Water Samples Groundwater for 8/18/21 650.00

210819-41  Water Samples Ground Water  for 8/19/21 260.00

Total for Check Number 37238: 4,428.00

37239 M1425 MONTEREY BAY PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPE INC 09/09/2021

36316 Building Mo. Landscape Maint. For 8/21 196.00

Total for Check Number 37239: 196.00

37240 P629 PASILLAS TIRE SERVICES, INC 09/09/2021

38874 Veh. Maint. Veh #1 for 8/31/21 340.39

Total for Check Number 37240: 340.39

37241 P180 PENINSULA MESSENGER LLC 09/09/2021

392298 Monthly RaboBank Courier for 8/21 28.25

392298 Monthly RaboBank Courier for 8/21 84.75

Total for Check Number 37241: 113.00

37242 P800 PG & E 09/09/2021

2926809320-9 Service at 36 B Brennan St for 7/23 to 8/23/21 136.86

2926809320-9 Service at 36 B Brennan St for 7/23 to 8/23/21 45.62

3771390038-1 Service at Jensen Rd #3 for 7/21 to 8/19/21 28.31

4291054495-8 Service at 475 San Andreas Rd for 7/22 to 8/22/21 3,008.33

5290624576-7 Service at 2240 Beach Rd for 7/21 to 8/19/21 9.85

5916054391-0 Service at 187C San Andreas Rd for 7/22 to 8/22/21 4,492.13

Total for Check Number 37242: 7,721.10

37243 P950 PITNEY BOWES PURCHASE POWER, INC. 09/09/2021

8000-9000-0396-Postage stamp purchase for 8/19/21 520.99

Total for Check Number 37243: 520.99

37244 S830 RESOURCE CONSERVATION SANTA CRUZ COUNTY RCA09/09/2021

FMT03 Flowmeter Telemetry Project Services  for 5/25/20-5/24/21 1,842.59
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Total for Check Number 37244: 1,842.59

37245 S1405 SC FUELS INC 09/09/2021

0435839 Agency Vehicles Fuel for 8/17 to 8/31/21 567.43

Total for Check Number 37245: 567.43

37246 C1580 SPECTRUM BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS 09/09/2021

0495564082321LandLine services for 8/23 to 9/22/21 669.37

Total for Check Number 37246: 669.37

37247 S2457 STATE OF CALIFORNIA THE RESOURCES AGENCY 09/09/2021

2110E77008 P & I /Prop.13 Ground Water Recharge Bond for 125,707.87

Total for Check Number 37247: 125,707.87

37248 T320 TIMES PUBLISHING GROUP, INC 09/09/2021

15527 350.00

Total for Check Number 37248: 350.00

37249 T400 TRI-COUNTY FIRE PROTECTION INC. 09/09/2021

HP-55347 14 Extinguisher Maint Test for 8/25/21 241.00

Total for Check Number 37249: 241.00

37250 U185 U.S. BANK EQUIPMENT FINANCE 09/09/2021

450736541 RICOH Office Copier for 8/21 207.62

451058556 RICOH Office Copier (upstairs) for 8/21 92.77

Total for Check Number 37250: 300.39

37251 Z100 ZAG TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC. 09/09/2021

117560 IT-Professional Prefered Support Agreement for 7/21 1,494.00

117579 IT-Agreement Support 8x5 for 9/21 390.00

Total for Check Number 37251: 1,884.00

Total for 9/9/2021: 239,954.68

ACH A1250 AFLAC- FLEX ONE 09/10/2021

EE Deferrals EE PR Deferrals 606.70

Total for this ACH Check for Vendor A1250: 606.70

ACH A300 ACWA/JPIA 09/10/2021

EE Deferrals EE PR Deferrals 31,512.71

Total for this ACH Check for Vendor A300: 31,512.71

ACH N125 NATIONWIDE RETIREMENT SOLUTION 09/10/2021

EE Deferrals EE PR Deferrals 5,000.00

Total for this ACH Check for Vendor N125: 5,000.00

ACH P1300 PERS-Fiscal Services Division Cashier Unit 09/10/2021

EE Deferrals ER/EE Retirement Contributions 9,452.86

EE Deferrals EE PR Deferrals 740.00

Total for this ACH Check for Vendor P1300: 10,192.86

ACH P555 PVWMA-Cafeteria Account 09/10/2021

EE Deferrals EE PR Deferrals 1,146.47

Total for this ACH Check for Vendor P555: 1,146.47

Total for 9/10/2021: 48,458.74

ACH A1250 AFLAC- FLEX ONE 09/24/2021

EE Deferrals EE PR Deferrals 606.70

Total for this ACH Check for Vendor A1250: 606.70

ACH N125 NATIONWIDE RETIREMENT SOLUTION 09/24/2021
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EE Deferrals EE PR Deferrals 5,000.00

Total for this ACH Check for Vendor N125: 5,000.00

ACH P1300 PERS-Fiscal Services Division Cashier Unit 09/24/2021

EE Deferrals EE PR Deferrals 740.00

EE Deferrals ER/EE Retirement Contributions 9,315.96

Total for this ACH Check for Vendor P1300: 10,055.96

ACH P555 PVWMA-Cafeteria Account 09/24/2021

EE Deferrals EE PR Deferrals 1,146.47

Total for this ACH Check for Vendor P555: 1,146.47

37252 A850 AVAYA FINANCIAL SERVICES. 09/24/2021

38450580 Phone/VM Lease Agreement for 9/1-10/1/21 388.24

Total for Check Number 37252: 388.24

37253 b102 BARTKIEWICZ, KRONICK & SHANAHAN INC 09/24/2021

8812.0001 General Professional Legal Services for 8/21 82.40

8812-0005 Legal Prof. Service Watsonvielle Slough WSR for 8/21 1,895.00

8812-0006 Legal Prof. Service Watsonvielle Slough CL for 8/21 155.00

Total for Check Number 37253: 2,132.40

37254 F475 BEATRIZ VASQUEZ-FLORES 09/24/2021

1001 English/Spanish Fall Newsletter for 9/21 148.75

Total for Check Number 37254: 148.75

37255 C103 CBEC ECO ENGINEERING INC 09/24/2021

17-1003-4-15 CL Improve, watershed Mngment & Monitoring. for 8/1-8/31/21 4,587.50

17-1003-5-9 CL/PS.Hydrologic Monitoring Yr.'21  for 8/1/ to 8/31/21 273.00

Total for Check Number 37255: 4,860.50

37256 W400 CITY OF WATSONVILLE UTILITIES 09/24/2021

#100533/OPERATIOperationalTreatment Plant for 739,866.56

AC#02389-OFFICEOffice Monthly Utilities for 8/17 to 9/13/21 159.01

Total for Check Number 37256: 740,025.65

37257 P651 DAVID PARRA 09/24/2021

Reimb. CD's Field supplies for 9/21 30.16

Total for Check Number 37257: 30.16

37258 E86 E and M ELECTRIC & MACHINERY, INC. 09/24/2021

381941 Scada Standar R-WW rnwl and Support for 8 /21 5,595.00

Total for Check Number 37258: 5,595.00

37259 E500 ESA  Water 09/24/2021

167592 CL Project Prof. Services for 8/1-8/31/21 9,566.75

Total for Check Number 37259: 9,566.75

37260 F360 FIRST ALARM, INC 09/24/2021

637363 Qrtly Alarm Services for 10/1/21 to 12/31/21 496.50

Total for Check Number 37260: 496.50

37261 K310 KITTLESON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING 09/24/2021

025.28 CL Waterfowl Study for 7/1 to 9/9/21 2,878.86

Total for Check Number 37261: 2,878.86

37262 M1875 MICROSOFT AZURE 09/24/2021

E0600FUDQ3 IT-Support Pay as You go for 7/12 to 8/11/21 15.02

Total for Check Number 37262: 15.02

37263 M1175 MONTEREY BAY ANALYTICAL SERVICE INC 09/24/2021

210830-45 Water Samples CDS for 8/30/21 709.00

210903-09  Water Samples Groundwater for 9/3/21 390.00
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Total for Check Number 37263: 1,099.00

37264 M1865 MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES 09/24/2021

9090-21-7 Professional Services for 7/1 to 7/31/21 54,056.43

Total for Check Number 37264: 54,056.43

37265 P629 PASILLAS TIRE SERVICES, INC 09/24/2021

39229 Veh. Maint. Veh #8 for 9/15/21 435.63

Total for Check Number 37265: 435.63

37266 P800 PG & E 09/24/2021

1787734656-3 Service at 1859  Beach rd for 8/11 to 9/9/21 22,422.47

9214983032-2 Service at 1931 Beach rd for 8/11 to 9/9/21 90.70

9218085363-9 Service at 162 San Andreas Rd for 8/11 to 9/9/21 356.76

9968544374-1 Service at 36 Brennan St for 8/11 to 9/9/21 364.28

9968544374-1 Service at 36 Brennan St for 8/11 to 9/9/21 121.42

Total for Check Number 37266: 23,355.63

37267 R320 RDO EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC 09/24/2021

REBATE AG Conservation Rebate prog. for 9/21 4,869.25

Total for Check Number 37267: 4,869.25

37268 S1405 SC FUELS INC 09/24/2021

0442771 Agency Vehicles Fuel for 9/2 to 9/15/21 582.36

Total for Check Number 37268: 582.36

37269 S1681 SHAMROCK OFFICE SOLUTIONS 09/24/2021

544962 Monthly Office Printer for 8/2-9/1/21 156.13

546407 Toner shipment for 9/21 12.50

Total for Check Number 37269: 168.63

37270 S2940 SMITH & ASSOCIATES, INC 09/24/2021

D207960B Professional Services Real Property Appraisals for 9/21 12,500.00

Total for Check Number 37270: 12,500.00

37271 S2150 SOUTHWEST VALVE, LLC 09/24/2021

6497 Screw Shaft/Spring Pin field parts for 9/21 1,529.32

Total for Check Number 37271: 1,529.32

37272 U185 U.S. BANK EQUIPMENT FINANCE 09/24/2021

453148637 RICOH Office Copier for 9/21 207.62

Total for Check Number 37272: 207.62

37273 V369 VERIZON WIRELESS 09/24/2021

9887401512 Agency Personnel Cell Phones & equipt. for 8/2 - 9/1/21 449.83

Total for Check Number 37273: 449.83

37274 W80 WAGEWORKS INC. 09/24/2021

INV3047038 Mo. Admin. & Compliance Fee fo 110.00

Total for Check Number 37274: 110.00

37275 W364 WATSONVILLE PARKS & COMM 09/24/2021

32506187 Registration fee for 9/21 750.00

Total for Check Number 37275: 750.00

37276 Z100 ZAG TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC. 09/24/2021

117767 IT-Monthly Subscription Agreement-Datto for 9/21 815.00

117864 IT-Monthly Subscription MS-CSP for 9/21 192.00

Total for Check Number 37276: 1,007.00

37277 H122 MARINO HERNANDEZ 09/24/2021

FinalNetPay FinalNetPay FinalNetPay 580.98
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Total for Check Number 37277: 580.98

Total for 9/24/2021: 884,648.64

37278 S2601 STATE WATER RESOURSE  CONTROL BOARD WATER RIGHTS09/27/2021

Appl18334 Water Rights Application18334 Application 18334 5,000.00

Total for Check Number 37278: 5,000.00

Total for 9/27/2021: 5,000.00

ACH T359 THE STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY 09/28/2021

00-649299-0087Long Term Disability Benefits Sept21Prems 586.04

Total for this ACH Check for Vendor T359: 586.04

Total for 9/28/2021: 586.04

1,193,433.53Report Total (81 checks):
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DATE: October 15, 2021 

MEETING OF: October 20, 2021 

TO:   Board of Directors 

FROM:  General Manager    

RE: INFORMATIONAL ITEM 9A: Basin Management Plan Implementation 

Update 
 

 

BACKGROUND 

Staff prepares the following update monthly with the intent of keeping the Board and public up-

to-date with respect to capital projects planning, funding, and when applicable, construction.  

 

DISCUSSION 

- Funding  

o No change since last report. 

- Recycled Water Facility Improvements Project 

o Recycled Water Facility UV Disinfection Upgrade Project: Held internal planning 

meetings and met with City of Watsonville staff to discuss the project; Project is 

funded, in part, by the State Water Resources Control Board through a low-interest 

State Revolving Fund agreement and a Proposition 1 Recycled Water grant.  

o Recycled Water Facility Reliability Study: PV Water staff attended a scoping 

meeting with the City of Watsonville and Carollo Engineers on September 30, 

2021. 

- College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project 

o Engineering: Staff expect the 100% design documents for the weir, intake, and 

treatment plant by November 1; staff received the 60% design documents for 

College Lake Pipeline on September 24 and held a design review meeting on 

October 12; continuing to hold meetings with stakeholders and agencies.  

o Environmental: Work on an addendum to the College Lake EIR is progressing, as 

is the draft Adaptive Management Plan; the next Ad Hoc Adaptive Management 

Plan is scheduled for November 10, 2021, 9:00 a.m. until noon. 

o Permitting: Received notice (attached) from the State Water Resources Control 

Board (SWRCB) that the water-right permit will be placed on its December 7, 2021 

agenda; continued corresponding with other permitting agencies on pending 

applications.  

o Stakeholder outreach and engagement is ongoing; reported to Santa Cruz Water 

Advisory Commission and the Santa Cruz County Farm Bureau’s Legislative 

Committee on October 6, 2021. 

o Property Rights:  Awaiting responses to first round of offer letters, preparing next 

round. 

- Watsonville Slough System Managed Aquifer Recharge and Recovery Projects 

o Permitting: Received a letter from SWRCB staff dated October 7, 2021 providing 

PV Water “Public Notice Publication Instructions” (attached); staff have scheduled 
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to post the required notice with the Pajaronian, as directed, on October 22, 29, and 

November 5.   

o Modeling / Planning: Presented to the Projects and Facility Operations Committee, 

on September 29, 2021, a history of research at the Harkins Slough Facility and the 

results of modeled simulations of recharge and recovery operations, as well as 

recommendations for next steps (presentation available here) for increasing the 

yield of the project: 1) Install bigger pumps in existing recovery wells, 2) Construct 

additional recovery wells near existing ones, and 3) Construct new wells to conduct 

aquifer tests the gravel layer. 

- Basin Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 (GSU22) 

o The Ad Hoc Sustainable Groundwater Planning Advisory Committee held its 12th 

and final meeting on September 9, 2021. 

o Staff and consultants published the GSU22 for public review on September 20, 

2021. 

o PV Water hosted an informational community meeting on the GSU22 with Spanish 

interpretation on September 28, 2021 beginning at 6:30 p.m. via teleconference. 

o Staff and consultants will present the GSU22 to the Board as an informational item 

during its October 20, 2021 (Item 9C) meeting and as an action item during its 

November 17, 2021 meeting. 

o PV Water is required to submit the GSU22 to DWR by January 1, 2022. 

 

FISCAL IMPACT 

There is no fiscal impact associated with this monthly update. 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

The Board receives the update. 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

 State Water Resources Control Board email dated October 12, 2021, setting December 7, 

2021 as the tentative when the Board will be presented the College Lake water right 

decision for consideration of adoption 

 State Water Resources Control Board letter dated October 7, 2021, regarding “Public 

Notice Publication Instructions for Water Right Application A033151 of the Pajaro 

Valley Water Management Agency to Appropriate Water from Struve Slough in Santa 

Cruz County 

 Link to Watsonville Slough System Managed Aquifer Recharge & Recovery Projects 

Investigation September 29, 2021 presentation as presented to the Projects and Facility 

Operations Committee 

https://www.pvwater.org/images/20210929_WSS-

MARR_Recharge__Recovery_Investigation_ToPresent.pdf  
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From: Unit, Wr_Hearing@Waterboards <Wr_Hearing.Unit@waterboards.ca.gov>  
Sent: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 2:13 PM 
To: Andrew Ramos <AJR@bkslawfirm.com>; Jerry Busch <jerrybbusch@comcast.net>; Ansley, Jolie-
Anne S. <jsansley@duanemorris.com>; dndiff@gmail.com; Oey, Monica@Wildlife 
<Monica.Oey@wildlife.ca.gov>; joel.casagrande@noaa.gov 
Cc: Brian Lockwood <lockwood@pvwater.org>; mccabedavid@yahoo.com 
Subject: College Lake Draft Decision for 12/7 Board Meeting 
 
Good Afternoon,  
 
Thank you for your interest in the College Lake water rights application.  This email is to inform you that 
the draft decision on this matter is tentatively planned be presented at the December 7, 2021, public 
Board Meeting for consideration of adoption.  If there is a change to this schedule, we will inform you as 
soon as we can. 
 
Guidance to participate in the Board 
Meeting: https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/board_info/remote_meeting/. 

 
Public documents on this project are available at:  https://ftp.waterboards.ca.gov/?u=DWR-Hearing-
FTP2&p=YHdymY. 
 
Thank you, 
Lisa Hong, P.E.  
State Water Resources Control Board 
Division of Water Rights, Hearings Unit 
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DATE: October 15, 2021 

MEETING OF: October 20, 2021 

TO:   Board of Directors 

FROM:  General Manager    

RE: INFORMATIONAL ITEM 9B: Receive Presentation from United States 

Geological Survey (USGS) on Pajaro Valley Land Subsidence Analysis 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

United States Geological Survey (USGS) geophysicist, Justin Brandt, will provide a presentation 

summarizing the methods and preliminary results of a land subsidence analysis of the Pajaro 

Valley Subbassin (Basin).  Mr. Brandt previously presented preliminary results of the study to PV 

Water’s Ad Hoc Sustainable Groundwater Planning Advisory Committee on Decmeber 15, 2020. 

 

BACKGROUND 
In June 2018, the Board of Directors approved a Joint Funding Agreement with the USGS to 

improve, update, and expand the capabilities of the Pajaro Valley Hydrologic Model. Included 

within the scope of work, at the request of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PV 

Water), was a task to perform a land subsidence analysis to assess the occurrence and severity in 

the Basin. In July 2019, the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) approved PV 

Water’s Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) Alternative and provided a recommendation that 

PV Water “…determine a means by which the Subbasin may be assessed to confirm that no 

significant land subsidence has occurred. This can be accomplished by incorporating subsidence 

monitoring information from statewide or local studies into the monitoring program for the Basin” 

reinforcing the importance and need of the analysis. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The land subsidence analysis processed and analyzed data for a 3-year period between 2015 and 

2018. This timeframe included both wet and dry years which better brackets rates of subsidence 

under varied conditions. Subsidence can be elastic, which is related to the ability of aquifer 

material to return to initial conditions after reduction of pumping stresses, or inelastic, reflecting 

permanent changes in storage and thickness of aquifer materials due to pumping. Preliminary 

results of the study indicate that the land surface is “generally stable,” which is likely due in part 

to PV Water’s management actions. 

 

FISCAL IMPACT 

There is no fiscal impact with this presentation. 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

The Board receives the presentation.  
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ATTACHMENTS 

 USGS Pajaro Valley Land Subsidence Anlysis draft presentation 

 USGS presentation to the Ad Hoc Sustainable Groundwater Planning Advisory 

Committee on December 15, 2020, is posted at the following address:  

https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-

Committee/Pajaro_Subsidence_prelim_results_USGS_12-15-2020.pdf 
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Justin Brandt, 

Marisa Earll, Wesley Henson, and Michelle Sneed

U.S. Geological Survey

October 20, 2021

Detection and Measurement of Land 

Surface Deformation, Pajaro Valley, CA, 

2015-2018

Preliminary Results Project workplan:

Process and analyze land subsidence data for the period between 
2015-18 for the PV Water service area, near Watsonville. 

Analysis focuses on InSAR with calibration/validation using 
Continuous GPS data.  

Historical context

Detection and Measurement of Land 

Surface Deformation, Pajaro Valley, CA, 

2015-2018

• Draft report in final stages of 
preparation

• Expected release very soon 
(late October/Early 
November)

• USGS Data Release

USGS Publications

Brandt, J.T., 2021, Interferometric Synthetic Aperture 

Radar and Groundwater Level Data, Pajaro Valley, Santa 

Cruz and Monterey Counties, California, 1970-2018, U.S. 

Geological Survey data release, 

https://doi.org/10.5066/P9FNARQO.

SGMA and PV Water Basin Management Plan:

Undesirable Results

Surface 
Water 

Depletion

Land 
Subsidence

Lowering 
GW Levels

Reduction 
of Storage

Degraded 
Quality

Seawater 
Intrusion

“Significant and unreasonable land subsidence that 
substantially interferes with surface land uses”
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Land Subsidence
A deep process: Aquifer-System Compaction

Bench Mark

Spirit 

Leveling

GPS
Extensometer*

*measures part of land subsidence

Measuring Subsidence

InSAR

InSAR images

• More than 300 images 

processed

• 35 of which were selected for time series 
analysis based on GPS analysis *
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Pajaro Basin, CA, 2015-2018

• In Pajaro, continuous GPS 
(CGPS) can’t be used to 
assess subsidence in basin

• Sites are in hills around basin

• CGPS used as “ground truth”

• ~91% of InSAR and CGPS 
measurements (for same time 
and location) are within ~1/2”

• RMSE of 0.3”

• Gives confidence in InSAR 
results

*
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Pajaro Basin, CA, 2015-2018

• Water levels show 
seasonal variability 

• Water levels generally 
increasing after reaching 
historic lows in mid-
1990s

• Land surface generally 
stable 

• Small magnitude (less 
than 2 inches) 
subsidence  localized to 
one area is likely 
recoverable

*
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San Joaquin Valley: Some Perspective

InSAR image from :

May 23, 2009 – Aug 1, 2009

~80mm (~3 in) 
in 70 days

>21 
inches in 
2 years

InSAR-derived land 
subsidence contours

Results Recap:

• Prior to Study period: PV Water’s Basin Management Plan and SGMA

• PV Water had implemented a series of programs aimed to offset groundwater pumping 
demand to decrease seawater intrusion

• Water levels during study period

• Seasonal variations with annual to multi-annual increases

• Increasing above historic lows set during mid-1990s (drought)

• Some water levels still below sea level

• Subsidence during study period

• Basin is generally stable within error tolerances

• One localized area with less than 2 inches subsidence is likely recoverable

*Preliminary and subject to revision

Detection and Measurement of Land 

Surface Deformation, Pajaro Valley, CA, 

2015-2018
Conclusions:

• InSAR and Continuous GPS methods are the most efficient way to monitor 
subsidence and uplift over large areas

• Allows researchers and water managers to discover small problems before they become large 
problems

• Permanent Compaction – clay + water level declines

• Pajaro has thick clays, but water levels are above historic lows and are increasing

• Conservation efforts meant to address sea water intrusion also have positive 
implications for subsidence

• USGS report nearly complete

*Preliminary and subject to revision

Detection and Measurement of Land 

Surface Deformation, Pajaro Valley, CA, 

2015-2018
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Questions?

Detection and Measurement of Land 

Surface Deformation, Pajaro Valley, CA, 

2015-2018
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DATE:  October 15, 2021 

MEETING OF:   October 20, 2021 

TO:    Board of Directors 

FROM:  General Manager 

RE:  INFORMATIONAL ITEM 9C: Receive Presentation on Draft Basin 

Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PV Water) staff and consultants will present the Board 

Review Draft Basin Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 (GSU22), 

published on October 15, 2021. Staff posted the Public Review Draft of the GSU22 on September 

21, 2021, and requested that stakeholders review and comment on the document.  The revised 

Board Review Draft of the GSU22 incorporates edits made both generally in response to comments 

received.  A technical memorandum documents responses to comments received, and a summary 

document identifies revisions made from the Public Review Draft to the Board Review Draft. 

 

BACKGROUND 

The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA), codified at Water Code §§10720 et seq., 

requires that high priority groundwater basins, such as the Pajaro Valley Groundwater Basin 

(Pajaro Valley Basin or Basin), develop and implement a plan to achieve sustainability.  PV Water 

submitted the Basin Management Plan 2014 Update (BMP 2014) and other related documents as 

an Alternative to a Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP Alternative or Alternative) in December 

2016.  In July 2019, the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) notified PV Water that 

its GSP Alternative was approved, making the Pajaro Valley Basin the only critically overdrafted 

basin in the state to have an approved Alternative, and one of just a few approved Alternatives 

altogether.  In the staff report accompanying its approval letter, DWR provided ten recommended 

actions to enhance the Alternative and facilitate DWR evaluation.  Per SGMA regulations, plans 

must be updated and resubmitted every 5-years and the first 5-year update of the Alternative is due 

by January 1, 2022. 
 

PV Water staff, with the support of Gutierrez Consultants, prepared and filed a grant application 

in November 2019 as directed by Resolution 2019-17, Designating General Manager, or Designee, 

as the Authorized Representative to file an Application and Execute Agreements for a 2019 

Sustainable Groundwater Management (SGM) Grant Program Planning – Round 3.  The proposal 

sought funding for the Pajaro Valley Groundwater Sustainability Planning Project to update the 

Alternative and address the ten recommended actions provided by DWR. In March 2020, DWR 

notified PV Water that the proposal had been recommended for funding in the amount of $500,000, 

the maximum grant award that PV Water was eligible to receive. In May 2020, the PV Water and 

DWR executed the grant agreement and on July 22, 2020, the Board of Directors (Board) approved 

an agreement with Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M&A) for Groundwater 

Sustainability Plan – Alternative Update, Hydrologic, and Facilitation Services. 
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Recognizing that community involvement would be an integral element of the GSP-Alternative 

update process, the Board voted in August 2020 to form an Ad Hoc Sustainable Groundwater 

Planning Advisory Committee (Committee).  Community groups, including but not limited to 

beneficial users such as growers, rural and urban residents, environmental, and disadvantaged 

communities, have an interest in achieving sustainable water resources for the Pajaro Valley Basin 

and were invited to serve on the Committee as identified below. 

 

 

Ad Hoc Sustainable Groundwater Planning Advisory Committee Members 

 

Affiliation Committee Member Name 

Santa Cruz County Farm Bureau Kirk Schmidt, Chair 

PV Water Board Bob Culbertson, Vice Chair 

PV Water Board Mary Bannister 

Alternate: Tom Broz 

PV Water Board Amy Newell 

Agriculture Representative Tannis Thorlakson, Driscoll’s, Inc. 

Alternate: Kyle Monper 

Aromas Water District Robert Johnson 

California Water Service Company Gary Vincelet 

City of Watsonville Beau Kayser 

Rural Residential Well Owner  Marla Anderson 

Alternate: Mayra Hernandez, Community 

Water Center 

Disadvantaged Community Group 

Representative 

Christi Suchil, City of Watsonville Resident 

 

Environmental Representative Jonathan Pilch, Watsonville Wetlands Watch 

Monterey County Unfilled 

San Benito County Unfilled 

Santa Cruz County Sierra Ryan 

Monterey County Farm Bureau Robert Rodoni 

Mutual Water Company 

Representative 

Sandra Hoppe, San Andreas Mutual Water 

Company 

Pajaro Sunny Mesa Community 

Services District 

Sandy Coplin 

 

DISCUSSION 

The Ad Hoc Sustainable Groundwater Planning Advisory Committee reviewed technical 

memoranda and received presentations on the topics of chronic lowering of groundwater levels, 

seawater intrusion, groundwater dependent ecosystems, interconnected surface water, land 

subsidence, and more over the course of 12 meetings beginning in October 2020 and concluding 
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in September 2021.  On May 19, 2021, staff and consultants delivered a presentation to the PV 

Water Board on the progress the Committee had made to date.  Staff and consultants returned to 

the Board on July 21, 2021, when staff asked the Board to consider approval of the Committee’s 

recommended Sustainable Management Criteria (SMC) and statements for inclusion in the 

GSU22. Following a presentation, questions and comments from the Board, Committee members, 

and stakeholders, the Board voted in favor of approving the Committee’s recommendations as 

listed below, and in doing so, addressed 7 of the 10 recommended actions from DWR. 

 

Sustainable Management Criteria for Seawater Intrusion 

 Statement of Significant and Unreasonable Conditions - The 2014 Basin Management 

Plan Update sets a goal of reducing the rate of seawater intrusion by 90% to be achieved 

with the successful implementation of the Phase I projects by 2025. Therefore, it would be 

significant and unreasonable for seawater to intrude into the Aromas aquifer, the principal 

aquifer of the Basin, beyond 1,000 feet inland of seawater intrusion as of 2020. 

 Minimum Threshold - The minimum threshold for seawater intrusion is defined as the 

250 mg/L chloride isocontour located 1,000 feet inland of the 250 mg/L chloride isocontour 

as of 2020, per the best estimates of all available data. 

 Undesirable Result - Undesirable results for seawater intrusion occurs when the minimum 

threshold is exceeded in any 3 of 5 years.   

 Measurable Objective - The measurable objective for seawater intrusion is groundwater 

chloride concentrations less than or equal to 100 mg/L chloride inland of the minimum 

threshold isocontour. 
 

Sustainable Management Criteria for the Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Levels 

 Significant and unreasonable chronic lowering of groundwater levels occurs when 

groundwater levels decline such that a significant number of domestic, agricultural, or 

municipal wells, experience a long-term reduction in groundwater supply. 

 The Minimum Threshold (MT) for GWL is the average of the 2 lowest annual minimum 

groundwater elevations from water year (WY) 2000-2020. 

 An Undesirable Result for GWL occurs when any of the below occurs in either the area 

within 1,000 feet of the Delivered Water Zone or in the area outside 1,000 feet of the 

Delivered Water Zone: 

o More than 15% of Representative Monitoring Point (RMP) wells experience a drop 

in groundwater elevations below MT during 4 out of 5 consecutive years, or 

o More than 20% of RMP wells experience a drop in groundwater elevations below 

MT during 3 out of 5 consecutive years, or 

o More than 25% of RMP wells experience a drop in groundwater elevations below 

MT during 2 out of 5 consecutive years. 

 The Measurable Objective (MO) for GWL is the average of 2016-2020 spring (March-

May) groundwater measurements, plus the projected rise in average spring elevations 

between 2015-2018 and 2035-2040 as simulated by the Pajaro Valley Hydrologic Model 

(PVHM) in simulations of the Basin Management Plan (BMP) Update. 

 Interim milestone (IM) for GWL incorporate increases simulated by the PVHM for… the 

BMP Update over the following time frames: 
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o 2025 IM: The average of 2016-2020 spring groundwater elevations plus simulated 

average recovery in spring groundwater elevations between 2015-2018 and 2020-

2025. 

o 2030 IM: The average of 2016-2020 spring groundwater elevations plus simulated 

average recovery in spring groundwater elevations between 2015-2018 and 2025-

2030. 

o 2035 IM: The average of 2016-2020 spring groundwater elevations plus simulated 

average recovery in spring groundwater elevations between 2015-2018 and 2030-

2035. 

 

Sustainable Management Criteria for Interconnected Surface Water 

 Significant and unreasonable depletions of interconnected surface waters occur when 

pumping groundwater in the Aromas aquifer causes depletions of interconnected surface 

waters greater than what occurred during Water Years 2000-2015 in surface waters 

typically interconnected with groundwater in the Aromas aquifer during Water Years 2000-

2015. 

 Analysis of best available information indicate no potential for significant and 

unreasonable conditions for ISW in the Basin. 

o Minimum thresholds for depletion of ISW are not necessary. 

o Undesirable results for depletion of ISW are not necessary. 

 Measurable objectives are set to raise groundwater to the adjacent channel bed elevations 

to increase the frequency and duration of ISW between the Aromas aquifer and surface 

water in the Basin where reasonably achievable with implementation of the BMP Update. 

 

Statement on Land Subsidence 

 It is reaffirmed that sustainable management criteria for subsidence are not needed for the 

Basin based on the preliminary results of the United States Geological Survey’s (USGS) 

evaluation of subsidence presented to the GSU22 Committee meeting on December 15, 

2020 confirming the lack of observed permanent subsidence in the Pajaro Valley Subbasin 

(Basin). 

 

Statement on Drought Resiliency Actions 

 The 2014 Basin Management Plan Update includes drought resiliency actions that provide 

resiliency for achieving the sustainability goal of the Pajaro Valley Subbasin. 
 

On August 12, 2021, the Committee voted in favor of recommending that the Board consider 

approval of the following three sustainability statements: 
 

Statement for Projected Water Budget 

 The projected water budget results from the Pajaro Valley Hydrologic Model, updated in 

2021, demonstrate that the Basin Management Plan Update (2014) projects and 

management actions are likely to achieve their intended effects, increasing groundwater in 

storage and reducing the rate of seawater intrusion, through 2040. 
 

Statement on Sustainability Status of Groundwater in Storage and Seawater Intrusion 
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 Based on the analysis of observed data, implementation of the Basin Management Plan 

Update (2014) projects and management actions has helped increase groundwater in 

storage and reduce the rate of seawater intrusion. 

 

Statement on Sustainability Status of Water Quality 

 Based on the analysis of observed data, current groundwater conditions show a water 

quality undesirable result for nitrate in the coastal zone as defined by the Salt and Nutrient 

Management Plan (SNMP). There is no undesirable result for nitrate in the Basin inland of 

the SNMP coastal zone nor are there water quality undesirable results for TDS and chloride 

in the Basin. 

 

On September 9, 2021, the Committee voted in favor of recommending that the Board consider 

approval of the following four items: 

 

Statement for Monitoring Plan 

 The Monitoring Plan represents PV Water’s most current monitoring networks and 

protocols. It describes future improvements to the network to facilitate improved basin 

management as the GSP Alternative is implemented. 

 

 The priorities for future improvements to the network are improvements that will be 

directly used to assess conditions with respect to sustainable management criteria (SMC) 

o Wells added to the water quality monitoring network along the seawater intrusion 

SMC chloride isocontour inland of SC-A4A and between PV6 and the Hudson 

wells 

o Representative monitoring points for chronic depletion of groundwater levels in the 

south of Watsonville, Las Lomas, and east of Watsonville areas 

o A representative monitoring point for depletion of interconnected surface water 

along Carneros Creek 

 

Statement for Non-Jurisdictional Assessment Plan 

 The Basin Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 (GSU22) includes 

a plan that will assess adverse effects of groundwater conditions on an ongoing basis in 

the: 

1. jurisdictional area from activities in the non-jurisdictional area, and 

2. non-jurisdictional area from activities in the jurisdictional area. 

 

Statement for Groundwater Level (GWL) Sustainability Status 

 Based on the analysis of observed data, implementation of the Basin Management Plan 

Update (2014) projects and management actions have improved Basin groundwater 

elevations to support groundwater supply. 

 

Statement for Interconnected Surface Water (ISW) Sustainability Status 

 Based on the analysis of observed data, implementation of the Basin Management Plan 

Update (2014) projects and management actions have helped improve Basin groundwater 

elevations to make progress towards increasing the frequency and duration of 

interconnected surface water with the Aromas aquifer. 
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SCHEDULE 

The schedule below outlines key dates in the review, approval, and submittal of the GSU22 

 September 21, 2021 Released public draft GSU22 

 September 28, 2021 Community meeting on draft GSU22 

 October 4, 2021 Deadline for written comments on public draft GSU22 to be considered 

in time for the October Board of Directors meeting 

 October 15, 2021 Publish draft GSU22 for Board agenda including summary of 

comments/responses 

 October 20, 2021 Present draft GSU22 to Board as informational item with public 

comment opportunity 

 November  8, 2021 Publish revised GSU22 with summary of revisions 

 November  17, 2021 Board considers GSU22 for approval to submit to DWR with public 

comment opportunity  

 January 1, 2022 Deadline to submit GSU22 to DWR with public comment opportunity 

 

FISCAL IMPACT 

There is no fiscal impact with this presentation. 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

The Board receives the presentation.  

 

ATTACHMENTS 

 Board Review Draft Basin Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 

(GSU22):https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-

Committee/PVWater_GSU22BoardDraft_20211015.pdf  

 Revised Communications and Engagement Plan: https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-

committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-

Committee/GSU22_BoardDraft_Appendix12A_CEPlan_20211015.pdf  

 Comments and Responses to Comments on Public Review Draft GSU22 

o Summary of Changes to the Board Review Draft GSU22 

o Technical Memorandum re: Responses to Comments Received 

o Comments Letters: Rural Residents for Water, dated October 3, 2021 

o Comment Letter: Community Water Center, dated October 4, 2021 

 

 Committee agendas, meeting summaries, technical memoranda, presentations, and links to 

meeting recordings are available at https://www.pvwater.org/sustainable-gw-committee. 

The most relevant background documents are listed below. 

o Public Review Draft Basin Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 

2022 (GSU22): https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-

Planning-Committee/GSU22_Public.Review.Draft_2021_092121.pdf  

o DWR’s Alternative Assessment Staff Report with 10 Recommended Actions (pp. 

26-28):  https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-

Committee/CA_DWR-SGMP_Alternative-Assessment03_Pajaro_Staff_Report.pdf 
o Technical Memorandum re: Proposed  Sustainable Management Criteria for 

Seawater Intrusion: https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-

Planning-Committee/GSU22_9.2_SWI_proposedSMC_20210309_toGSU22.pdf 
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o Technical Memorandum re: Development of Sustainable Management Criteria for 

Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Level: https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-

committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-Committee/GWL_SMC_Development_TM.pdf 

o Appendix D to Technical Memorandum re: Development of Sustainable 

Management Criteria for Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Level Updated with 

95th Percentile Well Depths: https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-

committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-

Committee/AppendixD_GWL_SMC_RMP_Network_MOMT_95th.pdf 
o Technical Memorandum re: Sustainability Management Criteria for Depletions of 

Interconnected Surface Waters: https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-

committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-Committee/PVW-ISW-SMC-tech-

memo_cbec_forMtg8.pdf 

o Technical Memorandum re: Findings and Proposed Recommendation for 

Subsidence: https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-

Committee/TM_Subsidence_topost.pdf 

o Technical Memorandum re: Findings and Proposed Recommendation for Drought 

Resiliency Actions: https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-

Planning-Committee/TM_DroughtResiliency_topost.pdf  

o Technical Memorandum re: Water Quality Sustainability Status: 
https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-

Committee/08_12_2021_GSU22_Sustainability.Status_WQ_topost.pdf  

o Technical Memorandum re: Projected Water Budget Analyses: 
https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-

Committee/GSU22_WaterBudget_drafttopost.pdf  

o Technical Memorandum re: Pajaro Valley Hydrologic Model Updates Supporting 

GSU22 Analyses:  https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-

Planning-Committee/GSU22_ModelUpdateSummary_topost.pdf 

o  Technical Memorandum re: Proposed GSU22 Committee Statements for 

Sustainability Status in Pajaro Valley Subbasin: Groundwater in Storage, Seawater 

Intrusion, and Water Quality:  https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-

committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-

Committee/GSU22_20210812_SustainabilityStatusRecs_drafttopost.pdf  

o Technical Memorandum re:  GSU22 Review Schedule and Annotated Outline:  
https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-Committee/4-

GSU22_AnnotatedOutline_topost.pdf  
o Technical Memorandum re: Non-Jurisdictional Assessment Plan:  

https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-Committee/5-

TM_NonJurisdictional_topost.pdf  
o Technical Memorandum re: Sustainability Status: Chronic Lowering of 

Groundwater Levels and Depletion of Interconnected Surface Water:  
https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-

Committee/6_GSU22_SustainabilityStatus_GWL_ISW_topost.pdf    
o Technical Memorandum re: Climate Change and Sea Level Rise Uncertainty 

Analysis for Projected Water Budget:  https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-

committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-Committee/8_WaterBudget_ClimateSLR_20210902.pdf  
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Summary of Changes to GSU22 Board Information Draft (October 2021) 
from Public Review Draft (September 2021) 

LIST OF CHANGES 

The following lists major changes made to the GSU22 document after the first round of public 

review. Changes are organized by the section in which they were implemented. 

ES - Executive Summary 

Changes to heading section levels to improve clarity and organization  

Minor changes to text for clarity and to remove typos. 

1 - Introduction 

Changes to heading section levels to improve clarity and organization  

Minor changes to text for clarity and to remove typos. 

2 - Seawater Intrusion SMC 

Minor changes to text for clarity and to remove typos. 

Minor edits to figure legends to improve readability 

Additions and improvements to text in Section 2.6 describing measurable objective, interim 

milestones, and potential response to measurable objective exceedances.  

Addition of Figure 9, which displays the Seawater Intrusion Sustainable Management Isocontours 

3 - Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Level SMC 

Minor changes to text for clarity and to remove typos. 

Minor edits to figure legends to improve readability 

Inclusion of additional confidential well (Nearby Well 4) on Figure 12, RMP Justification Graph, 

AWD_Aimee 

Additions and improvements to text in Section 3.7 describing minimum threshold and RMP 

network development and justification 
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Inclusion of Figure 21 which displays ground surface, screen intervals, and groundwater levels in 

domestic wells near AWD_Aimee 

Inclusion of additional figures in Appendix 3D for RMPs where the minimum threshold is below 

the 95th percentile top of screens for nearby wells, displaying ground surface elevations, top of 

screens, bottom of screens, and average of 2 lowest groundwater elevations since 2000 where 

available (equivalent to a minimum threshold). 

Additions and improvements to text in Section 3.8 presenting justification for definition of 

undesirable results and describing potential response to minimum threshold exceedances. 

Transfer of appendix 10B to become appendix 3E. Appendix 3E includes supplementary 

information that will support development of chronic lowering of groundwater levels SMC when 

RMPs for these areas are established. 

4 - Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems 

Minor changes to text for clarity and to remove typos. 

Minor edits to figure legends to improve readability 

5 - Interconnected Surface Water SMC 

Minor changes to text for clarity and to remove typos. 

Minor edits to figure legends to improve readability 

Additions and improvements to text in Section 5.8 describing purpose of interim milestones 

6 - Subsidence Evaluation 

No changes. 

7 - Sustainability Status 

Minor changes to text for clarity and to remove typos. 

Minor edits to figure legends to improve readability 

Additional statistics added to Section 7.8 describing percentage of RMP below minimum 

threshold in historical time periods 

Revision to Table 15 caption to clarify that chloride exceedance in Zone 2 due to seawater 

intrusion is not an undesirable result for water quality 
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Additions and improvements to text in Section 7.10.6 describing ongoing actions in the Basin that 

should continue to improve nitrate management.  

8 – Drought Resiliency Actions 

Minor changes to text for clarity and to remove typos. 

9 - Groundwater Budgets 

Minor changes to text for clarity and to remove typos. 

10 - Monitoring Networks 

Minor changes to text for clarity and to remove typos. 

Minor edits to figure legends to improve readability 

Clarification added to Table 30 note regarding sampling for total dissolved solids, nitrate, and 

chloride 

Transfer of appendix 10B to become Appendix 3E in Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Level 

SMC Section. 

11 - Non-Jurisdictional Area Assessment 

Minor changes to text for clarity and to remove typos. 

12 - Summary of Communication and Engagement  

Minor changes to text for clarity and to remove typos. 

Finalization of Communication and Engagement Plan appendices in Section 12.1 

Add description of use of surveys and consideration of received correspondence in Section 12.2 

Edits to Table 32 to clarify and add additional meetings  
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 

DATE: October 15, 2021 PROJECT #: 9090.0201 

TO:  Brian Lockwood, P.G., C.Hg. and Casey Meusel, Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency 
(PV Water) 

CC: Rural Residents for Water (RRW) 
Community Water Center (CWC) 
Ad Hoc Sustainable Groundwater Planning Advisory Committee (GSU22 Committee) 

FROM: Cameron Tana, P.E. and Patrick Wickham 

PROJECT: Basin Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 (GSU22) 

SUBJECT: Response to Public Comments on GSU22 Public Draft 

INTRODUCTION 
The Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PV Water) is preparing the first 5-year update to 
its Department of Water Resources (DWR) approved Groundwater Sustainability Plan Alternative 
(PV GSP Alternative) for the Pajaro Valley Subbasin (Basin). The 5-year update document is 
referred to as the Basin Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 (GSU22). 
Funding for this approximately 16-month long, stakeholder driven effort is provided in part 
through a $500,000 Proposition 68 Round 3 planning grant provided by DWR. PV Water posted a 
public review draft of the GSU22 document online on September 21st, 2021. Comments on the 
public review draft GSU22 were received through October 8th, 2021. 

The following sections summarize comments received from Community Water Center (CWC) 
and Rural Residents for Water (RRW) and PV Water’s responses. The comments and responses 
are organized by topic, following the order each item is presented in the GSU22. In some cases, 
comments have been paraphrased from the original text for brevity, or colons have been inserted 
to indicate breaks in the comment text. These are indicated using brackets. Some responses point 
to parts of the GSU22; these references are based on the Board Information Draft of the GSU22 
published October 15, 2021. 
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COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 

Seawater Intrusion Sustainable Management Criteria 

Comment 2.1: RRW - Past and current SWI should be better quantified and identified in the draft 
plan. How will PV Water have the ability to determine the extent of incremental reductions in 
SWI rate if past and current have not been quantified? Increasing the chloride limit like was done 
this time to 250 mg/L, then again to a higher level in 2027, and then again at the end of each 
subsequent plan update interval is not a long-term solution and does not translate to quantifiable 
reduction in SWI rates. 

Response: The Basin Management Plan Update 2014 (BMP 2014) submitted as the primary 
document of the PV GSP Alternative includes extent of seawater intrusion over time as shown in 
Figure 2-18 based on a chloride concentration isocontour of 100 mg/L. The GSU22 sets the 
measurable objective as a 100 mg/L isocontour to “allow PV Water to track seawater intrusion 
consistent with historical evaluations” (Section 2.6). The GSU22 develops criteria that is based on 
the extent of seawater intrusion defined by a chloride concentration isocontour as opposed to 
reduction of the rate of seawater intrusion described in BMP 2014 to meet DWR’s Recommended 
Actions 6 and 7 and SGMA guidelines. 250 mg/L is the minimum threshold based on the 
secondary maximum contaminant drinking water standard and salt tolerance for crops grown in 
the Basin (Section 2.4.3). Only new information about effects on beneficial uses should lead to a 
change in this minimum threshold concentration.  

===================================================================== 

Comment 2.2: RRW - This comment makes no sense in Section 2.6 of the draft plan and needs to 
be revised. "The measurable objective is currently being achieved and the goal is to maintain that 
status. Therefore, interim milestones are equal to the measurable objective.” 

Response: To clarify, we have revised the text in Section 2.6 as follows: 

As seawater intrusion has not been observed at chloride concentrations above 100 mg/L 
inland of the measurable objective and minimum threshold isocontour, the measurable 
objective is currently being achieved and the goal is to maintain that status throughout the 
planning horizon. Therefore, interim milestones for 2025, 2030, and 2035 are equal to the 
measurable objective. In other words, the management goal is to prevent seawater 
intrusion from causing chloride concentrations above 100 mg/L inland of the SMC 
isocontour in any year. 

===================================================================== 
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Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Levels Sustainable Management Criteria 

Comment 3.1: RRW – The new RMP plan exacerbates the disparity in monitoring for each water 
use sector by adding several RMPs in alluvial plains while adding less in rural residential well 
areas outside of the alluvial plains. This skews the calculation of “undesirable results” even more 
to the benefit of certain water use sectors but to the detriment of the domestic water use sector.  

Response: Our understanding is that this comment is referring to Figure 10 (now Figure 11). 
Figure 11 does not show additional wells to be added as RMPs. Rather it shows wells that were 
considered as RMP but not included in the final network. 

Section 10.6.3.1.2 ‘PV GSP Alternative Monitoring Network Data Gaps’ does describe 3 areas 
recommended for additional representative monitoring points for chronic lowering of 
groundwater levels. Many of the wells in the Las Lomas Hills recommended area have a ground 
surface elevation higher than 200 feet. In addition, PV Water is in the process of seeking 
additional private well owners to participate in the agency’s groundwater monitoring network 
across the entire basin to increase the overall spatial coverage of the network and increase the 
number of wells with information that can shared publicly. PV Water has sent letters and notices 
to all well owners in the Basin including rural residential and small water system customers 
located above the 200 feet elevation band.  

===================================================================== 
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Comment 3.2: RRW – The draft does not address hundreds of domestic wells located in the upper 
elevations where the above map suggests no one lives.  

Figure 1. Small Water Systems and PV Water Chronic Lowering of Groundawater Level SMC [From RRW Response 
to GSU22] 

Response: The primary aquifer for the Basin is the Aromas aquifer and therefore the focus of 
management under SGMA is the Aromas aquifer. The lack of Aromas aquifer monitoring wells in 
the far upland areas of the Basin precludes the establishment of RMP there. The current plan to 
address data gaps as described in section 3.11 and section 10.6 is to identify wells in these areas 
for monitoring and evaluate data from those wells for the need for additional RMPs. Please also 
see page 14 of the Response to Rural Residents for Water technical memorandum (9/7/2021) 
which addressed this concern. The GSU22 does not suggest that there are no domestic wells in 
those areas; domestic wells are shown on Figure 80 of the GSU22. 

The two eastern areas circled by RRW on the above map are within PV Water’s jurisdiction but 
outside of the Pajaro Valley Basin. This area is not considered part of a groundwater basin by 
DWR. GSU22 is a document created to address the Basin, and therefore is not meant to address 
areas that are not considered groundwater basins. The Basin’s northern boundary exists where the 
Pliocene Purisima Formation outcrops at surface and defines the extent of the continuous Aromas 
aquifer.  

===================================================================== 

Look at small water systems that are 
considered to be outside of the 
basin.The monitoring plan shows 
these areas as vacant
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Comment 3.3: RRW - We disagree with the draft plan and Technical Memorandum that the RMP 
network is justified for the three RMPs areas that are clearly near domestic wells. Aimee Well- 4 
of 51 nearby wells used as justification- NOT ENOUGH WELLS. Well 5- 4 of 33 nearby wells 
used as justification- NOT ENOUBH WELLS. SCA 9A- 4 out of 51- Justification wells all 
showed exact same groundwater level so they are likely near or near alluvial plains- NOT 
JUSTIFICATION. 

Response: The selection and justification of RMPs is based on best available information and the 
nearby wells used are the wells that have been monitored to provide data. In any groundwater 
basin, the vast majority of private wells are typically not monitored. The number and percentage 
of domestic wells included in PV Water’s monitoring network is relatively high, but PV Water is 
performing outreach to add wells to the network to monitor.  

The available data do show that proposed RMP are representative of trends in nearby wells as 
shown in the figures in appendix 3B of GSU22. The wells shown on these figures (e.g., 4/51 
nearby wells for AWD_Aimee) are nearby wells with groundwater monitoring data in the Aromas 
aquifer. The remaining wells (e.g., 47/51 wells near AWD_Aimee) do not have historical 
groundwater elevation monitoring data to compare to trends at the RMP. Please also see the 
section starting on Page 3 of the Response to Rural Residents for Water technical memorandum 
(9/7/2021) which addresses this concern.  

One additional confidential well near AWD_Aimee with groundwater elevation data was located 
and added to the figure in Appendix 3B and in the GSU22 as Figure 12 (Figure 2). Data from this 
well labeled “Nearby Well 4” also shows a trend consistent with the trend observed at AWD 
_Aimee.  
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Figure 2. RMP Justification Graph, AWD_Aimee [Figure 12 in GSU22] 
===================================================================== 

Comment 3.4: CWC - There is considerable concern around the status of the Aimee Well as a 
Representative Monitoring Point for nearby rural residential wells. PV Water has expressed that 
they feel the well is representative of the trends in water levels in nearby wells (e.g., a 10-foot 
decline in the Aimee well would result in a 10-foot decline in nearby wells), but not 
representative of the water levels in these same nearby wells. However, PV Water has shown very 
limited data (three isolated data points) to establish this well as representative. This lack of 
justification and evidence to use the Aimee Well as a representative monitoring point should be 
remedied before relying on it to protect drinking water users in the Basin. Similar concerns apply 
to Well #5. 
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Response: Available data do show that the AWD_Aimee well is representative of trends observed 
at all of the 4 nearby wells with available data (Figure 2; see above response to RRW). However, 
the statement that PV Water has expressed that “a 10-foot decline in the AWD_Aimee well would 
result in a 10-foot decline in nearby wells” is not accurate. It is not expected that changes in 
groundwater elevations in an RMP well and a non-RMP well will be exactly the same. However, 
analysis does indicate that groundwater elevations at RMP wells and nearby non-RMP wells are 
correlated and respond similarly to changes in climate and groundwater management. Given the 
consistency in trends, if groundwater level AWD_Aimee remains above minimum threshold, best 
available information indicates that groundwater levels in nearby wells will remain above 
groundwater levels occurring at those wells from 2000 to 2020 and supported the available supply 
for the area over that time. 

Comment 3.5: RRW – The draft plan proposed to allow exceedances that are out of line with 
other GSAs in the Central Coast region. 

Response: The definition of undesirable results is consistent with the significant and unreasonable 
conditions defined for the Basin by the GSU22 Committee, the basin-wide focus of SGMA and 
DWR guidance, and is within the range of what other GSAs are proposing. Please see page 10 of 
the Response to Rural Residents for Water technical memorandum (9/7/2021) which addressed 
this concern  

The definition of undesirable results based on multiple years of minimum threshold 
exceedances at multiple wells is consistent with both the definition of significant and 
unreasonable conditions and SGMA requirements. Defining undesirable results based on 
minimum threshold exceedances at multiple wells is also supported by the basin-wide 
focus of SGMA as demonstrated by DWR’s description of undesirable results in its 
regulations: “Undesirable results occur when significant and unreasonable effects for any 
of the sustainability indicators are caused by groundwater conditions occurring throughout 
the basin (354.26(a)).”  

Additional text describing the consistency of the definition of undesirable results with DWR 
regulations and guidance has been added to Section 3.8 of the GSU22. 

===================================================================== 

Comment 3.5: CWC - The proposed definition for an Undesirable Result for water levels are that: 

i. >15% of RMPs with MT exceedances during 4 out of 5 consecutive years, or 
ii. >20% of RMPs wells with MT exceedances during 3 out of 5 consecutive years, or 

iii. >25% of RMPs with MT exceedances during 2 out of 5 consecutive years. 
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Response: The undesirable results for chronic lowering of groundwater level listed above by 
CWC omit the distinction that the occurrence of those minimum threshold exceedances either 
inside or outside 1,000 feet of the delivered water zone will constitute an undesirable result. This 
distinction was included in response to comments by Committee Member Anderson and approved 
by the GSU22 Committee on May 13th, 2021.  

===================================================================== 

Comment 3.6: CWC - Adjust the SMCs for water levels to be more protective of drinking water 
beneficial users. As has been raised by Committee Member Anderson, there is concern that the 
3 RMPs that would consistently fail over the years are those in areas with significant numbers of 
domestic wells. There is a risk of disproportionate impact to drinking water beneficial users, 
particularly rural residents, based on the most vulnerable wells being underrepresented in the 
monitoring network, and URs hinging on the percentage of wells that experience MTs over 
multiple years. This is especially concerning when the UR is based on percentages of RMPs that 
go dry for up to 4 out of 5 years. For example, at the Aimee Representative Monitoring Point, the 
Minimum Threshold is set below 24% of the Top of Screens of surrounding domestic wells, 
which is the point at which wells begin to be impacted and drinking water access is no longer 
reliable. Thus, a considerable percentage of the surrounding wells could incur impacts to drinking 
water access for multiple years before registering as a UR. 

Response: The statement “the UR is based on percentages of RMPs that go dry for up to 4 out of 
5 years” is false. The undesirable result is based on RMPs exceeding their minimum thresholds, 
which is set at seasonal minimum levels that have supported groundwater supply over the past 20 
years, not the bottom of well screens where wells dry up. 

The direct comparison of the minimum threshold to the top of screens at nearby wells does not 
recognize available information that groundwater levels and screen intervals vary greatly in the 
areas around these RMPs as previously shared with CWC in the Response to Rural Residents for 
Water technical memorandum (9/7/2021; page 4) and the July Committee Meeting. We have 
added the following Section 3.7 of the GSU22 to reinforce this point: 

RMPs are selected based on the availability of a relatively long groundwater level record 
and because they are representative of groundwater level trends in nearby wells. It is 
important to note that the minimum threshold elevation applies to only the RMP and not to 
the nearby wells. As an example, Figure 12 shows the hydrograph for the AWD_Aimee 
RMP, along with 4 nearby private wells monitored by PV Water. Nearby wells 1 and 3 
have groundwater levels 15 feet lower than AWD_Aimee RMP. If one of these nearby 
wells had been used as an RMP in place of the AWD_Aimee well, the minimum threshold 
would be approximately 15 feet deeper, but that minimum threshold set at nearby well 
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1 or 3 would not mean that the minimum threshold could be met while groundwater 
elevations at AWD_Aimee well or nearby wells 2 and 4 decline 15 feet from historical 
lows. Groundwater elevations at unmonitored wells near RMPs likely also have different 
groundwater elevations from what is observed at the RMP because of local differences in 
aquifer properties, topographic variability, and well screen depth. As described in the 
Response to Rural Residents for Water technical memorandum (9/7/2021), groundwater 
elevations in the AWD_Aimee well have been largely stable over the past 20 years. The 
post-2000 range in annual minimum elevations at this well, which has varied in response 
to wet periods and the 2014 drought, is less than 10 feet. In every year since 2000 with 
available data on seasonal lows, groundwater elevations at the AWD_Aimee well have 
been below 21% of nearby wells’ Top of Screen. Therefore, it is likely that groundwater 
elevations at nearby wells providing supply over the last 20 years have either been higher 
than at AWD_Aimee or supply has been provided despite groundwater elevations being 
consistently below the Top of Screen.  

As described in response to previous comment, the groundwater level trend observed at the 
AWD_Aimee well is representative of trends observed at nearby wells that are monitored. Based 
on this correlation, if groundwater levels at AWD_Aimee remain above the minimum threshold, 
best available information indicates that groundwater levels in nearby wells will also remain 
above groundwater levels occurring at those wells from 2000 to 2020. This will continue to 
support the available supply for the area that has been supported from 2000 to 2020. 

===================================================================== 

Comment 3.7: RRW - Inadequate RMP Justification- data missing; important figures 
conspicuously missing in the draft plan that show TOS and BOS for nearby domestic wells. 
[Ground surface figures were not included for select wells in appendix 3D] 

Response: The omission of the figures for wells where the minimum threshold is below the 95th 
percentile top of screens for nearby wells, displaying ground surface elevations, top of screens, 
bottom of screens, and average of 2 lowest groundwater elevations since 2000 where available 
(equivalent to a minimum threshold), was an error that occurred during compilation of GSU22. 
This has been rectified in a new version of the appendix 3D to be submitted with the final GSU22. 

===================================================================== 

Comment 3.8: RRW - Sea Water Intrusion is not admitted to in propping up GWLs in 
hydrographs used to justify minimum thresholds. The appearance of groundwater level 
"recovery" occurring consistently despite rain shortfalls is not a demonstration of "groundwater 
level stability" but of sea water intrusion [....] RMPs show consistent up and down groundwater 
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level patterns despite several drought periods. This is clear evidence that sea water creeping [...] 
Not groundwater level stability. This argument is bolstered by personal well records of a member 
of RRW that show chlorides increasing by 85% between mid-1985 and 2018. 

Response: While seawater intrusion does limit groundwater level declines, it has not caused the 
Basin-wide increases in groundwater levels that have been observed, including in areas where 
seawater intrusion has not been observed. While there is seasonal variation in groundwater levels, 
observed increases in groundwater levels can best be attributed to reductions in Basin 
groundwater pumping as a result of BMP 2014 implemented even under different climatic 
conditions (see Section 7.7 and Figure 50).  

It should also be noted that inland chloride concentrations are not necessarily a result of seawater 
intrusion. There are other sources of salt in the Basin, including from the Pajaro River and 
irrigation return flows. This is described in Section 2.4.1 of GSU22. The magnitude of chloride 
concentrations must be provided to evaluate chloride concentrations with the seawater intrusion 
minimum threshold of 250 mg/L and measurable objective of 100 mg/L.  

===================================================================== 

Comment 3.9: CWC – CWC would also support PV Water’s establishment of specific 
Management Areas for domestic wells that would be more responsive to their needs. […] 15% of 
impacted wells creates a disproportionate impact on drinking water beneficial users if all three of 
the RMPs impacted are those representing domestic well areas. By separating out the most 
vulnerable domestic well areas from the rest of the basin, SMCs could be set in a way that would 
prevent disproportionate impacts. 

Response: Management areas are not required under SGMA. The GSU22 Committee Rural 
Residential Well Owner Representative alternate from CWC did not express this comment when 
groundwater level SMC were considered. However, Committee Member Anderson, the Rural 
Residential Well Owner Representative, did propose adding the distinction that a combination of 
minimum threshold exceedances either inside or outside 1,000 feet of the delivered water zone 
constitute an undesirable result that has been incorporated into the SMC approved by the GSU22 
Committee and PV Water Board on May 13th, 2021. This qualification does incorporate some 
distinction between the upland and lowland areas of the Basin regarding determination of 
undesirable results. 

===================================================================== 

Comment 3.10: RRW - The statement in the draft that the minimum threshold is set at GWL that 
are higher than previous droughts is not true and needs to be deleted. The minimum threshold 
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which is roughly equal to the 2014 groundwater level IS NOT HIGHER THAN GW LEVELS 
DURING PRIOR DROUGHTS!!  

Response: Please re-examine the hydrographs in Appendix 3D. In many wells, prior droughts 
resulted in lower groundwater elevations than the 2014 drought (Figure 3; Figure 4). The 
hydrographs for PV6SM and AWD_Aimee are provided below as examples; annual minimum 
groundwater elevations have risen over the historical period in response to improved groundwater 
management. Of note, groundwater elevations were lower in the late 1980s. Just over half (58% 
or 7/12) of RMP wells with data available prior to WY 2000 experienced lower elevations prior to 
WY 2000. Similarly, 92% (11/12) RMP wells with data available prior to WY 2014 experienced 
lower elevations prior to WY 2014. In these cases, the minimum threshold is lower than the 2014 
groundwater level as it is meant to support the groundwater supply that has been provided over 
the last 20 years.  

In the broader PV Water Monitoring Network, which includes private wells that have been 
monitored as far back as the 1940s, the drought of the late 1980s and early 1990s is most 
commonly the period with the lowest water level in the historical record. 

The map included on page 11 of the RRW comments on the GSU22 does show that groundwater 
elevations were more depressed in some areas in prior droughts when compared to the 2014 
drought. 
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Figure 4. Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Levels Minimum Threshold, Measurable Objective, and Top of Screen for PV6SM [Appendix 3D
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Comment 3.11: RRW – The draft plan proposes to allow exceedances to go below the minimum 
threshold for as many as 4 years when the minimum threshold is already set at a 3-year drought 
period low. This creates a situation similar to a 7-year drought which has not even occurred in 
recorded history in the Watsonville area. Low groundwater levels cause chlorides to move inland 
rapidly. Historical droughts last typically 3 years. Why are exceedances set at levels that are based 
on 7 years of drought?  

Response: The minimum threshold is not necessarily set by a 3-year drought period. It is based on 
the average of the 2 annual minimum groundwater elevations at RMPs observed, which have 
occurred during dry and wet years. For example, the AWD_Aimee RMP minimum threshold is 
the average of water levels observed after Water Year 2014 at the end of the cited 3-year drought 
and a little over 2 years later following a wet and average year. A period of declining groundwater 
levels over 7 years has not been observed but would likely result in groundwater levels well 
below the minimum threshold. 

=====================================================================
Comment 3.12: RRW - There is conflicting information about the number of wells to be in the 
revised RMP network. Figure 10 shows 14 RMPs and an additional 6 wells to be considered as 
RMPs for a total of 20 RMPs. Figure 26 shows 8 additional RMPs are recommended to be added 
to the above scenario which could raise the RMP number to 28. Of the 8 additional wells in Fig. 
26, 6 of them are located in the alluvial plain areas. 

Response: Figure 11 does not show additional RMP locations. These (pink dots) were wells 
which were considered to be RMPs but were not included in the final RMP network. RMPs in the 
same spatial location but at different depths provide vertical representation of the Aromas aquifer, 
such as the HusonS and HudsonD wells.  
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Seawater Intrusion Sustainability Status   

Comment 7.6.1: RRW - SECTION 7.5 NEEDS TO RECOGNIZE AND PROVIDE 
MANAGEMENT ACTIONS FOR SWI ALREADY OCCURRING AND THAT IS NOT BEING 
ADDRESSED. A STRATEGY FOR DEALING THE INTRUSION IN SPECIFIC AREAS 
THAT ARE NOT PROTECTED BY DELIVERED WATER NEEDS TO BE INCLUDED IN 
THE DRAFT PLAN[...]The following two chemographs for Hudsen Landing and SCA9A 
(Appendix 2A) show significant SWI to the north and the south of the delivered water zone. The 
draft plan states that more monitoring wells are needed. However, SWI occurring here SHOULD 
BE ADDRESSED IN THE DRAFT PLAN. The draft plan also needs to address potential 
management actions for sea water intrusion Areas B, E and F. Firsthand observations of massive 
intensification in agricultural practices in south of the delivered water zone in the Carnerous 
Creek sub-basin occurred 2009 thru 2019 likely contributed to this 850% increase in chlorides [at 
Hudson S].
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Figure 5. Hudson Wells Chloride Chemographs [From RRW Response to GSU22;Originally from Appendix 2A of GSU22] 
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Figure 6. SC-A4 Chloride Chemographs [From RRW Response to GSU22; Originally from Appendix 2A of GSU22] 
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Response: Consistent with SGMA, the seawater intrusion SMC define a chloride concentration 
isocontour as the extent “to which additional seawater intrusion would not be significant and 
unreasonable” as stated in DWR Recommended Action 7. SGMA does not require reducing 
seawater intrusion where it has already occurred. However, the BMP 2014 projects and 
management actions are designed to reduce the rate of seawater intrusion where it has occurred to 
prevent seawater intrusion from advancing beyond the SMC isocontour. Reducing groundwater 
pumping in the delivered water zone should also raise groundwater levels in adjacent areas such 
as the areas around the Hudson well series and SC-A9A and reduce the rate of seawater intrusion 
in those areas as well. The efficacy of BMP 2014 projects and management actions in preventing 
significant and unreasonable seawater intrusion will be evaluated based on implementation of 
BMP 2014 Phase 1 by 2025. 

The measurable objective will also be used as a management goal to prevent seawater intrusion 
causing chloride concentrations above 100 mg/L inland of the measurable objective isocontour. 
As such, the following has been added to Section 2.6 of GSU22: “If the measurable objective is 
not being met in the future, PV Water will evaluate its projects and management actions and 
consider new strategies to prevent undesirable results.” 

The HudsonS (shallow) well and SC-A4A have chloride concentrations indicating seawater 
intrusion and the seawater intrusion SMC isocontour is inland of those locations. The other 
3 areas do not show seawater intrusion as described below. Chemographs for all areas are 
available in GSU22 Appendix 2A.  

Area B: There is no evidence of seawater intrusion in this inland area. Chloride concentrations 
have been largely stable over the historical record and remain below the measurable objective of 
100 mg/L (see GSU22 Appendix 2A).  

Area E: Chloride concentrations in this area do not indicate seawater intrusion and have been 
largely stable over the historical record and remain below the measurable objective of 100 mg/L 
(see GSU22 Appendix 2A). 

Area F: Chloride at the confidential well available in area F has increased from roughly 50 mg/L 
to just under the measurable objective of 100 mg/L over the historical period but has stabilized 
since 2014 (see GSU22 Appendix 2A). Continued monitoring at this area will ensure that any 
increases of chloride concentrations above the measurable objective are evaluated.  
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Groundwater in Storage Sustainability Status 

Comment 7.7.1: RRW – [Why does figure 7-27 display an increase in groundwater in storage 
from the previous year while figure 7-28 displays an increase in pumping from the previous year? 
A dry year with an increase in pumping should not display an increase in groundwater in storage] 

Response: The change in storage presented on Figure 48 (pg 7-27) is calculated using 
interpolated measured groundwater elevations. The methodology for this calculation is described 
in the text on 7-25 and in previous Basin annual reports. While it is true that 2020 was a dry year 
and pumping was up from the previous year, there are many factors which contribute to change in 
groundwater elevations and storage in the hydrologic system so year to year changes may not 
have clear explanations. In WY2020, groundwater elevations across the Basin increased an 
average of approximately 2 feet primarily due to the reduced pumping associated with impacts 
from the COVID-19 pandemics impact on agriculture product demand. The conclusion that 
groundwater in storage has increased over multiple years can be explained by consistent 
reductions of groundwater pumping compared to baseline. This conclusion is based on best 
available data and corroborated by trends in groundwater elevation hydrographs.  

===================================================================== 

Comment 7.7.2: RRW - The statement that GW storage reduction of 12,100 has already been 
achieved "despite less than 50% of overall yield goal of projects being achieved" is not true. 

           
            
               

           
            

                
                

      

 

Figure 7. Production and Precipitation Trends; Pajaro Valley 2000 – 2013  [From RRW Response to GSU22; 
Originally Figure 2-20 in PV Water’s BMP 2014 ] 
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Response: The figure provided by RRW (re-presented above) does show that 2016-2020 pumping 
is lower than 2006-2010 pumping.  

The draft GSU22 does not state that the 12,100 acre-foot project yield goals have been met. 
Rather, it explicitly states that they have not been met. Meanwhile, the measurable objective for 
100% reduction in the rate of groundwater in storage depletion has been achieved because 
groundwater change in storage has been positive in recent years based on rising groundwater 
levels. This is described in Section 7.7 of the GSU22:  

The measurable objective can be considered elimination of annual overdraft or 100% 
reduction in the rate of groundwater in storage depletion. […] The measurable objective 
for reduction of groundwater in storage has been achieved despite BMP 2014 projects and 
management actions in operation not meeting their planned yields (Table 10) and 
operational yields of 5,700 AFY less than 50% of the overall yield goal of 12,100 AFY. 
However, groundwater pumping has decreased 10,900 from average pumping for 2006-
2010 to 2016-2020 (Figure 50). This number approaches the 12,100 AFY goal for the total 
volume of water needed to make up the average annual shortfall in the Basin even if only 
just over half can be attributed to BMP 2014 projects and management actions. This large 
decline in groundwater pumping helps explain why SMC for reduction of storage are met. 
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Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Levels Sustainability Status   

Comment 7.8.1: RRW - Figure 50 (now 51) should differentiate wells inside and outside of the 
delivered water zone (DWZ) 

Response: The figure has been edited to differentiate wells inside and outside of the DWZ 
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Water Quality Sustainability Status 

Comment 7.10.1: CWC - Public water supply wells regulated by the State Water Resources 
Control Board and state and local small water system wells (serving 2-14 connections) regulated 
by the Monterey County Environmental Health Bureau should be included in the Water Quality 
Monitoring Network as RMPs. 

Response: The water quality monitoring network does not have RMP. Rather, it uses assimilative 
capacity calculated using all wells in the PV Water Monitoring Network and Basin well sites 
accessible through the Groundwater Ambient Monitoring and Assessment Program (GAMA) 
Groundwater Information System which includes domestic drinking water wells. PV Water will 
consider incorporating water quality data from small water systems in Monterey and Santa Cruz 
County in assimilative capacity calculations in future updates of the GSU22, provided the data are 
available at least annually. 

===================================================================== 

Comment 7.10.2: CWC - Please clarify in the text whether ALL representative monitoring will be 
monitored for chloride, nitrate, AND TDS. It would be helpful if PV Water could add this 
information to Table 30 (or create new tables for each monitoring parameter to clarify which 
wells will be monitored for which parameters - the footnote is not clear) and clarify the 
monitoring frequency of each water quality parameter, if different than what is listed in Table 30. 

Response: The water quality monitoring network does not have RMP. As noted above, it uses 
assimilative capacity calculated using all wells in the PV Water Monitoring Network and Basin 
well sites accessible through the GAMA Groundwater Information System. Chloride, TDS, and 
nitrate are routinely sampled at all wells monitored by PV Water. These constituents are generally 
sampled by other agencies as well, and are incorporated into PV Water’s databases when 
available. The table note has been edited to reflect this.  

=====================================================================
Comment 7.10.3: CWC - It is also imperative that PV Water add into the water quality 
monitoring network all water quality parameters that have been identified in the Pajaro Valley 
Basin above drinking water standards (Maximum Contaminant Levels). This would include 123-
trichloropropane (1,2,3-TCP) and arsenic in addition to nitrate. Hexavalent chromium should also 
be included as a state-determined MCL is anticipated in the next year or two, and it is present in 
the basin. 123-TCP, arsenic, and nitrate are all monitored in public drinking water wells according 
to their monitoring schedules. 
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Response: Currently, PV Water is monitoring based on the existing water quality SMC which 
were approved by DWR. These are set only for TDS, nitrate, and chloride. 

===================================================================== 

Comment 7.10.4: CWC - It is important that the PV GSP include the same wells in the water 
quality network from year to year. In the “Sustainability Status in Pajaro Valley Subbasin: Water 
Quality,” PV Water commented that they have “increased the total number of wells used [in the 
water quality monitoring network] from ~300 in the SNMP to over 630 wells in the 2016-2020 
analysis.” It will be important to compare water quality parameters in the same network of wells 
in order to determine whether water quality is degrading. 

Response: The incorporation of new groundwater quality data strengthens the understanding of 
groundwater quality in the Basin as best available information. Ongoing evaluations are expected 
to use more similar network of wells, but changes in well access and data availability in such a 
large network will make it unlikely the exact same wells will be used every year. 

=====================================================================
Comment 7.10.5: CWC - Take immediate actions to address the current nitrate UR present in the 
coastal zone. PV Water reports that the coastal zone of the Basin is currently experiencing a 
“theoretical” nitrate Undesirable Result. However, they have not proposed new actions to remedy 
this problem and instead assert that projects currently underway will remedy the issue by 2040. 
Current management should be adjusted to show that it is able to reach and maintain 
sustainability. 

Response: The word ‘theoretical’ has been removed from the text. Text describing nitrate 
management projects in the Basin has also been added to Section 7.10.6. 

PV Water's Agricultural Conservation/Irrigation Efficiency Program works with growers 
to improve irrigation efficiency and by extension, fertigation practices. As part of PV 
Water’s Master Reclamation Permit, nitrogen inputs in the coastal zone are monitored 
through delivered water and by grower application. PV Water performs an annual analysis 
assessing if nutrient application exceeds estimated crop demands based on land use 
survey. The assessments have demonstrated that current practices in the Delivered Water 
Zone are not adding excessive nitrogen into the system. Further, high nitrate may not 
necessarily be a result of current land and water use and may be a result of previously high 
nitrate applications leaching through the soil and reaching groundwater. The Agricultural 
Order is also an important tool that requires growers to monitor and report on nutrient 
application with the goal of reducing nitrate loading to groundwater. In part due to the 
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programs described above, coupled with continued monitoring and evaluation, nitrate 
management should continue to improve in the Basin. 

=====================================================================  

Comment 7.10.6: RRW - Rural Residents for Water has voiced concerns on a number of 
occasions about the unacceptable groundwater quality objectives, pro-degradation and 
assimilation policies that were used to in both the Salt and Nutrient Plan and the Central Coast 
Groundwater Quality Plan. Now these errors are being continued in this draft GSU22 plan. The 
objectives and the assimilation policies are not in keeping with the directives of State Water 
Board and Resolution No. 68-16. Our concerns were voiced in writing through a letter dated June 
20, 2021, a memo dated August 10, 2021 and in two emails sent to Central Coast Water Boards 
between April and August. To date, no government agency has stepped up to take responsibility 
for allowing these pro-degradatory objectives and policies to exist. DWR stated on p.19 of the 
"Alternative Assessment Staff Report", July 2019, that "the Salt and Nutrient Plan is responsible 
for identifying at-risk areas for groundwater quality degradation and mitigation strategies." In our 
letter, we pointed out that at-risk areas had not been identified in the Salt and Nutrient Plan. The 
current draft of GSU 22 update still does not identify or state where the at-risk areas are which 
DWR presumed to exist in their July 2019 staff report. The Draft GSU22 needs to clearly show 
where the at-risk areas are and how PV Water will coordinate with other agencies towards 
facilitating joint strategies that minimize further risk in or near these areas.  

ASSIMILATION CAPACITY POLICY NEEDS TO BE CHANGED TO COMPLY WITH 
ANTI-DEGRADATORY INSTEAD OF PRO-DEGRADATORY POLICY IN THE CENTRAL 
COAST GROUNDWATER QUALITY PLAN. The Assimilative Capacity that is in the "Salt and 
Nutrient Plan" and now in the draft plan is not consistent with anti-degradation policy contained 
in the Central Coast Groundwater Quality Plan. 

The definitions for assimilative capacity in the SNP Plan do not comply with its own SNP 
guidelines. Page 90 of the SNP Plan states," For the purpose of this SNMP, assimilative capacity 
is defined as the amount of loading the groundwater basin can receive from salts and nutrients 
without resulting in damage to aquatic life or humans who utilize and consume the water. How 
can nitrate loading that doubles in areas where nitrate levels are already much higher than safe 
drinking water standards not be considered as damage to aquatic life or humans.  

Assimilative capacity has not been defined to comply with the "Human Right to Water" Act. 

The current assimilative capacity policy for the PV Basin . . . and for GSAs in general. . . needs to 
be revised so that the average 2020 concentration level for any constituent does not exceed 20% 
in order to be more protective of drinking water and irrigation water quality standards. 
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Response: The current groundwater quality SMC were developed in the salt and nutrient 
management plan in response to regulations put forth by the Central Coast Region of the State 
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB). These were accepted by DWR in its review of PV 
Water's GSP Alternative submittal. Ongoing monitoring will continue to evaluate trends in 
groundwater quality. Please see page 17 of the Response to Rural Residents for Water technical 
memorandum (9/7/2021) which addressed these concerns. 

===================================================================== 

Comment 7.10.7: CCW - Discontinue the use of “assimilative capacity” as a water quality 
management strategy. 

Response: The current groundwater quality SMC were developed in the Salt and Nutrient 
Management Plan in response to regulations put forth by the Central Coast Region of the State 
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB). These were accepted by DWR in its review of PV 
Water's GSP Alternative submittal. Ongoing monitoring will continue to evaluate trends in 
groundwater quality. Please see page 17 of the Response to Rural Residents for Water technical 
memorandum (9/7/2021) which addressed these concerns. 

=====================================================================
Comment 7.10.8: CWC - GSU22 states that the chloride water quality minimum threshold 
exceedance in zone 2 is not an exceedance because the concentrations are a result of SWI. This is 
still an exceedance and needs to be acknowledged as such. 

RRW - The draft plan needs to recognize exceedance of chloride of assimilative capacity in Zone 
2. 

Response: Chloride as a result of seawater intrusion is evaluated by the seawater intrusion SMC, 
therefore this level of chloride in zone 2 is not an exceedance of water quality SMC. The caption 
of Table 15 has been edited to clarify this point.  
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Water Budgets 

Comment 9.1: RRW -The historical groundwater budget for rural residential use is not realistic 
and needs to be reduced to a realistic number. What are the assumptions used in the hydrological 
model that support such high numbers for rural residential water use? 

Response: Best available data are input to the groundwater model, developed by PV Water and 
USGS. The model will be continuously updated and improved as new data become available. 
Rural residential pumping is a data input to the model and the observed pumping data is used to 
verify simulated pumping of the water balance subregions. 

=====================================================================
Comment 9.2: RRW - It is not clear in the groundwater budget if "flows to shore" include runoff 
from creeks and rivers. The budget should make it clear how much of the "outflows" are from 
surface water which should not be used in the calculation of "net inflow-outflow" in the 
groundwater budget 

Response: Flows to/from offshore are all groundwater flows. Surface water flows departing to the 
ocean are not considered in groundwater budgets 

===================================================================== 

Comment 9.3: RRW - Only one of three water budget scenarios that was presented to the 
advisory committee in the September meeting is included in the Water Budget section of the draft 
plan. The budget that is included is considered to be the "average" rainfall scenario which actually 
represents a 22% increase in annual  rainfall during the 2022 through 2039 period. I do not [see] 
in the draft where the sea level rise options are discussed. The 22% increase shown for the 
"average" water budget is not realistic considering the increasing disparity in climate zone 
patterns. The "average" scenario IS NOT CONSERVATIVE ENOUGH. The water budget 
scenario that should be used is the "dry" budget which does not assume significant increases in 
rainfall through 2039.The "dry" scenario, which is not in the draft, assumes a 3 % increase in 
average annual rainfall which is slightly above the historical average. The members of Rural 
Residents are hopeful that the Board will not adopt the "average" water budget shown in the draft 
plan but will instead adopt the "dry" scenario, which still projects a 3% increase in annual rainfall. 
We believe that it is better to be more in line with "historical" data for rainfall, especially as many 
climatologists project rainfall to be less than average in the future as warmer weather tends to 
create higher pressure zones that can keep moisture fronts from moving into an area. 

Response: The USGS developed the Average CCSM4 climate scenario based on best available 
data from global circulation models as described in section 9.3.5 and in appendix 9A. DWR has 
provided central tendency climate datasets for recommended use in SGMA, which predict 
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increased precipitation along in the Central Coast in 2030 and 2070 as compared to historical. See 
Figure 8 below for a statewide illustration of average precipitation and temperature changes from 
historical in the DWR central tendency 2070 climate datasets. DWR guidance does allow use of 
locally developed climate scenarios and use of the Average CCSM4 climate scenario for 
projected water budget is consistent with guidance to use a scenario representing a central 
tendency. The Average CCSM4 scenario includes conditions drier than historical conditions for 
the 2040-2070 period. Projected water budget during that period shows that PV Water may need 
to modify its projects and management actions to counter the effects of climate change. 
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Appendix 9A and Section 9.5 'Climate Change and Sea Level Rise Uncertainty Analysis' describe 
and present budgets for the additional dry scenario and high sea level rise scenarios. As presented 
on Figure 64 and 65 of the GSU22, the average and dry scenario both present a hotter and drier 
climate compared to historical observations. These concerns were previously addressed in the 
September Committee meeting. It is acknowledged in the GSU22 that uncertainty in climate 
change projections (highlighted by differences between the average and dry scenarios, and 
average and high sea level rise scenarios) will likely present sustainability challenges. Both the 
average and dry climate scenarios present dry periods that can be evaluated for planning purposes.  

Comment 9.4: CWC - Based on comments made during various meetings and the consultant’s 
response, there appears to be a discrepancy in accounting for seawater intrusion in water storage 
versus in the water budget. The reasoning behind such a difference remains unclear and adds 
unnecessary confusion. Seawater intrusion should be accounted for in calculations for both water 
storage and the water budget. 

Response: As described in section 9.4.1, net offshore inflows (flows from offshore into the Basin) 
are incorporated into the storage calculations as a very approximate estimate of the loss of usable 
groundwater in storage due to intruded seawater. This estimate is considered very approximate 
because flows from offshore may not raise concentrations in groundwater to become unusable, 
and was incorporated at the request of RRW and CWC input at the July Committee and Board 
meetings. This calculation is included alongside absolute change in groundwater in storage for all 
Basinwide water budgets presented in the GSU22. Sustainability status for groundwater in storage 
(section 7.7) utilizes change of physical groundwater in storage based on changes of groundwater 
levels consistent with SMC approved by DWR in its assessment of the Basin’s GSP alternative. 

===================================================================== 

Comment 9.5: CWC - According to PV Water’s models presented during GSU22 Committee 
meetings, the rate of seawater intrusion is expected to decrease for a limited period of time and 
then drastically increase around 2040. This indicates that the PV Water’s plan as currently written 
will be unable to maintain sustainability. PV Water should adjust its plans to prevent and manage 
seawater intrusion to account for the predicted effects of climate change. 

Response: As described in Section 9.6:  

“BMP 2014 projects and management actions result in net flow towards the coastline 
across the seawater intrusion minimum threshold isocontour for approximately 15 years 
past the sustainability deadline of 2040. The direction of this net flow would likely prevent 
seawater intrusion inland of the seawater intrusion minimum threshold isocontour and 
seawater intrusion undesirable results. After 2040, the efficacy of BMP 2014 projects in 
maintaining sustainability reduces net offshore inflows into the Basin and reductions of 
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groundwater in storage begin to increase back to historical levels. After 2055, flows 
across the seawater intrusion minimum threshold isocontour again flow inland, increasing 
the risk of seawater intrusion undesirable results. Continued investment in implementing 
current and planned BMP 2014 projects, and potentially the addition of new groundwater 
sustainability projects or project improvements, may be required to maintain Basin 
sustainability through 2070.” 

The Basin’s GSP Alternative will be continually evaluated while the plan is implemented, with 
the potential for project modification or implementation of additional projects if sustainability 
goals are not met. As stated in BMP2014, Basin projects and management actions will be 
evaluated after 2025. 
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Monitoring Networks 

Comment 10.1: RRW - Section 10.4.2.2 Seawater Intrusion Monitoring Network does not 
provide an adequate description of how sea water intrusion will be tracked, reported and how the 
public will be notified…. More information needs to be added to describe how sea water 
intrusion will be tracked. It needs to describe in what form(s) and at what intervals the 
information will be provided. It needs to describe in what way the public will be notified and 
have access to the information. See B. The Monitoring Plan does not commit to frequency of 
reporting being provided to PV Water Board, other agencies and to the public (above). It does 
not commit to how interested parties will be notified. More information needs to be added in 
monitoring protocol to describe how groundwater quality reporting will be done. It needs to 
describe in at what intervals the information will be provided. It needs to describe in what way 
the public will be notified and have access to the information 

Response: Text has been added to the monitoring network background stating that the public 
will have access to the monitoring network results as presented in the Annual reports. 

Table 30 provides the monitoring agency and frequency of monitoring for wells in the 
groundwater quality monitoring network. SGMA requires that up-to-date groundwater 
conditions, including groundwater quality and seawater intrusion, are presented in the annual 
reports. The public will have access to these annual reports, as they have had access to historical 
PV Water annual reports.  

===================================================================== 

Comment 10.2: RRW - RMPs planned in non- alluvial areas are low priority. This further 
exacerbates the inadequacy of the RMP network and the further skews the calculation of 
exceedances for GWL-SMCs to the detriment of rural residents 

Response: This is not the case. As presented in section 10.6.3:  

“The category with the highest priority to address is where additional RMPs are 
recommended. The next highest priority to address is where there are spatial data gaps 
within the full PV Water monitoring network. The lowest priority to address are spatial 
data gaps that only occur within the PV GSP Alternative monitoring network.”  

The text states that data gaps where there are no Aromas monitoring wells (confidential or 
otherwise) are medium priority (areas 7 and 8 on Figure 9). Groundwater monitoring in these 
areas need to be established first before evaluating need to add RMPs for these areas. As 
described in Section 10.6.3.1.3, existing RMPs may be representative of these areas. The highest 
priority areas are where additional RMPs are recommended (areas 2, 3, and 4 on Figure 9) with 
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areas 2 and 3 identified to establish RMPs near domestic water users. Appendix 3E displays data 
to inform chronic lowering of groundwater levels SMC for these RMPs when they are 
established. 

 

Figure 9. Groundwater Level Monitoring Networks and Identified Data Gaps [Figure 84 in GSU22] 
===================================================================== 
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Comment 10.3: RRW - Duplicatory RMPs need to be eliminated to make RMP network more 
representational 

Potential 
additional RMPS 
according to Fig. 10

Potential 
additional RMPS 
according to Fig. 26

Delete these 
RMPs. Duplicatory
in alluvial plain areas

Recommended RMP network. Delete 5 duplicatory RMPs in alluvial plan. Add 
additional RMPs near rural residential areas.

x

 

Figure 10. RRW Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Level Data Gap Analysis [From RRW Response to GSU22] 

Response: The wells shown on Figure 10, and copied onto this map created by RRW, are not 
additional wells to be added as RMP. Rather these are wells that were considered as RMP but not 
included in the final network. Therefore, the revision requested here is already part of GSU22. 
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===================================================================== 

Comment 10.4: RRW - There are unacceptable groundwater elevation data gaps in the upland 
areas with elevations greater than 200 feet.  

Response: The focus of GSU22 is on the Aromas aquifer as the primary aquifer. The lack of 
Aromas aquifer monitoring wells in the far upland areas of the Basin precludes the current 
establishment of RMP there. Adding monitoring in these areas has been identified as a data gap 
to address. The current plan to address data gaps is described in section 3.11 and section 10.6. 
Please also see page 14 of the Response to Rural Residents for Water technical memorandum 
(9/7/2021) which addressed this concern. These concerns were also addressed at the May and 
September Committee meetings. 

===================================================================== 

Comment 10.5: RRW - Groundwater Extraction Protocols, 10.5.2, states that agricultural 
operations that extract less than 10 acre/feet per year of groundwater are exempt from metering. 
It is not clear if non-metered agricultural pumping has been in annual reports, water budgets, 
groundwater storage estimates, and other projections and if it has been, where is it shown. PV 
Water has estimates for non-metered rural residential water usage. If so, how and where is non-
metered ag water use reflected in important charts and graphs. If not included, non-metered 
agricultural water usage needs to be included in every aspect of PV Water's sustainability 
planning and every aspect of the GSU22 plan development. 

Response: Non-metered pumping is incorporated in PV Water’s model inputs to the PVHM and 
in annual reporting pumping estimates. As described in Section 10.5.2 of the GSU22, non-
metered pumping estimates are based on the size and type of land use where the non-metered 
pumping takes place. 

Estimated water use both for the Rural Residential user category and the non-metered ag 
pumping are included in the annual water use totals in PV Water annual reports. In the model, 
rural residential pumping is a data input and the observed pumping data is used to verify 
simulated pumping of the water balance subregions. Large scale purveyor wells are modeled 
based on actual pumping and agricultural wells are used as water extraction points to meet 
simulated crop water demand. 

Outreach and Engagement 

Comment 12.1: CWC - More materials should have been provided in a bilingual format (Spanish 
and English) and there should have been bilingual committee members or staff available to 
participate in bilingual outreach efforts. 
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Response: PV Water appreciates your comments and recommendations as provided in CWC’s 
October 4, 2021, Comment Letter. Per comments regarding #7 Outreach & Engagement: We will 
take these comments into future consideration. We want to reiterate our comments from 
Committee Meeting #12 (September 9, 2021) that our Communication & Engagement Plan was 
published, presented, and invited comments at Committee Meeting #1 (October 14, 2020). No 
comments were provided from CWC, Committee Members, or any stakeholder. As such, the 
Committee accepted the Communication & Engagement Plan and the GSU22 outreach approach 
proceeded. All 12 Committee Meetings had a specific Communication & Engagement discussion 
on the agenda. At no time were recommendations made by any stakeholder, including Alternate 
Committee Member Mayra Hernandez of CWC, to improve the outreach. CWC did ask for a 
Spanish translator to be present at the September 28, 2021, Community Meeting and PV Water 
provided a translator. At all meetings, Ellen Cross, Strategy Driver, Inc. was available to speak 
Spanish, but translation was not requested. Being conscientious of improvement and lessons 
learned, a GSU22 Survey was presented at all 12 Committee Meetings and Community 
meetings. We received three completed surveys and responded accordingly. None of the Surveys 
requested Spanish translation or additional outreach. We appreciate the reflection on how to 
approach Communication & Engagement and will take that into future consideration; real-time 
feedback would have afforded the process the benefit of real-time recalibration. 

===================================================================== 

Comment 12.2: RRW - Decision makers have minimalized Rural Resident requests to apply a 
more conservative and protective SMCs for groundwater level and have not accepted our 
testimonials as valid concerns [….] GWL Exceedances need to be more protective because it is 
not always feasible for an RMP network to proportionally detect groundwater levels for all water 
use sectors, especially domestic wells located above 200 ft elevation. 

Response: PV Water provided the Response to Rural Residents for Water technical 
memorandum (9/7/2021) , which addressed concerns listed by RRW. The petition provided by 
RRW was also reviewed publicly at the May Committee meeting and mentioned at Board 
Meeting #1.  

All comments, including those provided by RRW and CWC, were taken seriously. In addition to 
formal meetings that were open to the broader beneficial users of water, informal meetings were 
conducted between Committee meetings. PowerPoint presentations presented by both RRW and 
CWC were also accommodated during public meetings and the Committee Meetings. Committee 
Member Marla Anderson (RRW) and Alternate Mayra Hernandez (CWC) were given ample 
time to speak during all open meetings and were provided time in between meetings to speak 
with staff and consultants. The GSU22 Committee heard input by all stakeholders and they had 
the ultimate decision to incorporate comments. Some comments were accepted and some were 
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not. The Committee Members voted on recommendations to PV Water Board and were 
submitted based on majority vote.  

PV Water advanced all correspondence requested to be shared to the GSU22 Committee from all 
parties. Opportunities for comment by GSU22 Committee and public attendees was afforded 
following each discussion item and during Question/Answer sessions. GSU22 Committee 
members and the public at large were afforded ample opportunity to express their perspective as 
members of RRW and CWC elected to utilize this frequently during discussion and votes. The 
GSU22 Committee was established to provide a collective body that represented an array of 
interests and groups in the Basin to provide recommendations to the Board of Directors for 
approval. While unanimity would be ideal, with a diverse group of perspectives it is reasonable 
that not all parties would agree on every matter. Most Committee votes passed with only one or 
two of the 15 members voting against any given recommendation. 

===================================================================== 

Comment 12.3: RRW - Several of RRW’s communications were ignored and personal testimony 
regarding known occurrences of well distress by Rural Residents at Advisory Committee 
meetings were discounted. the GSU22 process did not facilitate participation by RRW. No 
changes were made to chronic lowering of groundwater level SMC as a result of RRW 
testimony.  

Response: PV Water provided the Response to Rural Residents for Water technical 
memorandum (9/7/2021), which addressed concerns listed by RRW. PV Water also held 
meetings with RRW to address their concerns as well as meetings prior to and after every 
Committee meeting. The petition provided by RRW was shared publicly and fully responded to 
in the May Committee meeting. Further, chronic lowering of groundwater level SMC were 
changed based on comments from Committee Member Anderson, the Rural Residential Well 
Owner Representative on the Committee. Committee Member Anderson also agreed to share her 
well data and which will contribute to monitoring data. 

Best available data were used to develop all SMC, including for chronic lowering of 
groundwater level. The definition and determination of occurrence for significant and 
unreasonable conditions for all indicators was based on feedback provided by the GSU22 
Committee.  

===================================================================== 

Comment 12.4: CWC - CWC presented to both the GSU22 Committee and the PV Water Board 
regarding the incorporation of a Drinking Water Well Impact Mitigation Program into PV 
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Water’s groundwater management. We offer more detailed recommendations here for further 
consideration. 

Response: Thank you for your comments. The incorporation of a Drinking Water Well Impact 
Mitigation Program is not within the scope of GSU22. CWC was given a platform to present 
information regarding a Drinking Water Well Impact Mitigation Program at a GSU22 
Committee meeting as well at the PV Water Board of Directors meeting in September. 

==================================================================== 

Comment 12.5: RRW - Please correct line item in chart on page 12-4 "Rural Residents for 
Water" January 2021- December 2021, 'One on One meetings with Committee Member Marla' to 
'Clarifications provided via telephone meetings with Committee Member Marla Anderson,  
Provided opportunity for questions and comments during zoom meetings' 

Response: This text has been edited accordingly without reference to Zoom (or GoToMeeting) 
meetings because this entry refers to meetings beyond the 12 monthly Committee meetings. 

===================================================================== 

Comment 12.6: RRW - If funding is not in place to cover the costs to construct new or deepen 
existing wells that fail due to groundwater quality or groundwater level problems based on 
approved RMP plans, the RMP plan may not be sufficient to protect a GSA from liability for loss 
of human right to water. 

Response: Thank you for your comments. The incorporation of this type of funding is not within 
the scope of GSU22. 

===================================================================== 
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Oct. 3, 2021 

RE: Summary of Comments on Draft GSU22 Plan 

From: Rural Residents for Water 

Gloria Muruato, Daniel Castillo, Marla Anderson, Brian Sparling, Kim Burdette, Helbard Alkhassadeh, Ann 

Peden, Mark Garcia, Fred Berge, Enrique Melgoza, Erin Peck, Chris Favre, Roland Glenn, Riley Glenn, 

Leah Levin, Kathy Almoslino, Lesley Noble, Larry Abrams, Matthew Garcia, Lewis Henderson, Paul 

Gates, Nick Bulich, Rebecca Bozarth, Sara Montez Shannon Shaffer, Joe Silva, Valerie Roach, Bill 

Martin, Brenda Wood, Michael Kelly, Thom Garia, Analia Zavala, Maria Zavala, Bobby Goodwin, Maria 

Sedano, Camilla Alkhassaden, Joae Torres, Mariso De Leon, Theodore Green, Manuel Alvarez, Jesse 

Farnandez, Michael Catalano, Salvador Herrera, Richard Muruato, Virginia Kalton, Jose Ibarra, Tomiko 

Edminston, Kimberely Guzman 

 

A). Groundwater Level SMCs not protective of domestic well users in proportion to other water use    

sectors 

A.1  The draft does not address hundreds of domestic wells located in the upper elevations where the 

above map suggests no on lives.  

 

A.2 The draft plan proposes to allow exceedances to go below the minimum threshold for as many as 4 

years when the minimum threshold is already set at a 3 year drought period low. This exceedance criteria 

disproportionately impacts the domestic water use sector. 

 

A.3 The draft plan is proposing exceedances allowances that are out of line with  the majority of 

GSAs in nearby regions 

 

A.4 The proposed RMP network is not protective enough of domestic wells to justify exceedances to 

occur for 15 % of RMPs for 4 years 

  

A.5 Sea Water Intrusion is not admitted to in propping up GWLs in hydrographs for minimum threshold 

justification. The appearance of groundwater level "recovery" occurring consistently despite rain 

shortfalls is not a demonstration of "groundwater level stability"  but of sea water intrusion 

 

A.6  The statement in the draft that the minimum threshold is set at GWL that are higher than previous 

droughts is not true and needs to be deleted. The minimum threshold which is roughly equal to the 

2014 gw level IS NOT HIGHER THAN GW LEVELS DURING PRIOR DROUGHTS!! 
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A.7- Decision makers have minimalized Rural Resident requests to apply a more conservative and 

protective SMCs for groundwater level and have not accepted our testimonials as valid concerns.  

 

A.8 - GWL Exceedances need to be more protective because it is not always feasible for an RMP 

network to proportionally detect groundwater levels for all water use sectors, especially those in upper 

elevations (over 200 ft above sea level). 

 

A.9  Personal testimony regarding known occurrences of well distress by Rural Residents at Advisory 

Committee meetings was discounted. No changes were made to GWL SMCs as a result of  any 

testimony given. 

 
 

B). Sea Water Intrusion 

B.1   Past and current SWI should be better quantified and identified in the draft plan.  How will PV 

Water have the ability to determine the extent of incremental reductions in SWI rate if past and  

current SWI hasn't been quantified? Increasing the chloride limit like was done this time to 250 

mg/L, then again to a higher level in 2027, and  then again at the end of each subsequent plan update 

interval is not a long-term solution and does not translate to quantifiable reduction in SWI rates.  

 

B.2  This comment makes no sense in Section 2.6 of the draft plan and needs to be revised. "The 

measurable objective is currently being achieved and the goal is to maintain that status. Therefore, 

interim milestones are equal to the measurable objective." 

 

B.3- Section 10.4.2.2 Seawater Intrusion Monitoring Network does not provide an adequate 

description of how sea water intrusion will be tracked, reporting intervals, and how the public will 

be notified. 

 

B.4 SECTION 7.5 DOES NOT RECOGNIZE AND PROVIDE MANAGEMENT ACTIONS FOR 

SWI ALREADY OCCURRING AND THAT IS NOT BEING ADDRESSED. A STRATEGY FOR 

DEALING THE INTRUSION IN SPECIFIC AREAS THAT ARE NOT PROTECTED BY 

DELIVERED WATER NEEDS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE DRAFT PLAN 

 

B.5  Draft Plan needs to recognize and address the influence of SWI in propping up groundwater 

levels coastal and inland wells 
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C).1-  More Groundwater Quality Monitoring information needed 

 

D). Unacceptable GW Quality Objectives and Assimilative Capacity Policy 

D.1- The draft plan needs to correct groundwater quality objectives to be synchronous as required in 

the Central Coast Groundwater Plan. 

 

D. 2- ASSIMILATION CAPACITY POLICY NEEDS TO BE CHANGED TO COMPLY WITH  

ANTI-DEGRADATORY POLICY INSTEAD OF PRO-DEGRADATORY POLICY AS STATED 

IN THE CENTRAL COAST GROUNDWATER QUALITY PLAN 

 

D.3- The definitions for assimilative capacity in the SNP Plan does not comply with it's own 

guidelines in the SNP Plan.     

 

D.4- Assimilative capacity does not comply with the "Human Right to Water" Act 

 

D.5-  The draft plan needs to recognize exceedance of chloride of assimilative capacity in Zone 2.  

 

D.6-  The current assimilative capacity policy for the PV Basin . . . and for GSAs in general. . . 

needs to be changed so that current average 2020 concentration level for any constituent does not 

increase by 20% or more by 2039. 

 

E). 1 Identification of At-Risk Areas for Groundwater Quality are not in the draft plan or in  the 

Salt and Nutrient plan 

 

F). Monitoring Network is not adequate 

F.1- RMP Network does not proportionately represent domestic well areas 

 

F.2- Many small water systems are located in areas outside the proposed RMP network 

 

F.3- New RMPs planned in non- alluvial areas are low priority. This further exacerbates the 

inadequacy of the RMP network and the further skews the calculation of exceedances for GWL-

SMCs to the detriment of rural residents 
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F.4- Duplicatory RMPs need to be eliminated to make RMP network more representational 

 

 

G). Inadequate RMP Justification-  data missing; important figures conspicuously missing in the 

draft plan that show TOS and BOS for nearby domestic wells 

 

G.1- The justification method does not prove that the remaining wells in the hydrographs will not 

fail. 

 

G.2  Justification for RMPs in Draft Plan needs to quantify the influence of SWI in propping up 

groundwater levels coastal and inland wells as proven by hydrographs. 

 

H). 1 Non-metered Agricultural Wells included in all relevant charts, and tables in draft GSU plan?  

 

I). Section 10.6.2- Network not Adequate to Comply with SGMA 

I. 1- Data gaps still exist for the proposed RMP network in rural residential areas that are not located 

on or near alluvial plains 

 

I. 2- The RMP network over-protects the water users drawing from alluvial plains and under-

protects domestic wells located in elevations above 200 feet elevation. 

 

I.3- Network fails to detect creeping SWI and increases in groundwater quality contamination in 

coastal and inland monitoring wells on an annual basis due to lack of reporting and does not notify 

the public of available updates. 

 

I. 4- If funding is not in place to cover the costs to construct new or deepen existing wells that fail 

due to groundwater quality or groundwater level problems based on approved RMP plans, the RMP 

plan may not be sufficient to protect a GSA from liability for loss of human right to water. 

 

J.) Communication and Engagement 

J.1-  Meeting format and pace disabled participation by rural residents as well as other non-paid 

interested parties 

 

J.2). Staff did not allow the public access to consultants who were responsible for the GSU22 plan 

development to ask questions or receive clarification 
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J.3 Rural Residents provided some questions and testimony at various advisory board meetings ; The 

testimonies were rebuffed and then dismissed 

 

J.4 Majority of Board members did not attend an informational and a community meeting to 

participate in dialog about concerns 

 

J.5 Several of written correspondences sent to PV staff and Board asking for information were not 

responded to.  

 

K.  Groundwater Storage- conclusions are based on misleading and out of sequence information 

K.1-  RRW disagrees that the groundwater modeling using the PVHM for the BMP 2014 plan is an 

acceptable way to define groundwater in storage depletion .  

 

K-2- There inconsistent and misleading data comparisons used in the draft for groundwater storage, 

especially in the GW Storage Section, that do not show an accurate picture of the state of the basin 

as well as other important data analysis conclusions 

 

L.  Groundwater Budget- Additional options should be included; need a few corrections 
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Date:      October 3, 2021 

To: PV Water Staff, Consultants and Board Members 

From: Rural Residents for Water 

Gloria Muruato, Daniel Castillo, Marla Anderson, Brian Sparling, Kim Burdette, Helbard Alkhassadeh, Ann 

Peden, Mark Garcia, Fred Berge, Enrique Melgoza, Erin Peck, Chris Favre, Roland Glenn, Riley Glenn, 

Leah Levin, Kathy Almoslino, Lesley Noble, Larry Abrams, Matthew Garcia, Lewis Henderson, Paul 

Gates, Nick Bulich, Rebecca Bozarth, Sara Montez Shannon Shaffer, Joe Silva, Valerie Roach, Bill 

Martin, Brenda Wood, Michael Kelly, Thom Garia, Analia Zavala, Maria Zavala, Bobby Goodwin, Maria 

Sedano, Camilla Alkhassaden, Joae Torres, Mariso De Leon, Theodore Green, Manuel Alvarez, Jesse 

Farnandez, Michael Catalano, Salvador Herrera, Richard Muruato, Virginia Kalton, Jose Ibarra, Tomiko 

Edminston, Kimberly Guzman 

RE: Detail for "Comment Summary" on Draft Sustainability Plan 

 

 

 

The following pages provide details in support of our "Comment Summary". 

 

Table of Contents 

 

A). Groundwater Level SMCs not protective of domestic well users in proportion to other water use    

sectors 

B). Certain sea water intrusion issues not being addressed 

C). Monitoring Reporting not fully addressed 

D). Unacceptable Groundwater Objectives and Assimilative Policy 

E). No Identification of At-Risk Areas for Groundwater Quality 

F).  Representative Monitoring Points are not representative 

G). Inadequate RMP Justification- data missing; important figures conspicuously missing in the draft plan 

that show TOS and BOS for nearby domestic wells 

H). Non-metered Agricultural Wells included in all aspects of GSU plan?  

I). 10.6.2 Network not Adequate to Comply with SGMA 

J). Communications and Engagement- engagement not adequately facilitated during meetings, in public  

requests and in some correspondences 

K). Groundwater Storage- conclusions are based on misleading and out of sequence information 

L). Groundwater Budget- additional GW budget options should be included; need a few corrections 
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CLICK BELOW FOR FIGURE 

The new RMP plan exacerbates the disparity in monitoring for each water use sector 

by adding several RMPS in in alluvial plains while adding less in rural residential well 

areas outside of the alluvial plains. This skews the calculation of “undesirable results”

even more to the benefit of certain water use sectors but to the detriment of the 

domestic water use sector.

 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

A.  

 Groundwater Level SMCs not protective of domestic well users in 

proportion to other water use sectors 
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Click Below for Figure 

200’ +

200’ +

5

2
0
0
’
+

2

3

The areas above 200 feet elevation are especially at risk for well failure 

with the proposed GW
L-SMC criteria

 

 

 

 

A.1  The draft does not address hundreds of domestic wells located in the upper 

elevations where the above map suggests no on lives.  

 

 

 

 

 

Exceedances should not be based on RMPs 

 that disproportionately impact rural residents 
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CLICK BELOW FOR FIGURE 

Look at small water systems that are 

considered to be outside of the 

basin.The monitoring plan shows 

these areas as vacant

200’ +

200’ +

1
5

4

5

1

4

5

1

2
0
0
’
+

2

3

 

 

Rural Residential areas are most at risk for partial or full well failure  

according to SMC exceedance allowances of 15% for 4 yrs, 20% for 3 yrs. and 25% for 2 yrs. 

 

 

 

A.2 The draft plan proposes to allow exceedances to go below the minimum threshold 

for as many as 4 years when the minimum threshold is already set at a 3 year 

drought period low?  This creates a situation similar to a 7 year drought which has not even 

occurred in recorded history in the Watsonville area. Low groundwater levels cause chlorides to 

move inland rapidly. Historical droughts last typically 3 years. Why are exceedances set at levels 

that are based on 7 years of drought? 
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Click below for figure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

drought 
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A.3 

The draft plan proposed to allow exceedances that are out of line with 

 other GSAs in the Central Coast region 

 

Click below for figure 

How Do PV Water’s “exceedances”

compare to those of other GSAs?

nonenonenonenonenoneYear 5

15%nonenonenonenoneYear 4

20%nonenonenonenoneYear 3

25%any two wellsnonenone0% < and < 15%Year 2

unlimited wellsany two wellsnone

any one well for one 

month 

or more15%Year 1

PVWMA- revised

April 20

Castac Groundwater

Sustainability Agency

Oxnard Groundwater

Sustainability Agency

Mid- Santa Cruz 

County

Groundwater Sust. 

Agency

Salinas Valley 

Groundwater

Sustainability Agency

PV Water proposes to 

allow exceedances

To continue for up to 4 

years and at significantly 

higher percentages than 

other GSAs

Why are PV Waters so much 

higher than other GSAs ? ?Slide17

 

 

A.4 

The proposed RMP network is not protective enough of domestic wells to justify 

exceedances to occur for 15 % of RMPs for 4 years 

The draft plan and "Technical Memorandum,  Sept. 9, 2021- "Response to RRW Materials re: 

Groundwater Levels Sustainable Management Criteria (SMC), Monitoring Network, and Water 

Quality SMC (7/28/21 Slides and 8/10/21 Draft Memorandum)" do not justify the proposed RMP 

network as representative for domestice wells.  
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a). We disagree with the draft plan and Technical Memorandum that the RMP network is justified for the 

three RMPs areas that are clearly near domestic wells (see G.1 and G.2-Representative Monitoring Point 

Justification- Missing or inadequate data- Hydrographs for RMP justification not representational 

of nearby domestic wells 

 

The draft plan and the "Technical Memorandum,  Sept. 9, 2021- "Response to RRW Materials re: 

Groundwater Levels Sustainable Management Criteria (SMC), Monitoring Network, and Water Quality 

SMC (7/28/21 Slides and 8/10/21 Draft Memorandum" " contains inaccurate information and premises.  

"The AWD Aimee RMP hydrograph shows . . . . . . Similar stable trends and ranges are observed at 3 

nearby domestic wells monitored by PV Water. Figure 1 includes the groundwater elevations for the 3 

nearby wells and AWD_Aimee. The MT is set to protect this stable condition that has supported long-

term supply."  

 -Aimee Well- 4 of 51 nearby wells used as justification- NOT ENOUGH WELLS 

 -Well 5- 4 of 33 nearby wells used as justification- NOT ENOUBH WELLS 

 -SCA 9A- 4 out of 51- Justification wells all showed exact same gw level so they are likely 

   near or  near  allulvial plains- NOT JUSTIFICATION 

 

b). This important information is not included in the draft plan and it needs to be. Please click on the 

following link and look at Pages 2,16, and 20 for specific information on identified wells nearby to Aimee 

Well, Well 5 and SCA9A. This information needs to be clearly addressed and included in the draft plan. 

 

https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-

Committee/AppendixD_GWL_SMC_RMP_Network_MOMT_95th.pdf  

 

 

Click on next page for figure 
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Click for figures 

These 22% of domestic 

wells     (10) will partially 

to fully fail and these    

15%     (7) will fully fail 

near the Aimee well

Slide 3

Where 

Available? 3?

 

55% of domestic 

wells will partially or 

fully fail near Well #5

Slide 7

 

 

Aimee Well 

Well 5 
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A.5 Sea Water Intrusion is not admitted to in propping up GWLs in hydrographs used 

to justisfyminimum thresholds. The appearance of groundwater level "recovery" 

occurring consistently despite rain shortfalls is not a demonstration of "groundwater 

level stability"  but of sea water intrusion 
 In looking at the hydrographs for GWLs in the Appendix, pp. 27-60, There is a consistent pattern 

of consistent ups and downs in groundwater levels between 1988 and 2020. This is despite major periods 

of drought. The appearance of groundwater level "recovery" occurring consistently despite rain shortfalls 

is not a demonstration of "groundwater level stability", but of sea water intrusion. This argument is 

bolstered by personal well records of a member of RRW that show chlorides increasing by 85% between 

mid 1985 and 2018. This member's well is located 2-1/2 miles from the ocean.   

Click below for figure 

86% of RMPs show consistent up and down 

groundwater level patterns despite several 

drought periods. This is clear evidence

that sea water creeping 

Not groundwater level stability
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 Using a consistent up and down pattern of GWL as justification for minimum threshold levels 

despite periods of drought is not a justification of groundwater level . It is not reasonable for a GSA to 

discount the effects of sea water intrusion in calculating a minimum threshold of allowable exceedances. 

Doing so results in a  "surprise" at the end of each 5 year plan period where sea water intrusion is 

redefined to a higher chloride level and the allowed intrusion line pushes further inland. THIS IS NOT 

PROTECTIVE OF GROUNDWATER LEVELS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A.6  The statement in the draft that the minimum threshold is set at GWL that are 

higher than previous droughts is not true and needs to be deleted. The minimum 

threshold which is roughly equal to the 2014 gw level IS NOT HIGHER THAN 

GW LEVELS DURING PRIOR DROUGHTS!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click on following page for figure 
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Click Below 

2014 gw below sea level footprint is equal or larger than 

the peak footprint in drought years between 1947 and 

2013

19922014
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A.7- Decision makers have minimalized Rural Resident requests to apply a more 

conservative and protective SMCs for groundwater level and have not accepted 

our testimonials as valid concerns. This will be further described in our response 

to the "Communication and Engagement" section of the draft. 

 
 

 Requests we have made for more protective exceedances are shown below. They have been 

ignored so far. 

Alternative 1:              Between 15% to  20% are not to exceed for  more than 1 out of 5 years 

     Less than 15% not to exceed for more than 2 out of 5 years 

 

To date, no serious consideration or dialog has been given to our requests. This demonstrates the point 

recently made in the new  " DRAFT GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES & 

STRATEGIES TO MONITOR, ANALYZE & MINIMIZE IMPACTS TO DRINKING WATER 

WELLS", released by DWR and State Water Boards in September, 2021.  that "The drinking water 

needs of some communities have historically not been prioritized" 

 

A.8 - GWL Exceedances need to be more protective because it is not always feasible 

for an RMP network to proportionally detect groundwater levels for all water use 

sectors, especially domestic wells located above 200 ft elevation.We understand that finding 

good RMPs in areas that are hilly is challenging. This problem has been recognized in the new "Draft 

Drinking Water Well Principles and Strategies" which was recently released by the Department of Water 

Resources and the State Water Resources Control Board which points to the idea of being more cautious 

in sustainability planning. Some key ideas that have relevance to our GSA are: 

1).  Approximately 53 percent of domestic wells are found in non-basin (fractured rock) areas, outside of 

the alluvial groundwater basins. 

2). The drinking water needs of some communities have historically not been prioritized, in part because 

members of these communities have sometimes been excluded from decision-making roles or other forms 

of participation on the basis of land tenure, property size, race, language, or other factors. 

3). Some communities where drought threatens drinking water have also historically experienced higher 

environmental burdens and now are among the most vulnerable to pollution and climate impacts. 

4).  An estimated 3,500 domestic wells in the San Joaquin Valley, and hundreds more in the rest of the 

state, went dry leaving households and communities without water during the 2012 to 2016 drought. 
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Based on climate projections and continued groundwater overdraft and unmanaged groundwater 

extractions, more wells are anticipated to go dry in certain areas. 

 For the above reasons, it is critical that GSAs are much more conservative and protective in 

GWL exceedance criteria when RMPS are used as a basis for determining  EXCEEDANCE 

ALLOWANCES. Failure of domestic wells should NOT BE THE RESULT OF lack of information, 

guessing, over optimism or minimalization caused by other water use sectors. 

 

A.9  Personal testimony regarding known occurrences of well distress by Rural 

Residents at Advisory Committee meetings were discounted. No changes were made 

to GWL SMCs as a result of testimony- See "Communication and Engagement". 

 
 

 

 

 

 

B.1 Past SWI trends have not been quantified to determine  

 

B.1   Past and current SWI should be better quantified and identified in the draft 

plan.  How will PV Water have the ability to determine the extent of incremental 

reductions in SWI rate if past and  current have not been quantified? Increasing the 

chloride limit from 100 mg/L to 250 mg/L like it was during this update process is not 

a long-term solution for  showing SWI reduction.  

 

 

B.2  This comment makes no sense in Section 2.6 of the draft plan and needs to be 

revised. "The measurable objective is currently being achieved and the goal is to 

maintain that status. Therefore, interim milestones are equal to the measurable 

objective. 

 

 

B.   

Sea Water Intrusion 
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 How can the foregoing statement be possible? The draft is not showing chloride isocontours for 

areas outside of the new SWI contour lines. However, chemographs clearly show many "patches" well 

above 100 mg/L exist outside of the SWI isocontour. 

 If the measurable objective is to reduce chlorides to 100 gm/L and the above statement says that 

the measureable objectives has been achieved, then how can this serve as a measurable objective? The 

statement in 2.6 above is false and misleading because THEY ARE NOT BEING ACHIEVED!!. If 

measurable objectives are to be achievable as SGMA states, the draft plan needs to be revised. 

There absolutely needs to be interim milestones!! 

 

B.3- Section 10.4.2.2 Seawater Intrusion Monitoring Network does not provide an 

adequate description of how sea water intrusion will be tracked, reported and how 

the public will be notified. 

 More information needs to be added to describe how sea water intrusion will be tracked. It needs to 

describe in what form(s) and at what intervals the information will be provided. It needs to describe in what 

way the public will be notified and have access to the information. See B. The Monitoring Plan does not 

commit to frequency of reporting being provided to PV Water Board, other agencies and to the public 

(above). It does not commit to how interested parties will be notified. 

 

 

B.4 SECTION 7.5 NEEDS TO RECOGNIZE AND PROVIDE MANAGEMENT ACTIONS FOR 

SWI ALREADY OCCURRING AND THAT IS NOT BEING ADDRESSED. A STRATEGY FOR 

DEALING THE INTRUSION IN SPECIFIC AREAS THAT ARE NOT PROTECTED BY 

DELIVERED WATER NEEDS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE DRAFT PLAN.  

 

 The following two chemographs for Hudsen Landing and SCA9A (Appendix 2A) show 

significant SWI to the north and the south of the delivered water zone. The draft plan states that more 

monitoring wells are needed. However, SWI occurring here is SHOULD BE ADDRESSED IN THE 

DRAFT PLAN 

 

 The draft plan also needs to address potential management actions for sea water intrusion Areas B, 

E and F. 
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CLICK BELOW FOR FIGURE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First hand observations of massive intensification 

in agricultural practices in south of the delivered 

water zone in the Carnerous Creek sub-basin 

occurred 2009 thru 2019 likely contributed to this 

850% increase in chlorides 
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Click below for figure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B.65 The Draft Plan needs t recognize and address the influence of SWI in propping 

up groundwater. Groundwater storage loss needs to be recognized where former 

SWI intrusion lines have been redefined to allow higher levels of chlorides. 

 

 

 

Click on following page for figure 

 

 

SCSA4-  approx. 50% increase in 

chlorides occurred between 2010 and 2020 
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Click below for figure 

86% of RMPs show consistent up and down 

groundwater level patterns despite several 

drought periods. This is clear evidence

that sea water creeping 

Not groundwater level stability

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 More information needs to be added in monitoring protocol to describe how groundwater quality 

reporting will be done. It needs to describe in at what intervals the information will be provided. It needs to 

describe in what way the public will be notified and have access to the information. 

 

C.1).   

More Groundwater Quality Monitoring information needed 
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 Rural Residents for Water has voiced concerns on a number of occasions about the unacceptable 

groundwater quality objectives, pro-degradation and assimilation policies that were used to in both the 

Salt and Nutrient Plan and the Central Coast Groundwater Quality Plan. Now these errors are being 

continued in this draft GSU22 plan. The objectives and the assimilation policies are not in keeping with 

the directives of State Water Board and Resolution No. 68-16. Our concerns were voiced in writing 

through a letter dated June 20, 2021, a memo dated August 10, 2021 and in two emails sent to Central 

Coast Water Boards between April and August. To date, no government agency has stepped up to take 

responsibility for allowing these pro-degradatory objectives and policies to exist.  

 

D.1). The draft plan needs to correct groundwater quality objectives to be 

synchronous as required in that Central Coast Groundwater Plan. 

We have sent letters and emails to PV Water and to various State agencies regarding this on several 

occasions. So far, no agency has stepped up to correct this error contained in both the Salt and Nutrient 

Plan, the Central Coast Groundwater Quality Plan and now in the draft GSU22 plan. How can these 

GQOs form the basis of assimilation capacity and anti-degration if they do not represent synchronous 

conditions of the basin?    Click below for figure 

 

These locations are not in the area that is 

managed by PVWater management agency. 

TDS LEVELS DO NOT REPRESENT THE 

MEDIAN FOR The PV BASIN
 

 

 

D).   

Unacceptable GW Objectives and Assimilative Capacity Policy 
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Click below for figure 

This standard is more than 

double the TDS tolerance 

level of the crops that we 

grow in this area. Allowing 

TDS levels to double poses 

serious threats to 

agriculture.

TDS levels over 500 mg/L exceeds the tolerance level of 

many of the crops that we grow in this area. The standard 

of 1,000 mg/L e especially affects the viability small to 

mid-size farms. LARGE and CORPORATE FARMS CAN 

DRILL DOWN TO DEEPER AND CLEANER WATER 

and/or can afford expensive filtration systems. 

This is the quality 

standard for human 

drinking water. . And not 

for agriculture

PVWMA standards for TDS salts are MUCH 

TOO HIGH!!!

Why is PVWMA using 

TDS levels in the Tres

Pinos sub-area located 

25 miles upstream from 

the PV Basin as the 

basis for this area’s TDS 

standard?

TDS salt levels are almost double the 

tolerance level of some of the crops we 

grow in the PV basin

 

  

Setting the GQO for TDS at a level that is almost double that tolerable  

for agriculture to continue is not protective enough of agriculture!! 

 

 

D. 2). ASSIMILATION CAPACITY POLICY NEEDS TO BE CHANGED TO COMPLY WITH  

ANTI-DEGRADATORY INSTEAD OF PRO-DEGRADATORY POLICY IN THE CENTRAL 

COAST GROUNDWATER QUALITY PLAN. The Assimilative Capacity" that is in the "Salt and 

Nutrient Plan" and now in the draft plan is not consistent with anti-degradation policy contained in the 

Central Coast Groundwater Quality Plan. 
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Click below for figure 

 

Zone 2

One EXAMPLE of Gross Pro-degradation Policies

Assimilative criteria allows nitrate level almost double in Zone 1

Zone 1

Contamination 

in these already 

highly 

contaminated 

areas will be 

allowed to 

double. 

THIS IS NOT ACCEPTABLE 

AS ASSIMILATIVE CRITERIA!!
 

 

 

D.3). The definitions for assimilative capacity in the SNP Plan does not comply with 

it's own SNP guidelines .    Page 90 of the SNP Plan states," For the purpose of this SNMP, 

assimilative capacity is defined as the amount of loading the groundwater basin can receive from salts and 

nutrients without resulting in damage to aquatic life or humans who utilize and consume the water." 
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 How is nitrate loading that doubles in areas where nitrate levels are already much higher than safe 

drinking water standards not be considered as damage to aquatic life or humans. 

 

 

D.4). Assmilative capacity has not been defined to comply with the "Human Right to 

Water" Act. 

 

D.5).  The draft plan needs to recognize exceedance of chloride of assimilative 

capacity in Zone 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D.6).  The current assimilative capacity policy for the PV Basin . . . and for GSAs in 

general. . . needs to be revised so that the average 2020 concentration level for any 

constituent does not exceed 20% in order to be more protective of drinking water and 

irrigation water quality standards 

 For example, in the figure below, in Zone 1, the difference between the GQO for nitrate and the 

average concentration allows the average nitrate level to increase by 88%. There areas already exist in the 

basin where the nitrate level is 300% or more above drinking water standards. Allowing the entire zone 1  

THIS IS AN EXCEEDANCE OF ASSIMILATIVE 

CAPACITY AND NEEDS TO BE ACKNOWLEDGED 
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average to reach 45mg/L for nitrates will cause these already VERY HIGH NITRATE AREAS to be even 

more hazardous to humans  

Click below for figure 

Zone 2

One EXAMPLE of Gross Pro-degradation Policies

Assimilative criteria allows nitrate level almost double in Zone 1

Zone 1

Contamination 

in these already 

highly 

contaminated 

areas will be 

allowed to 

double. 

THIS IS NOT ACCEPTABLE 

AS ASSIMILATIVE CRITERIA!!
 

 

 A reasonable and more protective policy would be:  "When the current median or average 

concentration level for a constituent(s) of concern is more than 20 % below the GQO level, groundwater 

quality concentrations for the constituent(s) may not increase by more than:" 

 - by 2027- not to increase above the  2020 level by more than 10% 

 - by 2033- not to increase above the 2027 level by more than 5% 

 - by 2039- not to increase above the 2033 level by more than 5% 
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 DWR stated on p.19 of the "Alternative Assessment Staff Report", July 2019, that "the Salt and 

Nutrient Plan is responsible for identifying at-risk areas for groundwater quality degradation and 

mitigation strategies." In our letter, we pointed out that at-risk areas had not been identified in the Salt and 

Nutrient Plan.. The current draft of  GSU 22 update still does not identify or state where the at risk areas 

are which DWR presumed to exist in their July 2019 staff report. The Draft GSU22 needs to clearly show 

where the at-risk areas are and how PV Water will coordinate with other agencies towards facilitating 

joint strategies that minimize further risk in or near these areas. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

There is conflicting information about the number of wells to be in the revised RMP network. Figure 10 

(3-6) shows 14 RMPs and an additional 6 wells to be considered as RMPs for a total of 20 RMPs. Figure 

26 (3-35) shows 8 additonal  RMPs are recommended to be added to the above scenario which could raise 

the RMP number to 28. Of the 8 additional wells in Fig. 26, 6 of them are located in the alluvial plain 

areas. 

  It is important the an RMP network is provided that is in fact representational because GWL SMC 

exceedances are based on % of RMPs that go below the minimum threshold. By adding an unknown 

number of RMPS primarily in alluvial areas puts rural residents even more disproportionately at risk, 

especially given to ungenerous criteria proposed criteria which allows 15% of RMPs to go below the 

minimum threshold for 4 out of 5 years.  

 

 

E). 1  

No Identification of At-Risk Areas for Groundwater Quality has been made in the 

draft plan or in  the Salt and Nutrient plan 

 

 

 

F).  Representative Monitoring Points are not representative- 

3.3,3.4, 3.11 
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F.1- RMP Network does not proportionately represent domestic well areas 

Click below for figure 

5 Potential 

additional RMPS 

according to Fig. 10

8 Potential 

additional RMPS 

according to Fig. 26

new RMPs

that are in upper 

elevations

The figure below shows potential additions of 13 RMPs. Their locations 

exacerbate the non-representation of RMPs for rural residents, many of whom 

live in upper elevation areas, because 10 out of the 13 new RMPs are still in or 

near alluvial plains.

Non-alluvial

Non-alluvial

Non-alluvial
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F.2 Many small water systems are located in areas outside the proposed RMP 

network 

Click below for figure 

200’ +

200’ +

5

4

UNMONITORED    

AREAS STILL EXIST 

WHERE DOMESTIC 

WELLS ARE 

LOCATED

ZONE 1

ZONE2

5

1

4

5

1

2
0
0
’
+

2
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Aerial view of small water systems are in the foregoing "not basin"areas. Click below 

Look at small water systems that are 

considered to be outside of the 

basin.The monitoring plan shows 

these areas as vacant

200’ +

200’ +

1
5

4

5

1

4

5

1

2
0
0’

+

2
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ALLUVIALS 
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F.3  RMPs planned in non- alluvial areas are low priority. This further exacerbates 

the inadequacy of the RMP network and the further skews the calculation of 

exceedances for GWL-SMCs to the detriment of rural residents Click Below 

 

Priority Number

200’ +

200’ +

#5

2
0
0
’
+

# 2

# 3

4s and 5s are the low
est priorities# 1

# 1

The Proposed RMPS in upper 

elevations are listed as LOW PRIORITY

#5

# 4

#5

#5

# 4
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F.4 Duplicatory RMPs need to be eliminated to make RMP network more 

representational 

Click below for figure 
 

Potential 

additional RMPS 

according to Fig. 10

Potential 

additional RMPS 

according to Fig. 26

Delete these 

RMPs. Duplicatory

in alluvial plain areas

Recommended RMP network. Delete 5 duplicatory RMPs in alluvial plan. Add 

additional RMPs near rural residential areas.

x

 

 In an attempt by Rural Residents for Water made to explain our concerns to PV Water staff and 

consultants and Board about the need for a more representative RMP network, we prepared a slide 

presentation called "What's Wrong-Final", attached. We do not feel that our concerns about the 

monitoring network were listened to or addressed in this draft GSU22 plan. We ask that you read our 

attachment as the basic principles still hold. 
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 In this section the draft plan states that comparing the patterns of the up and down lines for 2 or 3 

wells nearby a  proposed RMP provides justification for that well to serve as an RMP. The problem with 

this logic is that that there are several proposed RMPs that have as many as 50 other nearby wells that are 

for which information is not provided to show the same up and down pattern. The following figures 

shows two of several figures for which the up TOS and BOS are well above the minimum threshold. This 

information is not contained in the draft plan but should be. Figures can be viewed at link below. 

 

https://www.pvwater.org/images/board-and-committees/Sustainable-GW-Planning-

Committee/AppendixD_GWL_SMC_RMP_Network_MOMT_95th.pdfwe 

 

G.1- The justification method does not prove that the remaining wells in the hydrographs will not 

fail. Look at how many pink and purple dots ( TOS and BOS) are above the proposed minimum threshold 

for the Aimee Well. Click below for figure 

These 22% of domestic 

wells     (10) will partially 

to fully fail and these    

15%     (7) will fully fail 

near the Aimee well

Slide 3

Where 

Available? 3?

 
Aimee Well 

The three Green dots used as 

justication is not justification for the 

other 43 nearby wells  

G. 

Inadequate RMP Justification-  data missing; important figures conspicuously 

missing in the draft plan that show TOS and BOS for nearby domestic wells 
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 Look at how many pink and purple dots ( TOS and BOS) are above the proposed minimum 

threshold for the Well #5. 

Click below for figure 

 

 

55% (18) of domestic 

wells will partially or 

fully fail and 33% 

(11) Will totally fail near 

Well #5

Slide 6

Where 

Available

4?

 

. 

G.2  Justification for RMPs in Draft Plan needs to recognize and address the 

influence of SWI in propping up groundwater levels coastal and inland wells 

 In looking at the hydrographs for GWLs in the Appendix, pp. 27-60, There is a clear pattern of 

consistent ups and downs in groundwater levels between 1988 and 2020. This is despite major periods of 

drought. The fact "recovery" consistently occurs despite shortfalls in rain is not a demonstration of 

"groundwater level stability", but of sea water intrusion. This argument is bolstered by chemographs for. 

 

Well  #5 

The four Green dots wells in 

the circle are not justification 

for the other 29 wells 
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86% of RMPs show consistent up and down 

groundwater level patterns despite several 

drought periods. This is clear evidence

that sea water creeping 

Not groundwater level stability

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

29 of 32 monitoring wells in Appendix 3A have typical up and down gwl patterns 

regardless of drought periods. How is this not evidence of SWI? 
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 Groundwater Extraction Protocols, 10.5.2, states that agricultural operations that extract less than 

10 acre/feet per year of groundwater are exempt from metering. It is not clear if non-metered agricultural 

pumping has been in annual reports, water budgets, groundwater storage estimates and other projections 

and if it has been, where is it shown. PV Water has estimates for non-metered rural residential water 

usage. If so, how and where is non-metered ag water use reflected in important charts and graphs. If not 

included, non-metered agricultural water usage needs to be included in every aspect of PV Water's 

sustainability planning and every aspect of the GSU 22 plan development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Rural Residents for Water disagree with the statement, "The PV Water monitoring network as 

currently developed and maintained has sufficient spatial density, temporal frequency, and vertical 

discretization to collect the data necessary to characterize the aquifer system ". 

 

I. 1). Data gaps still exist for the proposed RMP network in rural residential areas that are not 

located on or near alluvial plains. Data gaps exist in non-basin (fractured rock) areas, outside of the 

alluvial groundwater basins. This has been identified as a systemic problem for many GSAs throughout 

California ( see "Draft Drinking Water Well Principles and Strategies"). 

 

I. 2). The RMP network over-protects the water users drawing from alluvial plains and under-

protects domestic wells located in elevations above 200 feet elevation. 

 

 

I.   

10.6.2 Network not Adequate to Comply with SGMA 

 

 

 

 

H. 1  

Non-metered Agricultural Wells included 

in all relevant charts, and tables in draft GSU plan?  
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I.3Network fails to detect creeping SWI and increases in groundwater quality contamination in 

coastal and inland monitoring wells on an annual basis due to lack of reporting and does not notify 

the public of available updates.  

Click below for figure 

 

Click below for figure 
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I. 4). If funding is not in place to cover the costs to construct new or deepen existing wells that fail 

due to groundwater quality or groundwater level problems based on approved RMP plans, the 

RMP plan may not be sufficient to protect a GSA from liability for loss of human right to water. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

J. 1).  Meeting format and pace disabled participation by rural residents as well as other non-paid 

interested parties 

a). Zoom meetings were held during the day when the majority of rural residents work.  

b), The pace of the meetings were too fast and contained too much material for people to attend to 

zoom meetings for more the 15 minutes. 

c). At a few zoom meetings when rural residents tried to ask questions, a senior advisory 

committee member referred to us as the  "minority voice" and pushed on to the next items without 

providing an opportunity for those questions to be referred to a staff member or consultant for 

future discussion at a later date. 

d). A key Board member stated at more than one meeting,  "we do not want to get bogged down 

with a minority voice." No referral was made for us to talk to a staff person or consultant to get 

questions responded to or have our concerns heard /addresssed. 

e). There seems to be an expectation that unless a major community outcry occurs, that the input 

from the few people who are able to come forward is not important. What decision makers do not 

realize is that the complexity of the topics, the zoom technology, the lack of knowledge that most 

well owners have about their wells (gw level and gw quality), causes a situation where people do 

not become aware until their well goes dry, their gardens won't grow (because of chlorides), their 

drinking water becomes tainted, etc. 

f). In looking at the makeup of the advisory committee, it is clear that for at least 12 out of 15 

members have a direct tie to the interest of a business, a municipality, a large water system, or 

another GSA. It is likely that receive compensation directly or indirectly for their participation on 

the committee. It is not reasonable to assume that because few people from the community zoom 

into meetings, that they would not care if the information was accessible and if they could afford 

the loss of income /time required to participate. 

 

J. Community Engagement Plan- Engagement not adequately facilitated 

during meetings, in public requests and in some correspondences 
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J.2). Staff did not allow the public access to consultants who were responsible for the GSU22 plan 

development to ask questions or receive clarification. Instead, we were only allowed to bring up 

questions or concerns during a two hour advisory committee meeting that was packed with 80 or more 

slides and conducted at a pace inaccessible to any lay person. When a rural resident tried to get the phone 

number of the consultant to ask a question directly, she was told, "We can not provide that to you." 

 

J.3 Rural Residents provided some questions and testimony at various advisory board meetings ; 

The testimonies were rebuffed and then dismissed.  

1). When Rural Residents presented our concerns at an informational meeting on July 28 about proposed 

minimum thresholds being too low to be protective of rural residents, we received the response, "If this 

were the case, wells would have been de-watered".   

2).  When a rural resident said that she observed problems in her own well water and with other people's 

well during drought year of 2014 (2014 level is roughly equal to the proposed minimum threshold) she 

was told by a staff member., "If that were the case, they would have called us" to which we responded, 

"Wouldn't they call a well drilling service?" 

3). When a resident testified that several well drillers he had talked to told him there was a lot of well 

deepening going on in 2014 without permits due to the emergency nature of the call, he was told "That 

couldn't be true because other well drillers would turn them in and the county would never let that 

happen."  

 

J.4 Majority of Board members did not attend an informational and a community meeting to 

participate in dialog about concerns 

1). When the above July 28 meeting occurred, the majority of Board members did not attend. 

2). During another meeting, Community Water Center presented on a "Domestic Well Impact Mitigation 

Program", certain Board members zoomed off during the presentation. 

3). At a community meeting on Sept. 28, several Board members did not attend. 

 

J.5 Several of correspondences sent to PV staff and Board asking for information were not 

responded to 

1). An email asking how much seawater intrusion advanced during prior drought periods-  no response 

received. 

2). An email asking if PV Water can explain why there have been such dramatic increases in nitrates in 

certain areas. No response received or referral to another agency received. 
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J.6 -  Please correct line item in chart on page 12-4 "Rural Residents for Water" January 2021- 

December 2021,  One on One meetings Clarifications provided via telephone with Committee 

Member Marla, Met Provided opportunity for questions and comments during zoom meetings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

K.1-  RRW disagrees that the groundwater modeling using the PVHM for the BMP 2014 plan is an 

acceptable way to define groundwater in storage depletion .  

Seawater intrusion is to be treated separatel. This is not the case with other GSAs  that factor in advances 

in sea water intrusion as a reduction in groundwater storage. For the definition of sea water intrusion to be 

changed from 100 mg/L to 250mg/L in the GSU 22 plan to hide real groundwater storage reduction does 

not protect current domestic and agricultural water use sectors. Chloride levels above 120 mg/L jeopardizes  

irrigation water for the majority of crops grown in the basin. Increased groundwater areas above 10 mg/L 

jeopardizes the suitability of drinking water. Ignoring the reality of loss of useable water does not 

accomplish sustainability for current water use sectors in the basin. It promotes long-term loss of  water for 

both farming and domestic water use. 

 

K-2- There inconsistent and misleading data comparisons used in the draft for groundwater storage, 

especially in the GW Storage Section, that do not show an accurate picture of the state of the basin 

as well as other important data analysis conclusions 

a). Example 1- Data for Figures 7-27 and 7-28 are  not consistent  

 

 

Click following page for figure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

K.  Groundwater Storage- conclusions are based on misleading and out of 

sequence information 
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Click below for figure 

2017-2018- Going 

from a very wet year to 

a dry year, notice gw

storage in 2018 drops 

to -3,000 AF below the 

ave. 2015-2020 level

However, 2019 to 

2020- Going from a 

wet year to a dry year, 

GW storage increase 

to + 7,500 AF above 

the ave. 2015-2020 

level

A 7,500 AF GW 

Storage in 2020 gain 

seems even less 

possible considering 

that GW pumping 

increased in the same 

year.

WHY SO MANY 

DATA 

CONTRADICTIONS??

Contradictory Data

 

 

b). Example 2- From Page 7-25, " The measurable objective for reduction of groundwater in storage has 

been achieved despite BMP 2014 projects and management actions in operation not meeting their planned 

yields (Table 10) and operational yields of 5,700 AFY less than 50% of the overall yield goal of 12,100 

AFY. However, groundwater pumping has decreased 10,900 from average pumping for 2006-2010 to 

2016-2020 (Figure 49)." 
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In comparing the graph on the prior page for GW pumping (2015-2020), with the figure below 

(2000- 2013), it is not accurate that gw pumping decreased by 10,900 AF from the earlier period;  

The statement " . . . . GW storage reduction of 12,100 has already been achieved"  despite less than 

50% of overall yield goal of projects being achieved." is not true 

The measurable objective for reduction of groundwater in storage has been achieved 

despite BMP 2014 projects and management actions in operation not meeting their 

planned yields (Table 10) and operational yields of 5,700 AFY less than 50% of the 

overall yield goal of 12,100 AFY. However, groundwater pumping has decreased 

10,900 from average pumping for 2006-2010 to 2016-2020 (Figure 49). This number 

approaches the 12,100 AFY goal for the total volume of water needed to make up the 

average annual shortfall in the Basin even if only just over half can be attributed to 

BMP 2014 projects and management actions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THIS IS ONE OF MANY EXAMPLES IN THE DRAFT PLAN 

OF HOW DATA WAS SELECTED OUT OF CONTEXT OR 

FROM SELECTED TIMEFRAMES TO SKEW DATA TO 

SUPPORT A CONCLUSION THAT THE DOES NOT HOLD 

UP UNDER SCRUTINY. IT SHOWS THAT APPLES ARE 

NOT BEING COMPARED WITH APPLES OR ORANGES 

WITH ORANGES 
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 The historical groundwater budget for rural residential use is not realistic and needs to be reduced 

to a realistic number. What are the assumptions used in the hydrological model that support such high 

numbers for rural residential water use? 

  

 It is not clear in the groundwater budget if "flows to shore" include runoff from creeks and rivers. 

The budget should make it clear how much of the "outflows" are from surface water which should not be 

used in the calculation of "net inflow-outflow" in the groundwater budget.  

  

 Only one of three water budget scenarios that was presented to the advisory committee in the 

September meeting is included in the Water Budget section of the draft plan. The budget that is included is 

considered to be the "average" rainfall scenario which actually represents a 22% increase in annual  rainfall 

during the 2022 through 2039 period. I do not in the draft where the sea level rise options are discussed. 

The 22% increase shown for the "average" water budget is not realistic considering the increasing disparity 

in climate zone patterns. The "average" scenario IS NOT CONSERVATIVE ENOUGH. The water budget 

scenario that should be used is the "dry" budget which does not assume significant increases in rainfall 

through 2039. 

  

 The "dry" scenario, which is not in the draft, assumes a 3 % increase in average annual rainfall 

which is slightly above the historical average.The members of Rural Residents are hopeful that the Board 

will not adopt the "average" water budget shown in the draft plan but will instead adopt the "dry" scenario, 

which still projects a 3% increase in annual rainfall. We believe that it is better to be more in line with 

"historical" data for rainfall, especially as many climatologists project rainfall to be less than average in the 

future as warmer weather tends to create higher pressure zones that can keep moisture fronts from moving 

into an area.  

  

 

 

L.  Groundwater Budget- Various changes should be made 
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October 4, 2021

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency

Submitted electronically to:

Brian Lockwood, General Manager

Re: Comments on the Draft Pajaro Valley Basin Management Plan, Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022

Dear Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency:

The Community Water Center (CWC) would like to offer comments and recommendations to the Pajaro Valley

Water Management Agency (PV Water) in response to the draft Pajaro Valley Basin Management Plan,

Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 (GSU22). These comments are intended to add to the public record and

are submitted in addition to previous written and spoken comments.

Community Water Center’s Involvement in Pajaro Valley Basin

At CWC, we have been working alongside community members in the Pajaro Valley subbasin to learn more about

drinking water problems and to advocate for state funding for solutions. We have focused our outreach and work

in low-income areas with drinking water contamination. One example of an area where we have been working is

the area north of Moss Landing, which includes households on Bluff, Jensen, Trafton, Giberson, and some parts

of Struve roads. We have been able to connect households to resources, one of them being a free well testing

program funded by the Central Coast Regional Water Board. Thanks to this resource and Monterey County data

we found that 15 out 22 wells in this area have really high levels of nitrate (about 6 times over the maximum

contaminant level on average) and 12 out of those 15 wells also have 123-trichloropropane (TCP) at levels much

higher than the maximum contaminant level which can have serious health effects. There are many households

in this area, which are within the Pajaro basin, that are currently impacted by contaminated drinking water and

could be impacted by seawater intrusion in the near future. This highlights the importance of having a

representative monitoring network, the need to identify all data gaps, and the importance of having specific

water quality standards to make sure that the actions of PV Water do not result in significant and unreasonable

degradation of water quality.

Thanks to the water quality data we are currently working alongside community members to obtain both short

and long-term solutions. Currently, we have supported enrollment of 65 households in a state-funded bottled

water delivery program. We also just released the Draft Report for a Feasibility Study for Long-term Drinking

Water Solutions for the Unincorporated Area North of Moss Landing, in which consultants recommend that all

households in the project area connect with the Pajaro Sunny Mesa Community Service’s District Springfield

Project. In addition, we are actively working throughout the Pajaro Basin to support residents in understanding

drinking water challenges and solutions. We appreciate PV Water’s support in promoting the well testing and

bottled water programs to all rural residential customers.
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Mayra Hernandez has been serving as the Alternate to the Rural Residents seat on the GSU22 Committee since

late 2020. From this capacity, and as an organization that provides technical assistance to community members

navigating the management of their drinking water, CWC has also provided support to GSU22 Committee

Member Marla Anderson.

Human Right to Water in SGMA

California passed AB 685 in 2012, becoming the first state to officially recognize the human right to water.1 The

statute declares, “every human being has the right to safe, clean, affordable, and accessible water adequate for

human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.”2 DWR’s Regulations for SGMA instruct that the

Department “shall consider the state policy regarding the human right to water when implementing these

regulations.”3 We note that this policy applies to DWR as it takes actions to approve or deny submitted GSPs,

including Alternative Plans. Thus, DWR must evaluate plans with the Human Right to Water in mind and reject or

require corrections to plans that fail to protect drinking water.

Procedural Notes

CWC understands that DWR approved PV Water’s Alternative Plan with the current water quality provisions,

however SGMA requires Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) to use the “best available information,”4

which is always evolving. Annual reports and 5-year Reviews are built-in correction points, but CWC has been

recently reminded in meetings with state agency officials that GSPs can be failed or de-approved at any time.

Further regarding timing, “SGMA defines sustainable groundwater management as the management and use of

groundwater in a manner that can be maintained during the planning and implementation horizon without

causing undesirable results.”5 Thus, impacts to beneficial users during the implementation horizon would serve

as evidence that management is not successfully achieving sustainability, and adjustments to management

would be appropriate before 2040.

Another key procedural point is that all SMCs must be considered collectively. DWR’s SMC BMPs clarify that:

“  The relationship between the minimum thresholds for each sustainability indicator, including an explanation of

how the Agency has determined that basin conditions at each minimum threshold will avoid undesirable results

for each of the sustainability indicators. The GSP must describe the relationship between each sustainability

indicator’s minimum threshold (e.g., describe why or how a water level minimum threshold set at a particular

representative monitoring site is similar to or different to water level thresholds in nearby representative

monitoring sites). The GSP also must describe the relationship between the selected minimum threshold and

5 Cal. Water Code § 10721(v).

4 23 CCR § 355.4(b)(1). “When evaluating whether a Plan is likely to achieve the sustainability goal for the basin,
the Department shall consider the following:
(1) Whether the assumptions, criteria, findings, and objectives, including the sustainability goal, undesirable
results, minimum thresholds, measurable objectives, and interim milestones are reasonable and supported by the
best available information and best available science."

3 Cal. Code of Regulations §350.4.
https://water.ca.gov/LegacyFiles/groundwater/sgm/pdfs/GSP_Emergency_Regulations.pdf. See also, Cal. Water
Code §106.3(b).

2 Cal. Water Code § 106.3(a).
1 Cal. Water Code § 106.3.

2
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minimum thresholds for other sustainability indicators (e.g., describe how a water level minimum threshold

would not trigger an undesirable result for land subsidence).”6

In order to protect drinking water beneficial users, CWC makes the following recommendations:

1. Representative Monitoring

a. CWC would support PV Water in pursuing the establishment of new RMP wells.

i. To date only one monitored private domestic well owner participates in PV Water’s

publicly available monitoring network: Committee Member Anderson.

ii. In response to Committee Member Anderson’s request, PV Water plans to outreach

directly to private domestic well owners to solicit their participation in the monitoring

network, similar to the outreach previously done to invite participation from public

water systems. CWC is available to support this effort providing feedback on the

accessibility of outreach messages.

b. Water Levels

i. There is considerable concern around the status of the Aimee Well as a Representative

Monitoring Point for nearby rural residential wells. PV Water has expressed that they

feel the well is representative of the trends in water levels in nearby wells (e.g. a ten foot

decline in the Aimee well would result in a 10 foot decline in nearby wells), but not

representative of the water levels in these same nearby wells. However, PV Water has

shown very limited data (three isolated data points) to establish this well as

representative. This lack of justification and evidence to use the Aimee Well as a

representative monitoring point should be remedied before relying on it to protect

drinking water users in the Basin.

ii. Similar concerns apply to Well #5.

c. Water Quality

i. Public water supply wells regulated by the State Water Resources Control Board and

state and local small water system wells (serving 2-14 connections) regulated by the

Monterey County Environmental Health Bureau should be included in the Water Quality

Monitoring Network as RMPs.

ii. For the water quality monitoring network (section 10.4.27), please clarify in the text

whether ALL representative monitoring will be monitored for chloride, nitrate, AND TDS.

It would be helpful if PV Water could add this information to Table 30 (or create new

tables for each monitoring parameter to clarify which wells will be monitored for which

parameters - the footnote is not clear) and clarify the monitoring frequency of each

water quality parameter, if different than what is listed in Table 30.

7 Pajaro Valley Basin Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 (GSU22)

6 Department of Water Resources (DWR). (2017). Sustainable Management Criteria: Best Management
Practices. P. 8. Available at:
https://water.ca.gov/-/media/DWR-Website/Web-Pages/Programs/Groundwater-Management/Sustainable-Ground
water-Management/Best-Management-Practices-and-Guidance-Documents/Files/BMP-6-Sustainable-Manageme
nt-Criteria-DRAFT_ay_19.pdf.
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iii. It is also imperative that PV Water add into the water quality monitoring network all

water quality parameters that have been identified in the Pajaro Valley Basin above

drinking water standards (Maximum Contaminant Levels). This would include

123-trichloropropane (1,2,3-TCP) and arsenic in addition to nitrate. Hexavalent

chromium should also be included as a state-determined MCL is anticipated in the next

year or two, and it is present in the basin. 123-TCP, arsenic, and nitrate are all monitored

in public drinking water wells according to their monitoring schedules.

iv. It is important that the PV GSP include the same wells in the water quality network from

year to year. In the “Sustainability Status in Pajaro Valley Subbasin: Water Quality,” PV

Water commented that they have “increased the total number of wells used [in the

water quality monitoring network] from ~300 in the SNMP to over 630 wells in the

2016-2020 analysis.” It will be important to compare water quality parameters in the

same network of wells in order to determine whether water quality is degrading.

2. Water Level SMC

a. The proposed definition for an Undesirable Result for water levels are that:

i. >15% of RMPs with MT exceedances during 4 out of 5 consecutive years, or

ii. >20% of RMPs wells with MT exceedances during 3 out of 5 consecutive years, or

iii. >25% of RMPs with MT exceedances during 2 out of 5 consecutive years.

b. Adjust the SMCs for water levels to be more protective of drinking water beneficial users. As

has been raised by Committee Member Anderson, there is concern that the 3 RMPs that would

consistently fail over the years are those in areas with significant numbers of domestic wells.

i. There is a risk of disproportionate impact to drinking water beneficial users, particularly

rural residents, based on the most vulnerable wells being underrepresented in the

monitoring network, and URs hinging on the percentage of wells that experience MTs

over multiple years. This is especially concerning when the UR is based on percentages

of RMPs that go dry for up to 4 out of 5 years.

ii. For example, at the Aimee Representative Monitoring Point, the Minimum Threshold is

set below 24% of the Top of Screens of surrounding domestic wells,8 which is the point

at which wells begin to be impacted and drinking water access is no longer reliable.

Thus, a considerable percentage of the surrounding wells could incur impacts to drinking

water access for multiple years before registering as an UR.

1. As raised above, there are significant questions regarding whether or not this

well represents surrounding wells, but based on groundwater level information

available, this is a reasonable interpretation.

iii. 4 out of 5 years is an extremely long period of time for drinking water users to be

impacted before any corrective steps are taken. While staff and the consultant have

stated that PV Water will aim to avoid reaching the minimum thresholds, rural residents

have asked for more protective MTs to ensure that they are not left without access to

drinking water while the basin is still technically in compliance.

8 Pajaro Valley Basin Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 (GSU22). P. 3-22.
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c. Potentially establish Management Area(s) for rural domestic wells

i. CWC would also support PV Water’s establishment of specific Management Areas for

domestic wells that would be more responsive to their needs.

1. As articulated above, 15% of impacted wells creates a disproportionate impact

on drinking water beneficial users if all three of the RMPs impacted are those

representing domestic well areas.

2. By separating out the most vulnerable domestic well areas from the rest of the

basin, SMCs could be set in a way that would prevent disproportionate impacts.

3. Water Quality SMCs

a. Groundwater management has the potential to impact water quality, and all undesirable

results should be considered collectively.

b. Discontinue the use of “assimilative capacity” as a water quality management strategy.

i. Averaging rates of degraded water quality across such a large area is likely to result in

hot spots of contamination, and leave impacts to drinking water unaddressed.

ii. Instead, PV Water should set minimum thresholds at representative monitoring wells.

iii. Conditions observed in CWC’s Community Solutions work, as outlined above, provide an

example of the unacceptable water quality impacts currently being experienced in the

Pajaro basin. These impacts are obscured by the assimilative capacity strategy, without

triggering any shifts in management strategies.

iv. Assimilative capacity was ultimately rejected as a water quality control strategy from the

CV-SALTS process in the Central Valley.

v. Additionally, this management strategy is a substantially different standard than the one

to which other GSAs are being held to, which brings up questions of equity both to other

GSAs and the beneficial users within the Pajaro Valley Basin.

c. Set SMCs/MTs for all contaminants found in drinking water in the subbasin including 1,2,3-TCP,

arsenic, nitrate, hexavalent chromium, and perchlorate.

i. See screenshots included as Figures 1-4 in this comment letter from the State Water

Board’s GAMA Groundwater Information System to demonstrate the occurrence of

123-TCP, arsenic, hexavalent chromium, and perchlorate in drinking water wells in the

Pajaro Valley Basin. CWC’s own support of well testing has also identified these

contaminants in private domestic wells located in the subbasin in addition to public

supply wells which are more adequately represented in GAMA.

ii. According to DWR’s consultation initiation letter to Cuyama, impacts—even in

pockets—can be “relatively widespread” and fall under management, especially when

related to HR2W.

1. Cuyama GSP did not establish SMC for arsenic and nitrates, thus showing they

did not use ‘best available information’.9

9 Department of Water Resources (DWR). (2021). Consultation Initiation Letter for the Cuyama Valley Subbasin
Groundwater Sustainability Plan. P. 7. Available for download at: https://sgma.water.ca.gov/portal/gsp/status.
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2. Cuyama GSA was recommended to revise its groundwater quality monitoring

network at a minimum to include monitoring for arsenic and nitrates as they

have been identified as constituents of concern and both appear to be

relatively widespread.10

3. SWB Cuyama comment letter (Dec 2020): “The GSP reasons that the GSA cannot

set SMC for arsenic because concentrations are localized and vary from well to

well; however, SGMA does not preclude a GSA from addressing localized water

quality issues that may be exacerbated by pumping or management actions. In

addition, arsenic detections in drinking water wells range in concentration

between 1 microgram per liter and the MCL of 10 micrograms per liter over wide

areas of the basin, making the issue relatively widespread.”11

d. Take immediate actions to address the current nitrate UR present in the coastal zone. PV Water

reports that the coastal zone of the Basin is currently experiencing a “theoretical” nitrate

Undesirable Result.12 However, they have not proposed new actions to remedy this problem and

instead assert that projects currently underway will remedy the issue by 2040. Current

management should be adjusted to show that it is able to reach and maintain sustainability.

4. Drinking Water Well Impact Mitigation

a. CWC presented to both the GSU22 Committee and the PV Water Board regarding the

incorporation of a Drinking Water Well Impact Mitigation Program into PV Water’s groundwater

management. We offer more detailed recommendations here for further consideration.

b. CWC, together with Self-Help Enterprises and Leadership Counsel for Justice and Accountability,

published the Framework for a Drinking Water Well Mitigation Program (2020).13 We

recommend PV Water use this framework as a guide to ensure drinking water beneficial users in

the Pajaro Valley Basin are protected from potential adverse effects of groundwater

management. The framework describes the importance of adaptive management and states,

“Developing a protective warning system... can alert groundwater managers when groundwater

levels and groundwater quality are dropping to a level that could potentially negatively affect

drinking water users. These “triggers” are essential for groundwater management and can be

adjusted to fit the needs of different management actions as well as the basin as a whole.”

c. A Drinking Water Well Impact Mitigation Program should incorporate the following components:

i. Include a vulnerability analysis of Disadvantaged Communities (DACs) and drinking

water supplies in order to protect drinking water for these vulnerable beneficial uses

and users. Although rural domestic and small water system demand does not contribute

13 See Self-Help Enterprises, Leadership Counsel for Justice and Accountability, Community Water Center (2020)
Framework for a Drinking Water Well Impact Mitigation Program.
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e83c5f78f0db40cb837cfb5/t/5f3ca9389712b732279e5296/159781100812
9/Well_Mitigation_English.pdf.

12 Pajaro Valley Basin Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 (GSU22). P. ES-14.

11 State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB). (2020). Comment Letter Re: CUYAMA VALLEY
GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY PLAN, GROUNDWATER BASIN NO. 3-013. P. 3

10 DWR, supra fn. 6. P. 9.
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substantially to the overdraft conditions, drinking water users could face significant

impacts, particularly if the region faces another drought. Without a clear commitment

and timeline for actions regarding establishing groundwater allocations or reductions in

groundwater pumping, PV Water’s management may create disparate impacts on

already vulnerable communities.

ii. Develop the trigger system in collaboration with stakeholders, in particular groups that

are more susceptible to groundwater elevation and quality changes, and then connect

stakeholder recommendations back to quantifiable measures such as the GSP

measurable objectives, MCLs, and numbers of partially or fully dry drinking water

wells.14

iii. Ensure that the monitoring network is representative of conditions in all aquifers in

general, including the shallow aquifer upon which domestic wells rely. This comment

aligns with those above regarding representative monitoring.

iv. Routinely monitor for all contaminants that could impact public health through the

representative water quality monitoring network. Contaminated drinking water can

cause both acute and long-term health impacts and can affect the long-term viability of

impacted regions.15 Among other causes, groundwater contamination can result through

the use of man-made chemicals, fertilizers, or naturally-occurring elements in soils and

sediments.16 Routinely monitoring for contaminants will allow PV Water to accurately

detect trends that could result in impacts to the most vulnerable beneficial users, and

protect DACs’ and domestic well owners’ access to safe and affordable drinking water.17

v. For monitoring network wells with contamination less than 75% of the MCL for all

contaminants, set MOs at 75% of the MCLs. The GSP should include MOs as action

triggers at 75% of MCL for each constituent of concern so that groundwater can be

managed in that area to prevent a minimum threshold exceedance at a representative

monitoring well. This buffer is particularly critical with contaminants like nitrate that can

cause acute health effects. As discussed in previous submitted comments, water quality

impacts can intensify as water levels decrease.18 If PV Water waits until the minimum

threshold is exceeded, it may be too late or difficult for actions to be effective. Actions to

prevent minimum threshold exceedances should also be clearly defined, including a

18 Community Water Center and Stanford University. Groundwater Quality in the Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act (SGMA): Scientific Factsheet on Arsenic, Uranium, and Chromium. (2019).
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/communitywatercenter/pages/293/attachments/original/1560371896/CWC
_FS_GrndwtrQual_06.03.19a.pdf?1560371896.

17 See previous reference for Framework for a Drinking Water Well Impact Mitigation Program.
16 See previous Community Water Center (2019) reference.

15 Community Water Center. Guide to Protecting Drinking Water Quality Under the Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act. (2019).
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/communitywatercenter/pages/293/attachments/original/1559328858/Guide
_to_Protecting_Drinking_Water_Quality_Under_the_Sustainable_Groundwater_Management_Act.pdf?15593288
58.

14 See previous reference for Framework for a Drinking Water Well Impact Mitigation Program.
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description of what action will be taken, what type of evaluation will be used, under

what time period an action will take place, and how this action will be funded.

vi. Include a combination of different strategies for mitigation including: replacing

impacted wells with new, deeper wells, connecting domestic well users to a nearby

public water system, or providing interim bottled water.

vii. Include an implementation timeframe, budget, and funding source.19 Plans to address

and mitigate impacts should be solidified beforehand so resources can be mobilized in a

timely manner. Drinking water users cannot afford to wait for interim plans to be

developed once their primary sources of water for drinking, cooking and hygiene are

compromised.

5. Water Budget

a. Based on comments made during various meetings and the consultant’s response, there appears

to be a discrepancy in accounting for seawater intrusion in water storage versus in the water

budget. The reasoning behind such a difference remains unclear and adds unnecessary

confusion. Seawater intrusion should be accounted for in calculations for both water storage and

the water budget.

6. Seawater Intrusion and Climate Change

a. According to PV Water’s models presented during GSU22 Committee meetings, the rate of

seawater intrusion is expected to decrease for a limited period of time and then drastically

increase around 2040. This indicates that the PV Water’s plan as currently written will be unable

to maintain sustainability. PV Water should adjust its plans to prevent and manage seawater

intrusion to account for the predicted effects of climate change.

7. Outreach & Engagement

a. DWR’s Guidance for Stakeholder Communication and Engagement acknowledges that public

engagement, when done well, goes far beyond the usual participants to include those members

of the community whose voices have traditionally been left out of political and policy debates.20

In the GSU22 process, PV Water’s outreach has primarily been extended to an interested parties

list and Newsletter. CWC encourages PV Water to develop more robust methods of reaching

beneficial users in the basin who have not been hitherto engaged, including the following

specific recommendations:

b. Document and continue the policy of providing translation services at public meetings and of

providing bilingual (English and Spanish) information and materials on the website, via email,

and paper mail. The Dymally-Alatorre Bilingual Services Act requires that public agencies serving

20 DWR (2018). Guidance Document for Groundwater Sustainability Plan: Stakeholder Communication and
Engagement. Available at:
https://water.ca.gov/-/media/DWR-Website/Web-Pages/Programs/Groundwater-Management/Assistance-and-Eng
agement/Files/Guidance-Doc-for-GSP---Stakeholder-Communication-and-Engagement.pdf.

19 See previous reference for Framework for a Drinking Water Well Impact Mitigation Program.
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over 10% of non-English speaking constituents provide appropriate translation services.21 At a

minimum, translated information should be provided during Plan updates and prior to critical

decisions. In particular, the GSU22 released during the formal comment period should include

bilingual materials highlighting key summaries of the GSP. Critical decision points also include the

adoption of groundwater fees, the approval of new groundwater projects or management

actions, and decisions around pumping restrictions.

c. Consider inserting short notices in water bills and/or community newsletters on a monthly

basis (notices should include key messages, visuals and information that is relevant to the

average water user). These notices must be translated as described above. Accessibility also

includes appropriate visual content and translation.

d. Consider using USPS every door direct mail (EDDM) to send out educational materials and

updates to all stakeholders. This tool can be used to map ZIP Code(s) and neighborhoods, it also

has a filter feature that lets you filter by age, income, or household size using U.S. Census data.

This tool can be helpful to reach stakeholders that don’t have internet access.

e. Clearly identify and utilize existing community venues (on a monthly basis if possible) for

community meetings, workshops, and events to provide information. For example, PV Water

could hold educational workshops during water board and school district board meetings, or

after church services. Venues should be carefully selected in order to meet the needs of the

targeted audience.

f. Clearly identify radio channels, social media avenues, websites, and other media outlets

readily accessible to the community. The GSU22 should include a policy outlining a broader

outreach effort in the near future, with bilingual outlets.

g. Specify a timeline to work with key community leaders or trusted messengers on at least a

monthly basis to distribute information and encourage community participation. Venues for

such leaders to share information could include churches, civic groups, clubs, non-profit

organizations, and schools.

h. Consider hosting Spanish-only outreach meetings, as they can be more effective in transferring

knowledge and receiving feedback. It can be a challenge to provide real-time translation of

technical groundwater terms and concepts in a way that is understandable and promotes

participation, so it may be appropriate to conduct a meeting entirely in Spanish so that

participants can be fully immersed in the discussion.

i. Consider hiring a bilingual Stakeholder and Outreach Communication specialist as part of the

PV Water staff. As expanding the PV Water’s audience reach and maintaining a robust

stakeholder list of interested individuals, groups and/or organizations is a good step to ensure

that the general public is informed about the PV Water’s activities, it may take a lot of time and

effort to develop a clear methodology to conduct focused outreach to obtain a representative

list of all stakeholders (more inclusive of just those who engage online) and make sure they stay

informed and engaged.

21 California Government Code §7290.
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Thank you for reviewing this letter and for the consideration of our comments on the draft GSU22. We look

forward to working with PV Water to ensure that groundwater management in Pajaro Valley is protective of the

drinking water sources of vulnerable, and often underrepresented, groundwater stakeholders. Please do not

hesitate to contact us with any questions or concerns. We also look forward to meeting with you in the future to

further discuss issues raised in this and past comments.

Sincerely,

Justine Massey

Policy Manager and Attorney

Community Water Center
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Figure 1: Screenshot of wells with 123-TCP in the Pajaro Valley Basin
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Figure 2: Screenshot of wells with Arsenic in the Pajaro Valley Basin
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Figure 3: Screenshot of wells with Hexavalent Chromium in the Pajaro Valley Basin
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Figure 4: Screenshot of wells with Perchlorate in the Pajaro Valley Basin
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DATE:  October 15, 2021 

MEETING OF:   October 20, 2021 

TO:    Board of Directors 

FROM:  General Manager 

RE:  DISCUSSION/ACTION ITEM 10A: Consider Approval of Amendment 

to Agreement with Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. for 

Groundwater Sustainability Plan – Alternative Update, Hydrologic, and 

Facilitation Services in an amount not to exceed $301,350 through 

December 31, 2024 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PV Water) staff and consultants, led by Cameron 

Tana of Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. (M&A), published the Board Review Draft 

Basin Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 (GSU22) on October 15, 

2021. The GSU22 is PV Water’s required 5- year update to its Groundwater Sustainability Plan 

Alternative (Alternative).  The GSU22 is the result of a 16-month-long effort that included 12-

monthly meetings of the Ad Hoc Sustainable Groundwater Planning Advisory Committee 

(Committee) as well as 9 meetings with stakeholders to-date with more planned.  Following 

Board approval, staff will submit the GSU22 to the California Department of Water Resources 

(DWR).  The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) requires submittal of the 5-

year update by January 1, 2022. 

 

BACKGROUND 

Please refer to the staff memorandum for Item 9C provided in this agenda packet. 

 

DISCUSSION 

DWR will provide a public comment period on all other 5-year updates that are submitted, 

including the GSU22.  Staff expect that DWR will eventually provide comments to PV Water 

following the conclusion of its review of the GSU22 and any public comments received.  At that 

time, PV Water will want to provide thoughtful responses to comments. 

 

Staff recommend that as part of continued stakeholder outreach and engagement efforts, PV 

Water hold annual meetings to report on the progress of the Pajaro Valley Groundwater Basin 

toward achieving sustainable groundwater resources.  For these reasons and others noted in the 

attached letter, staff recommend approval of an amendment to the agreement with M&A for 

Groundwater Sustainability Plan – Alternative Update, Hydrologic, and Facilitation Services in 

an amount not to exceed $301,350 through December 31, 2024.  

 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The cost estimate provided with the original scope of work was $576,056.  PV Water was 

awarded a $500,000 grant from DWR to support this project. PV Water’s local cost share on the 
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grant is $56,000.  The proposed amendment would increase the budget in an amount not to 

exceed $301,350 through December 31, 2024 as described in the attached scope of services. 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

That the Board approves the amendment to the agreement, in substantially the same form as the 

version attached, with Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. for Groundwater Sustainability 

Plan – Alternative Update, Hydrologic, and Facilitation Services in an amount not to exceed 

$301,350 through December 31, 2024. 

 

The Administration and Finance Committee reviewed the scope of services and cost estimate 

during its October 12, 2021 meeting, and voted to recommend that the Board approve the 

amendment to the agreement. 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

 Amendment to Agreement with Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. for 

Groundwater Sustainability Plan – Alternative Update, Hydrologic, and Facilitation 

Services in an amount not to exceed $301,350 through December 31, 2024 

 Exhibit A. July 23, 2020, Agreement with Montgomery & Associates for Services to 

Support the Pajaro Valley Sustainable Groundwater Planning Project. 

 Exhibit B. October 14, 2021 Letter detailing amendment scope and budget 
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FIRST AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT FOR 

PV WATER’S GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY PLAN – ALTERNATIVE UPDATE 

 

THIS FIRST AMENDMENT, dated October 20, 2021, (“First Amendment”) TO THE AGREEMENT 

dated July 23, 2020 is made by and between the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, a state-

chartered water management district (“PV Water”) and Errol L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc., a 

corporation licensed to do business in the State of California (“Consultant”). 

 

RECITALS 

 

WHEREAS, PV Water and Consultant previously entered into that certain Agreement (“Agreement”) 

dated July 23, 2020, for hydrologic and facilitation professional services related to carrying out PV 

Water’s Groundwater Sustainability Plan – Alternative Update (“Project”), which is incorporated herein 

by this reference; and 

 

WHEREAS, PV Water and Consultant desire to amend the Agreement to supplement the original scope 

of work of the Agreement to include funding for additional effort through the submittal of the Basin 

Management Plan: Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 by January 1, 2022, and for additional tasks 

as noted in the attached scope of services for 2022 through 2024 the as specified herein, and 

 

WHEREAS, PV Water and Consultant desire to amend the Agreement to provide a 30-month time 

extension through December 31, 2024, to complete the tasks described in Exhibit B, dated October 14, 

2021, as specified herein;  

 

 

AGREEMENT 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, it is agreed between PV Water and Consultant to incorporate the above Recitals 

hereto, and that the Agreement is hereby amended as follows: 

 

1. Section 1 of the Agreement is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 

 “Term of Agreement. This Agreement shall be effective on July 23, 2020 and terminate on 

December 31, 2024 unless terminated sooner pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.” 

 

2. Section 2 of the Agreement is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 

“Work. Consultant will furnish services as defined and described in Exhibit A and Exhibit B, 

incorporated herein. In the event of any conflict between Exhibits A and B and this Agreement, 

this Agreement shall govern, control, and take precedence. Consultant represents and warrants that 

it: (i) is fully experienced and properly qualified to perform the class of work and service provided 

for herein, (ii) has the financial capability required for the performance of the work and services, 

and (iii) is properly equipped and organized to perform the work and services in a competent, 

timely, and proper manner, in accordance with the requirements of this Agreement.” 
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Exhibit B is attached and incorporated into this First Amendment, and as such is attached and incorporated 

into the Agreement. The parties hereby agree that Consultant’s services as defined in Exhibit B will be at 

a cost not to exceed $301,350 and that these services shall take 30-months for Consultant to complete. 

 

Notwithstanding these amended terms, all other terms and conditions of the original Agreement and 

attachments shall remain in full force and effect. 

 

Each party acknowledges that it has reviewed this First Amendment and that the normal rule of 

construction to the effect that any ambiguities are to be resolved against the drafting party shall not be 

employed in the interpretation of this First Amendment. 

  

The parties may execute this First Amendment in two or more counterparts, which shall, in the aggregate, 

be deemed an original but all of which, together, shall constitute one and the same instrument.  A scanned, 

electronic, facsimile or other copy of a party’s signature shall be accepted and valid as an original.   

The signatories to this First Amendment warrant and represent that each is authorized to execute this First 
Amendment and that their respective signatures serve to legally obligate their respective representatives, 
agents, successors and assigns to comply with the provisions of this First Amendment. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, PV Water and the Consultant have executed this First Amendment effective 
as of the date shown above. 
 

 

 

   

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Approved As To Form: 

 

By:  _____________________________  Date:  _________________  

 PV Water General Counsel 

ERROL L. MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

 

By:  _____________________________  Date:  _________________  

 Hale Barter 

 President 

    _____________________  

PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

 

By: ______________________________ Date:  _________________  

        Brian Lockwood, General Manager 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

SCOPE OF WORK AND FEE SCHEDULES 
FOR 

GSP – ALTERNATIVE UPDATE, HYDROLOGIC AND FACILITATION SERVICES 

 
Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PV Water) is contracting with E.L. Montgomery & 

Associates, Inc. (M&A) to provide hydrologic and facilitation services in support of the GSP 

Alternative Update Project (Project). The overall goal of the Project is to promote local 

groundwater management without State interference, obtain Department of Water Resources 

(DWR) approval of the five-year update, and ensure compliance with the Sustainable 

Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). This goal will be primarily accomplished by addressing 

DWR’s recommendations for the Alternative Update and engaging a diverse cross-section of 

stakeholders including representatives of disadvantaged areas (DAs) to advise the development 

of the Pajaro Valley Alternative Update. The scope will be completed by the following team of 

consultants providing expertise to cover multiple areas of the scope. 

• M&A: project management, sustainable management criteria, groundwater monitoring 

plan, groundwater modeling. 

• cbec eco engineering (cbec): surface water depletion, groundwater dependent 

ecosystems, surface water monitoring plan. 

• Carollo Engineers (Carollo): Basin Management Plan projects and management actions 

• Strategy Driver Inc (SDI): stakeholder outreach and facilitation 

• Martin Feeney (Feeney): monitoring plan review 

 

As the scope will be funded by Proposition 68 Sustainable Groundwater Management Grant 

Program Planning - Round 3 Grant Agreement No. 4600013568, the below scope of work 

references grant work plan categories and activities where applicable. The below scope also 

identifies the team member firm that will lead each subtask. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

Task 1: Grant Agreement Administration - Grant Category (a) 

 

Task 1.1 Support Quarterly Progress Reports (M&A lead) 
 
Provide information as requested by PV Water and grant consultant for quarterly progress 

reports to be submitted to DWR grant manager. 
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Deliverables:  

• Requested information within three business days of requests 

Task 1.2 Grant Completion Report (M&A lead) 
 
Provide information as requested by PV Water and grant consultant for grant completion report 

to be submitted to DWR grant manager. 

Deliverables:  

• Requested information within three business days of requests 

Task 2: Stakeholder Engagement / Outreach - Grant Category (b) 

 

Task 2.1 Prepare Community and Outreach Engagement Plan (SDI lead) 
 

Review database of stakeholders including DAs, tribes, and non-governmental organizations 

compiled by PV Water. Research information to supplement stakeholder database. Write draft 

plan. Finalize plan based on PV Water comments. 

 Deliverables:  

• Supplemental information for stakeholder database within one week of PV Water 

providing database 

• Draft Community and Outreach Engagement Plan by August 31, 2020 

• Final Community and Outreach Engagement Plan within one week after receiving 

comments from PV Water 

 

Task 2.2 Conduct Advisory Committee Meetings (SDI lead) 
 
Plan schedule of topics for Advisory Committee meetings. Prepare agendas and presentations for 

ten Advisory Committee meetings. Participate in remote preparation meetings with PV Water in 

advance of each Advisory Committee meeting. Participate in ten 2-hour long Advisory 

Committee meetings with up to six in-person meetings with the remaining meetings conducted 

remotely. Prepare meeting notes for Advisory Committee meetings. Prepare Advisory 

Committee meeting summaries for public communication. Communicate with Advisory 

Committee members as needed. 
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Deliverables:  

• Draft agenda and presentation one week prior to Advisory Committee meeting 

• Final agenda and presentation two business days prior to Advisory Committee 

meetings 

• Draft meeting notes and meeting summaries one week after Advisory Committee 

meetings 

• Final meeting notes and meeting summaries within one week after receiving PV 

Water comments 

 

Task 2.3 Stakeholder Communication (SDI lead) 
 
Prepare 2 English language Fact Sheets on project, one describing Project and stakeholder 

process and one describing proposed outcomes. Review Spanish translation of Fact Sheets 

provided by PV Water. Review postcards and letters to stakeholders drafted by PV Water. 

Review website and social media content prepared by PV Water. 

Deliverables:  

• Draft first English language Fact Sheet one week after finalizing Communication and 

Outreach Engagement Plan 

• Finalize first English language Fact Sheet one week after receiving PV Water 

comments 

• Draft second English language Fact Sheet one week after providing draft Update 

report to PV Water 

• Finalize second English language Fact Sheet one week after receiving PV Water 

comments 

• Provide comments on communications of PV Water within two business days of 

receipt 

 

Task 2.4 Special Stakeholder and Interbasin Meetings (SDI lead) 
 
Prepare agendas and presentations for two additional stakeholder meetings, such as with 

representatives of adjacent basins. Participate in remote preparation meetings with PV Water in 

advance of each additional stakeholder meeting. Participate in two 3-hour in-person additional 

stakeholder meetings. Prepare meeting notes. 

Deliverables:  

• Draft agenda and presentation one week prior to additional stakeholder meeting 
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• Final agenda and presentation two business days prior to additional stakeholder 

meetings 

• Draft meeting notes one week after additional stakeholder meetings 

• Final meeting notes within one week after receiving PV Water comments 

Task 2.5 Board Meetings (M&A lead) 
 
Prepare presentations for two Board meetings. Participate in two Board meetings.  

Deliverables:  

• Draft presentation one week prior to Board packet deadline 

• Final presentation one business day prior to Board packet deadline 

 

Task 2.6 Compile Communications and Engagement Info for Grant Submittal (SDI lead) 
 
Compile Advisory Committee meeting summaries and other requested information on 

communications and engagement for grant completion report.  

Deliverables:  

• Requested information compiled by January 15, 2022. 

 

TASKS 3-14: ALTERNATIVE PLAN UPDATE - GRANT CATEGORY (C) 

 

Task 3: Non-jurisdictional assessment – Grant Activity (c) 1 

 

Task 3.1 Model evaluation (M&A lead) 
 
Evaluate Pajaro Valley Hydrologic Model simulations of implementation of Basin Management 

Plan to assess effect of implementation on non-jurisdictional portions of Basin and effect of 

activities in non-jurisdictional portions of Basin on Basin sustainability. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing evaluation for PV Water review one month 

after model simulations available. 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review one week after receiving 

PV Water comments. 
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• Final subsection for Update Report two weeks after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments. 

 

Task 3.2 Monitoring Network evaluation (M&A lead) 
 

Informed by model evaluation results, evaluate current monitoring activities and the potential 

benefit of expanding monitoring activities to assess effects across jurisdictional boundaries in the 

Basin. Coordinate with representatives of neighboring water agencies and jurisdictional 

authorities, such as the Counties of San Benito and Monterey, as appropriate, to develop 

adequate monitoring mechanisms (monitoring wells, land use data, consumption data, etc.) to 

inform future assessments. Evaluation will be incorporated into monitoring plan developed for 

Task 8. 

Task 4: Quantify depletions of interconnected surface waters – Grant Activity (c) 2 

Task 4.1 Evaluate historical data to inform streamflow depletion estimates (cbec lead) 
 
Identify areas of the Pajaro Valley Subbasin with interconnected surface waters and compile 

available, historical, data to quantify any depletions of interconnected surface waters as of 

January 1, 2015. Identify gaining/losing reaches and quantify changes in stream flow rate 

changes on seasonal basis and during wet through dry year-types.  Work will include: obtain and 

synthesize stream flow data; identify and synthesize shallow groundwater levels in adjacent 

wells; compare stream water level/flow data against groundwater level data at paired locations; 

evaluate whether groundwater elevation proxies can be established based on data; quantify 

changes in stream flow gains and losses. 

Anticipating there may be limited coverage of paired surface water flow and shallow 

groundwater data for to accurately quantify streamflow depletions, identify periods of 

undesirable stream flow conditions and attempt to determine the contributing causes.  Using the 

results of available studies that have quantified minimum ecological flow needs on watershed 

drainages (e.g., Critical Riffle Analyses for Salsipuedes and Corralitos Creeks), attempt to 

identify the spatial and temporal extent of historic flows below the minimum flow.  To the extent 

possible, obtain well monitoring data and look for any correlation between low creek flows and 

groundwater levels and, if available, withdrawal rates for nearby wells.   

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing data evaluation for PV Water review by 

November 30, 2020. 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review one week after receiving 

PV Water comments. 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments. 
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Task 4.2 Evaluate use of groundwater model to estimate streamflow depletion (M&A lead) 
 

Evaluate Pajaro Valley Hydrologic Model (PVHM) for appropriateness to provide estimates of 

depletion from pumping as historical data may not be sufficient to provide these estimates. 

Compare historical data synthesized in Task 4.1 to groundwater model output to assess model 

ability to represent historical conditions related to streamflow depletion. If appropriate and 

necessary, describe approach to using PVHM to estimate streamflow depletion to be authorized 

under As-Needed Services in Task 16. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing data evaluation and modeling approach for 

PV Water review one month after later of calibrated model made available or 

preliminary draft prepared for Task 4.1 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review one week after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 

 

Task 4.3 Evaluate data from new stations (cbec lead) 
 
Using data provided by USGS at new Pajaro River gauges at Main Street and Murphy Cross, 

synthesize stream flow data; identify and synthesize shallow groundwater levels in adjacent 

wells; compare surface water level/flow data against groundwater level data at paired locations; 

quantify changes in stream flow gains and losses. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing data evaluation for PV Water review by 

January 31, 2021. 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review one week after receiving 

PV Water comments. 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments. 

 

Task 4.4 Evaluate additional monitoring needs (cbec lead) 
 

Identify data gaps and needs per results of Tasks 4.1 and 4.2. Evaluation will be incorporated 

into monitoring plan developed for Task 8. 
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Task 5: Groundwater Dependent Ecosystem (GDE) Identification – Grant Activity (c) 3 

 

Task 5.1 Identify GDEs (cbec lead) 
 
Compare the DWR Natural Communities Commonly Associated with Groundwater Dataset (NC 

Dataset) to seasonal and long-term wet/dry period depth to water (DTW) estimates to identify 

GDEs.  Derive DTW estimates through GIS comparison of County LiDAR DEM to selected 

seasonal and interannual wet/dry period groundwater elevation contours.  Confirm GDEs 

through review of aerial topography and other sources of vegetation and wildlife maps.  No field 

confirmation is included. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing data evaluation for PV Water review by 

November 30, 2020 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review one week after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 

 

Task 6: Water Budget Estimates – Grant Activity (c) 4 

 

Task 6.1 Summarize Projected Water Budget (M&A lead) 
 
Using PVHM output provided by USGS or processed as part of optional services in Task 16, 

prepare tabular and graphical summaries of projected water budgets based on three available 

climate scenarios. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection summarizing projected water budgets to PV Water one 

month after model results available 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review two weeks after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 
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Task 7: Development of Sustainable Management Criteria for Chronic Depletion of Groundwater 
Levels– Grant Activity (c) 5 

 

Task 7.1 Prepare proposed approach for sustainable management criteria for chronic 
depletion of groundwater levels (M&A lead) 
 
Summarize considerations and potential approaches for sustainable management criteria for 

chronic depletion of groundwater levels. Evaluate availability of data or model simulations to 

implement different approaches. Propose approach for sustainable management criteria. 

Deliverables: 

• Draft memo proposing approach for sustainable management criteria for PV Water by 

September 30, 2020 

• Revised draft memo for Advisory Committee review one week after receiving PV 

Water comments. 

• Updated memo documenting Advisory Committee direction two weeks after 

receiving Advisory Committee comments. 

 

Task 7.2 Implement approach to propose sustainable management criteria for chronic 
depletion of groundwater levels (M&A lead) 
 
Evaluate data such as historical range of groundwater levels and/or well construction information 

or results from model simulations performed under as-needed services Task 16 to propose 

sustainable management criteria following approach developed in Task 7.1. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing development of sustainable management 

criteria for PV Water review one month after receiving Advisory Committee direction 

on approach 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review two weeks after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 
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Task 8: Development of Sustainable Management Criteria for Depletion of Interconnected Surface 
Water– Grant Activity (c) 5 

 

Task 8.1 Evaluate unreasonable streamflow depletion (cbec lead) 
 
Review and synthesize existing reports and information pertaining to seasonal and interannual 

dry period aquatic habitat needs (e.g., flow rates/depths for fish passage and rearing) for river 

and creek reaches. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing data evaluation for PV Water review by 

November 30, 2020 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review one week after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 

 

Task 8.2 Prepare proposed approach for sustainable management criteria for surface water 
depletion (cbec lead) 
 
Based on evaluations in Task 4.1, 4.2, and 8.1, propose approach for developing sustainable 

management criteria. Considerations for potential approaches include information on 

unreasonable streamflow depletion, estimates of historical streamflow depletion, and 

groundwater elevation proxies based on observed or simulated relationship between streamflow 

depletions and groundwater levels. 

Deliverables: 

• Draft memo proposing approach for sustainable management criteria to PV Water 

one month after preliminary draft subsection prepared for Task 4.2 

• Revised draft memo for Advisory Committee review one week after receiving PV 

Water comments 

• Updated memo documenting Advisory Committee direction two weeks after 

receiving Advisory Committee comments 
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Task 8.3 Implement approach to propose sustainable management criteria for surface water 
depletion (cbec lead) 
 
Evaluate data or results from model simulations performed under as-needed services Task 16 to 

implement approach from Task 8.2 for proposing sustainable management criteria. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing development of sustainable management 

criteria for PV Water review two months after receiving Advisory Committee 

direction on approach 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review two weeks after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 

 

Task 9: Development of an Assessment Tool and Sustainable Management Criteria for Seawater 
Intrusion – Grant Activity (c) 6 

 

Task 9.1 Evaluate isocontour concentration (M&A lead) 
 
Review historical use of a 100 milligrams per liter (mg/L) concentration as the threshold for 

seawater intrusion. Evaluate crop and other beneficial use sensitivity to chloride concentrations 

to propose concentration to use for sustainable management criteria. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing evaluation of threshold concentration for PV 

Water review by October 31, 2020 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review one week after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report 1 month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 

 

Task 9.2 Prepare proposed approach for sustainable management criteria for seawater 
intrusion (M&A lead) 
 
Based on evaluation in Task 9.1, propose approach for sustainable management criteria that will 

locate isocontours and describe an assessment tool for seawater intrusion including possible 

groundwater elevation proxies. 
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Deliverables: 

• Draft memo proposing approach for sustainable management criteria to PV Water 

one month after Task 9.1 presented to Advisory Committee 

• Revised draft memo for Advisory Committee review one week after receiving PV 

Water comments 

• Updated memo documenting Advisory Committee direction two weeks after 

receiving Advisory Committee comments 

 

Task 9.3 Implement proposed approach for sustainable management criteria for seawater 
intrusion (M&A lead) 
 
Evaluate data or results from model simulations performed under as-needed services Task 16 to 

implement approach from Task 9.2 for proposing sustainable management criteria including 

isocontour locations and possibly groundwater elevation proxies. Develop assessment tool for 

evaluating conditions against sustainable management criteria. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing development of sustainable management 

criteria for PV Water review two months after receiving Advisory Committee 

direction on approach 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review two weeks after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 

Task 10: Finalize monitoring network memo and develop monitoring plan– Grant Activity (c) 7 

 

Task 10.1 Finalize monitoring network memo (M&A lead) 
 
Review, update, and finalize the draft Groundwater Monitoring Network Review, Modifications, 

and Recommended Improvements technical memorandum completed in 2016. Review the 

adequacy monitoring well network to determine its ability to meet the requirements of SGMA. 

Deliverables: 

• Draft updated monitoring network memo to PV Water one month after sustainable 

management criteria for chronic depletion of groundwater levels (Task 7.2) and 

seawater intrusion (Task 9.3) documented 
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• Finalize monitoring network memo two weeks after receiving comments from PV 

Water 

 

Task 10.2 Develop groundwater monitoring plan (M&A lead) 
 
Based on the findings of the monitoring network memo from Task 10.1, identify new monitoring 

wells to fill data gaps and to meet newly determined monitoring needs. Identify the timing and 

frequency of data collection. Identify the steps to be taken to fill data gaps and to be updated as 

new information is acquired and improved understanding of the basin evolves. Develop a cost 

estimate for the construction of such monitoring wells 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing groundwater monitoring plan one month after 

monitoring network memo (Task 10.1) finalized 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review two weeks after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 

 

Task 10.3 Develop surface water monitoring plan (cbec lead) 
 
Identify new stream gauges and shallow monitoring wells to fill data gaps and to meet newly 

determined monitoring needs. Identify the timing and frequency of data collection. Identify the 

steps to be taken to fill data gaps and will be updated as new information is acquired and 

improved understanding of the basin evolves. Develop a cost estimate for the construction of 

such stream gauges and shallow monitoring wells. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing surface water monitoring plan one month 

after sustainable management criteria for streamflow depletion (Task 8.3) 

documented 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review two weeks after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 
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Task 11: Summarize subsidence analysis – Grant Activity (c) 8 

 

Task 11.1 Summarize subsidence analysis for USGS (M&A lead) 
 
Prepare summary of subsidence analysis for USGS to be included as subsection in Update 

Report. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection summarizing subsidence analysis to PV Water one 

month after subsidence analysis provided by USGS 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review two weeks after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 

 

Task 12: Summarize drought resiliency actions – Grant Activity (c) 9 

 

Task 12.1 Summarize existing actions (M&A lead) 
 
Summarize existing drought resiliency actions including Recharge Net Metering (ReNeM), the 

Conservation Program, Stakeholder Outreach and Engagement, and conservation rebates based 

on documents provided by PV Water. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection summarizing existing actions to PV Water by January 

31, 2021. 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review two weeks after receiving 

PV Water comments. 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments. 

 

Task 12.2 Develop additional actions (M&A and Carollo lead) 
 
Develop a collection of additional drought resiliency actions, strategies, and programs to be 

considered by the Advisory Committee to assist with drought resiliency during periods of 

drought. 
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Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection describing additional actions to PV Water one month 

after finalizing subsection Task 12.1 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review two weeks after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 

 

Task 13: Summarize sustainability status – Grant Activity (c) 10 

 

Task 13.1 Summarize state of basin (M&A lead) 
 
Collect and analyze information from annual reports and update tasks to provide a summary of 

the state of the Pajaro Valley Subbasin. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection summarizing state of basin by May 31, 2021 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review two weeks after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 

 

Task 13.2 Assess progress of projects and management actions (Carollo lead) 
 
Summarize implementation status of projects and management actions included in Basin 

Management Plan. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection summarizing progress of projects and management 

actions to PV Water by July 31, 2021 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review two weeks after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 
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Task 13.3 Evaluate progress toward achieving sustainability goals (M&A lead) 
 
Summarize progress of Basin Management Plan implementation toward achieving sustainable 

management criteria. 

Deliverables: 

• Preliminary draft subsection summarizing sustainability progress to PV Water by July 

31, 2021 assuming Tasks 7-9 finalized 

• Revised draft subsection for Advisory Committee review two weeks after receiving 

PV Water comments 

• Final subsection for Update Report one month after receiving Advisory Committee 

comments 

 

Task 14: Alternative Update Report – Grant Activity (c) 11 

 

Task 14.1 Compose and compile report (M&A lead) 
 
Compile subsections developed for project into report to submit as Alternative Update to DWR. 

Compose executive summary, introduction, and conclusion. 

Deliverables: 

• Draft report to PV Water by September 30, 2021 

• Revised draft report to PV Water for inclusion in November Board packet. 

• Final report submitted to DWR by December 15, 2021. 

 

Task 15: Project Management (M&A lead) 

 
Manage project including managing subconsultants and preparing project status summaries. 

Deliverables: 

• Monthly project status summaries 

Task 16: As-Needed Groundwater Modeling (M&A lead) 

 
Optional task to provide as-needed groundwater modeling services using the PVHM re-

calibrated by USGS. Possible services include the following to support tasks described above: 
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• Perform projected future simulations with re-calibrated PVHM under three climate 

change scenarios using previous setup by USGS to assess effects across jurisdictional 

boundaries (Task 3) and projected water budget (Task 6) 

• Perform simulations with re-calibrated PVHM to evaluate chronic depletion of 

groundwater levels and inform sustainability management criteria (Task 7) 

• Perform simulations with re-calibrated PVHM to evaluate surface water depletion and 

inform sustainability management criteria (Task 8). 

• Perform simulations with re-calibrated PVHM to evaluate seawater intrusion and 

inform sustainability management criteria (Task 9). 

Deliverables for these groundwater modeling services are described in each of the associated 

task being supported. 
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M&A cbec Carollo SDI Feeney 10% Sub Markup Subtotal

1.0 Category (a): Grant Agreement Administration

1.01 Support 6 Quarterly Progress Reports 2,640$        -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    2,640$         

1.02 Support Grant Completion Report 1,100$        -$             -$           1,250$         -$          125$                   2,475$         

Task 1 Subtotals 3,740$        -$             -$           1,250$         -$          125$                   5,115$         

2.0 Category (b): Stakeholder Engagement/Outreach

2.01 Community and Outreach Engagement Plan 9,640$        -$             -$           16,000$       -$          1,600$                27,240$       

2.02 Conduct 10 Advisory Committee meetings 36,367$      11,552$       603$          40,957$       -$          5,311$                94,790$       

2.03 Stakeholder Communication 9,620$        450$            603$          14,500$       -$          1,555$                26,729$       

2.04

Special Stakeholder & Interbasin Meetings (assume 2 

meetings) 7,676$        -$             -$           6,986$         -$          699$                   15,360$       

2.05 Board Meeting (assumes 2) 5,036$        -$             -$           750$            -$          75$                     5,861$         

2.06 Compile C&E Info for Grant Submittal 660$           -$             -$           1,250$         -$          125$                   2,035$         

Task 2 Subtotals 68,998$      12,002$       1,207$       80,442$       -$          9,365$                172,013$     

Category (c): Alternative Plan Update Development

3.0 Non-jurisdictional assessment

3.01 Model evaluation 10,100$      -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    10,100$       

3.02 Monitoring evaluation 11,080$      -$             -$           -$             4,000$      400$                   15,480$       

Task 3 Subtotals 21,180$      -$             -$           -$             4,000$      400$                   25,580$       

4.0 Quantify depletions of inter-connected surface waters

4.01 Evaluate historical data 1,040$        26,480$       -$           -$             -$          2,648$                30,168$       

4.02 Evaluate use of model to estimate streamflow depletion 10,030$      -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    10,030$       

4.03 Evaluate data from new stations 1,040$        17,080$       -$           -$             -$          1,708$                19,828$       

4.04 Evaluate additional monitoring needs 880$           6,160$         -$           -$             -$          616$                   7,656$         

Task 4 Subtotals 12,990$      49,720$       -$           -$             -$          4,972$                67,682$       

5.0 Groundwater dependent ecosystem identification

5.01 Identify potential GDEs 1,275$        9,910$         -$           -$             -$          991$                   12,176$       

Task 5 Subtotals 1,275$        9,910$         -$           -$             -$          991$                   12,176$       

6.0 Water budget updates

6.01 Summarize projected water budget 14,030$      -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    14,030$       

Task 6 Subtotals 14,030$      -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    14,030$       

7.0

Development of Sustainable Management Criteria for 

Groundwater Levels

7.01

Prepare proposed approach to sustainable management 

criteria 8,590$        -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    8,590$         

7.02

Implement approach to propose sustainable management 

criteria 13,355$      -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    13,355$       

Task 7 Subtotals 21,945$      -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    21,945$       

8.0

Development of Sustainable Management Criteria for 

Depletion of Interconnected Surface Water

8.01 Evaluate unreasonable streamflow depletion 3,230$        9,300$         -$           -$             -$          930$                   13,460$       

Develop groundwater elevation proxies for streamflow 

depletion based on model -$            -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    -$             

8.02

Prepare proposed approach to sustainable management 

criteria 4,540$        10,360$       -$           -$             -$          1,036$                15,936$       

8.03

Implement proposed approach to sustainable management 

criteria 7,510$        16,360$       -$           -$             -$          1,636$                25,506$       

Task 8 Subtotals 15,280$      36,020$       -$           -$             -$          3,602$                54,902$       
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M&A cbec Carollo SDI Feeney 10% Sub Markup Subtotal

9.0

Development of an Assessment Tool and Sustainable 

Management Criteria for Seawater Intrusion

9.01 Evaluate isocontour concentration 6,915$        -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    6,915$         

9.02 Prepare approach to SMC 9,300$        -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    9,300$         

9.03 Implement approach to SMC 13,750$      -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    13,750$       

Task 8 Subtotals 29,965$      -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    29,965$       

10.0

Finalize monitoring network memo and develop monitoring 

plan

10.01 Finalize monitoring network memo 7,720$        -$             -$           -$             3,000$      300$                   11,020$       

10.02 Develop monitoring plan (groundwater) 11,720$      -$             -$           -$             5,000$      500$                   17,220$       

10.03 Develop monitoring plan (surface water) 2,560$        7,280$         -$           -$             -$          728$                   10,568$       

Task 10 Subtotals 22,000$      7,280$         -$           -$             8,000$      1,528$                38,808$       

11.0 Subsidence analysis

11.01 Summarize subsidence analysis 2,380$        -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    2,380$         

Task 11 Subtotals 2,380$        -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    2,380$         

12.0 Drought resiliency actions

12.01 Summarize existing actions 440$           -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    440$            

12.02 Develop additional actions 4,990$        -$             7,241$       -$             -$          724$                   12,955$       

Task 12 Subtotals 5,430$        -$             7,241$       -$             -$          724$                   13,395$       

13.0 Summarize sustainability status

13.01 Summarize state of Basin 6,675$        -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    6,675$         

13.02 Assess progress of management actions and projects 440$           -$             7,241$       -$             -$          724$                   8,405$         

13.03

Evaluate implementation toward achieving sustainability 

goals 6,755$        -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    6,755$         

Task 13 Subtotals 13,870$      -$             7,241$       -$             -$          724$                   21,835$       

14.0 Alternative Update Report

14.01 Compose and compile report 9,830$        -$             -$           -$             -$          -$                    9,830$         

Task 14 Subtotals 9,830$        -$             -$           -$             -$          0 9,830$         

15.0 Project Management

15.01 Project management 7,920$        7,920$         

Task 15 Subtotals 7,920$        -$             -$           -$             -$          0 7,920$         

TOTAL QUANTITY 250,833$    114,932$     15,688$     81,692$       12,000$    22,431$              497,576$     

16.0 As-Needed Groundwater Modeling Services

16.01 Future Simulations Under 3 Climate Change Scenarios 18,960$      18,960$       

16.02 Simulations to Evaluate Chronic Depletion of Groundwater Levels 16,060$      16,060$       

16.03 Simulations to Evaluate Surface Water Depletion 23,620$      23,620$       

16.04 Simulations to Evaluate Seawater Intrusion 19,840$      19,840$       

Task 16 Subtotals 78,480$      -$             -$           -$             -$          0 78,480$       

TOTAL QUANTITY INCLUDING AS-NEEDED SERVICES 329,313$    114,932$     15,688$     81,692$       12,000$    22,431$              576,056$     
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SCHEDULE OF FEES AND EXPENSES  
FOR PV WATER GSP – ALTERNATIVE UPDATE 

 
PROFESSIONAL FEES Hourly Rate 

Scientist 9* $250  

Scientist 8: Derrik Williams 235  

Scientist 7: Cameron Tana 220  

Scientist 6: Bill DeBoer, Georgina King 210  

Scientist 5  190 

Scientist 4 165  

Scientist 3: Nicholas Byler 145  

Scientist 2: Trevor Pontifex, Patrick Wickham 125  

Scientist 1 110  

  

Senior Water Policy/Economics Specialist 255 

Senior Programming Specialist 215  

Water Policy Specialist 200 

Water Resource Economist 185  

  

Hydrologic Technician 2   120  

Hydrologic Technician 1: Luis Mendez 100 

Hydrologic Assistant  85  

  

GIS / Data Coordinator 145 

GIS / Data Specialist 2  135  

GIS / Data Specialist 1 110 

Scientific Illustrator 2 105  

Scientific Illustrator 1 90  

Contract Administrator 80  

Technical Editor 80  

Clerical 80  

  

EXPENSES  

Airline travel, ZipCar, and auto rental Cost, plus 10% 

Lodging and subsistence Cost, plus 10% 

Copying, printing, long distance calls, shipping, field supplies Cost, plus 10% 

Subcontractor services Cost, plus 10% 

Laboratory services  Cost, plus 10% 

Use of private vehicles Standard IRS Rate 
 

Notes: 
Expert testimony charged at 1.5 times hourly rate. 
*Scientist includes hydrogeologist, hydrologist, geologist, engineer, soil scientist, and chemist. 

 
 

SUBCONSULTANTS Hourly Rate 

Ellen Cross, Strategy Driver Inc. $250 

Martin Feeney  200 

cbec eco engineering Attached 

Carollo Engineers Attached 
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Hydrology | Hydraulics | Geomorphology | Design | Field Services

2 5 4 4  I N D U S T R I A L  B L V D ,  W E S T  S A C R A M E N T O ,  C A  9 5 6 9 1    |    9 1 6 . 2 3 1 . 6 0 5 2    |    C B E C O E N G . C O M

HOURLY LABOR RATES | effective January 1, 2020

Category Rate
President $270

Director $250

Senior Scientific Advisor $320

Senior Ecoengineer / Ecohydrologist III $225

Senior Ecoengineer / Ecohydrologist II $195

Senior Ecoengineer / Ecohydrologist I $175

Ecoengineer / Ecohydrologist II $160

Ecoengineer / Ecohydrologist I $140

Technician II $125

Technician I $95

Clerical / Admin. / Graphic Design $90

Expenses are invoiced at 110% of cost. Unless expressly provided for within the contract, 
rates are subject to increase annually on the first of January.
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Fee Schedule

Carollo Engineers, Inc. 
As of January 1, 2020

Job Classification Hourly Rates

2020 2021

Engineers/Scientists

Assistant/Professional       $174 $181

Professional $212        $220

Project Professional $252              $262

Lead Project Professional  $272 $283

Senior Professional $279 $290

Technicians

Technicians $130 $135

Senior Technicians $183 $190

Support Staff

Document Processing/Clerical $115 $120

Project Equipment Communications Expense (PECE)

Per DL Hour       $11.70 $11.70
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October 14, 2021 

Mr. Brian Lockwood 

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency 

36 Brennan Street 

Watsonville, CA 95076 

lockwood@pvwater.org 

SUBJECT: PROPOSAL FOR SCOPE AMENDMENT FOR GSP – ALTERNATIVE 
UPDATE, HYDROLOGIC AND FACILITATION SERVICES 

Dear Mr. Lockwood: 

Montgomery & Associates (M&A) is leading the consultant effort to prepare PV Water’s GSP – 

Alternative Update, also referred to as the Groundwater Sustainability Update 2022 (GSU22), 

under our contract dated July 23, 2020. At your request, we have expended a level of effort for 

stakeholder engagement/outreach for GSU22 beyond what we originally anticipated and 

budgeted. In addition, you have also identified a need for ongoing stakeholder engagement and 

related support on groundwater sustainability beyond submittal of GSU22 to the California 

Department of Water Resources (DWR) by January 1, 2022. Lastly, you have requested support 

for the preparation of future annual reports, submitted each year on April 1 that will include 

updates on sustainability status of the basin, based on sustainable management criteria 

established by the Committee, approved by the PV Water Board of Directors, and included in the 

GSU22. This letter requests additional budget for stakeholder engagement/outreach through 

submittal of GSU22 and proposes additional support into 2024, by which time we expect DWR 

to have reviewed GSU22 and provided comments back to PV Water. 

ADDITIONAL EFFORT IN 2021 THROUGH SUBMITTAL OF GSU22 

We expended our contract budget for Task 2, Stakeholder Outreach and Engagement, as of 

August 2021. Additional effort is needed through 2021 and GSU22 submittal. Effort will have 

been expended beyond contract scope (Exhibit A of the contract) for the following items: 

• We scoped 10 advisory committee meetings, but ended up conducting 12 monthly 

meetings from October 2020-September 2021. Although it was assumed that some 

meetings would take place in-person, preparation for the remote meetings required the 

full time estimated for each meeting in the initial scope.  

• We scoped 2 special stakeholder meetings, but ended up holding 9 such meetings. The 

average effort per meeting was less than initially estimated, but total effort for these 

meetings was greater than in the initial scope. We are also planning on 2 additional 
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stakeholder meetings with agencies in adjacent basins and agencies for the non-

jurisdictional area. 

• We scoped 2 Board meetings and have already presented to the Board in May and July. 

However, we have scheduled 2 additional Board meetings in October and November with 

the potential for a 5th meeting in December as part of the process for the Board to 

approve submittal of GSU22 to DWR. 

• We did not scope preparing written responses to comments by the public on the draft 

GSU22. Together, we have decided that it would be beneficial to prepare responses to 

comments. 

Table 1. Stakeholder Meetings 

Date Stakeholders 

4/22/2021 Marla Anderson, advisory committee member 

5/21/2021 National Marine Fisheries Service, California Dept. of Fish and Wildlife, 
and California Dept. of Water Resources 

6/21/2021 Regional Water Quality Control Board 

7/27/2021 Community Water Center 

7/28/2021 Rural Residents for Water 

8/2/2021 Community Water Center 

9/8/2021 National Marine Fisheries Service, California Dept. of Fish and Wildlife, 
and California Dept. of Water Resources 

9/23/2021 Department of Water Resources 

9/28/2021 Community Meeting 

TBD Non-Jurisdictional Area 

TBD Mid County GSA and Salinas Valley GSA 

 

Table 2 provides cost information for our request for additional effort through 2021 for M&A 

and Strategy Driver, Inc (SDI), our subconsultant for stakeholder engagement and outreach, and 

meeting facilitation. The information includes the following: 

• The estimated costs for Task 2 from Exhibit A of the July 23, 2020 contract; 

• Costs of actual effort through September 2021 related to items above; 

• Estimate for additional effort through December 2021 related to items above. 

For expended effort, our requested supplemental budget includes the cost of the advisory 

committee meetings 11 and 12 in August and September and the costs for stakeholder meetings 

over the initial effort. As shown on Table 2, this request subtotal is $16,848. 
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For additional effort for October-December 2021, our requested supplemental budget includes 

the estimated cost of up to 3 additional Board meetings based on the previous effort on Board 

meetings, estimated cost for 2 additional stakeholder meetings, and preparation of response to 

comments. As shown on Table 2, this requested subtotal for additional effort October-December 

2021 is $23,523. 

The total requested supplemental budget for 2021 is $40,371. 

PROPOSED ADDITIONAL SCOPE FOR 2022-2024 AFTER SUBMITTAL OF GSU22 

 
There is a need for additional support of PV Water’s efforts on implementation of its GSP 

Alternative recommendations after submittal of GSU22, particularly with continued stakeholder 

engagement and outreach. We have identified the following additional support tasks over 2022-

2024 while DWR reviews GSU22 and PV Water completes Phase 1 of its Basin Management 

Plan 2014 project implementation. 

• Response to comments submitted by stakeholders to DWR in 2022. Stakeholder are able 

to provide comments on the submittal directly to DWR. Although agency response to 

comments is not required, it may be beneficial to provide DWR with written responses. 

• Support preparation and presentation of annual reports for Water Years 2021-2023. PV 

Water staff has historically prepared the annual reports, but staff have requested support 

over the next few years as GSU22 adds new items to be included in the annual reports.  

• Presentations summarizing the groundwater sustainability project status, state of the basin 

and evaluating sustainability status relative to the sustainable management criteria 

included in the GSU22 may be made to PV Water’s committees and Board of Directors 

annually in February or March in 2022, 2023, and 2024. 

• Review and communications with DWR on its review of GSU22 and implementation of 

its recommendations. The review of GSU22 may require communications with DWR to 

ensure continued compliance with SGMA. We expect DWR to complete its review of 

GSU22 in 2023 or 2024. 

• Advisory committee and Board meetings to present DWR’s review of GSU22. 

Depending on timing, this may be combined with the meeting on the annual report. Based 

on the expected duration for DWR’s review, this meeting would take place in 2023 or 

2024. 

• Other stakeholder meetings as needed. There may be a need for meetings with specific 

stakeholder groups, such as those that have participated in the GSU22 process or will be 

participating in the implementation of the GSU22 recommendations and projects. We 

have estimated cost for 2 of these meetings per year. 
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• As-needed consulting services. We have included budget to provide technical advice on 

GSP Alternative implementation and stakeholder engagement and outreach. 

Table 2 shows estimated costs by year for this additional proposed scope. Costs for SDI as well 

as technical subconsultants cbec, Carollo, and Martin Feeney are included. The cost estimate is 

based on an upper end estimate of 3% per year for increases in the team’s hourly billing rates. 

However, PV Water will need to approve any changes to billing rates. 

The proposed supplemental budget for 2022-2024 is $260,979 and the total supplemental budget 

including 2021 is $301,350. As this is a multiple year contract and contingent on PV Water’s 

needs, PV Water may wish to authorize scope on an annual and/or as-needed basis.   

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

 

Sincerely, 

MONTGOMERY & ASSOCIATES 

 

 
 

Cameron Tana, P.E. 

Principal Hydrologist 

ctana@elmontgomery.com 

Cc: Casey Meusel, Marcus Mendiola, Ellen Cross. 
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Table 2. Summary of Supplemental Cost Estimate 

 

M&A cbec Carollo SDI Feeney 10% Sub Markup Subtotal

From July 23, 2020 Agreement Exhibit A

2.0 Category (b): Stakeholder Engagement/Outreach

2.01 Community and Outreach Engagement Plan 9,640$        -$             -$           16,000$       -$          1,600$                27,240$                  

2.02 Conduct 10 Advisory Committee meetings 36,367$      11,552$       603$          40,957$       -$          5,311$                94,790$                  

2.03 Stakeholder Communication 9,620$        450$            603$          14,500$       -$          1,555$                26,729$                  

2.04 Special Stakeholder & Interbasin Meetings (assume 2 meetings) 7,676$        -$             -$           6,986$         -$          699$                   15,360$                  

2.05 Board Meeting (assumes 2) 5,036$        -$             -$           750$            -$          75$                     5,861$                    

2.06 Compile C&E Info for Grant Submittal 660$           -$             -$           1,250$         -$          125$                   2,035$                    

Contracted Task 2 Subtotals 68,998$      12,002$       1,207$       80,442$       -$          9,365$                172,013$                

Actual Effort through September to Inform Supplemental Budget

Conduct Advisory Committee meetings 11-12 (Aug-Sep) 8,140$            5,375$             538$                   14,053$                  

Special Stakeholder Meetings (9 total meetings) 12,518$          5,125$             513$                   18,155$                  

1st 2 Board Meetings (May, July) 3,520$            1,563$             156$                   5,239$                    

Requested Supplemental Budget for Expended Effort through September 2021
2 Additional Advisory Committee meetings 8,140$            5,375$             538$                         14,053$                         

Additional Special Stakeholder Meetings 4,842$            (1,861)$            (186)$                        2,795$                           

Requested Supplemental Budget for Expended Effort (thru Sep 2021) 12,982$      -$            -$          3,515$        -$         351$                   16,848$                 

Requested Supplemental Budget for Additional Effort October-December 2021

3 Potential Board Meetings (Oct-Dec) 5,280$            -$                 -$              2,344$             -$              234$                         7,858$                    

2 Additional Stakeholder Meetings (Adjacent Basins & Non-Jurisdictional Area) 2,820$            -$                 -$              500$                -$              50$                     3,370$                    

Response to Comments 8,995$            -$                 -$              3,000$             -$              300$                   12,295$                  

Requested Supplemental Budget for Additional Effort (Oct-Dec 2021) 17,095$      -$            -$          5,844$        -$         584$                   23,523$                 

Requested Supplemental Budget for 2021 30,077$      -$            -$          9,358$        -$         936$                   40,371$                 

Estimated Budget for Additional Scope after 2021

Response to Comments to DWR (2022) 11,031$          -$                 -$              2,060$             -$              206$                   13,297$                  

Estimated Annual Costs for 2022-24 Based on Estimated 2022 Rates

Review and Support Annual Reports 7,596$            2,431$             622$              515$                206$             377$                   11,747$                  

Committee and Board Meetings (Feb/Mar) for Annual Reports 8,224$            -$                 -$              5,350$             -$              535$                   14,109$                  

Other Stakeholder Meetings as Needed (2/year) 11,159$          2,781$             3,729$          3,290$             -$              980$                   21,939$                  

As-Needed Services 9,610$            1,854$             1,243$          5,150$             824$             907$                   19,588$                  

Estimated Budget for 2022 (Based on 3% Rate Increase from Current) 47,620$      7,066$        5,594$      16,365$      1,030$      3,005$                80,680$                 

Estimated Budget for 2023  (Based on 3% Rate Increase) 37,675$      7,278$        5,761$      14,722$      1,061$      2,882$                69,379$                 

Review and Communicate with DWR on GSU22 Review (Assume 2024) 14,413$          5,158$             1,319$          2,185$             874$             954$                   24,903$                  

Committee and Board Meetings (Assume 2024) for DWR Review 8,352$            -$                 -$              5,664$             -$              566$                   14,582$                  

Estimated Budget for 2024  (Based on 3% Rate Increase) 61,558$      12,654$      7,253$      23,001$      1,967$      4,487$                110,920$               

Estimated Budget for 2022-24 146,853$    26,997$      18,608$    54,088$      4,058$      10,375$              260,979$               

Total Supplemental Budget for 2021-24 176,930$    26,997$      18,608$    63,446$      4,058$      11,311$              301,350$               
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All totals are in Acre Feet

January February March April May June July August September October November December

Individual 

Totals

Harkins Slough Project:

Effluent FW to Basin 0.000 0.000 2.430 0.000 0.000 2.4

Coastal Distribution System (CDS):

Recovery Wells Sub Total 8.507 8.688 14.583 35.079 37.136 33.809 31.649 25.153 20.052 0.000 0.000 0.000 214.65

Blend Wells

SW  #1 0.000 0.000 0.000 29.609 90.795 114.808 100.285 36.680 17.658 0.000 0.000 0.000 389.84

SW  #2 0.000 2.409 16.043 124.582 193.784 230.320 237.875 220.759 135.613 0.000 0.000 0.000 1161.38

Blend Wells Subtotal 0.000 2.409 16.043 154.191 284.579 345.128 338.160 257.439 153.271 0.000 0.000 0.000 1551.22

RWF Blend (See Breakdown Below) 124.175 119.113 242.049 403.329 480.653 446.744 450.899 375.605 385.056 0.000 0.000 0.000 3027.62

CDS Total 132.68 130.21 272.67 592.60 802.37 825.68 820.71 658.20 558.38 0.00 0.00 0.00
4793.50

Approximate Recycled Water Blend Breakdown:

Estimated Recycled Water 108.473 114.629 210.384 308.871 377.220 343.723 348.326 277.577 298.757 0.000 0.000 0.000 2387.96

RWF No_1  (potable) 15.702 4.484 31.665 94.458 103.433 103.021 102.573 98.028 86.299 0.000 0.000 0.000 639.66

Well 860 (Harvest Dr.) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 27.042 31.357 18.601 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 77.00

Recovery 

Wells

Potable 

Water

4% 13%

*Preliminary, Subject to Revision

32% 50%

Production Monthly Summary 2021 as of September 30th*

* Recycled Water Blend Breakdown is Approximate because there is always some water in the tank that may be recycled water or RWF No-1 Water, "Est Recycled Water" is the RWF Blend total, (which is measured by the RWF Distribution meter after the tanks,) 

MINUS the RWF No_1 total, which is measure before the No_1 water goes into the tanks to blend.

Supplemental   Wells Recycled Water

2021 Production Percentages:
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DATE TO FROM SUBJECT

9/28/2021
Bureau of 

Reclamation
PV Water

Confirmation of Withdrawal from Process of Converting 

to a Repayment Contract as Authorized Under the Water 

Infrastructure Improvement for the Nation (WIIN) Act 

for Contract No. U-06-200-3365A-IR16-B

      

 OCTOBER 2021 MEETING

     OUTGOING
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 PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

 36 BRENNAN STREET    WATSONVILLE, CA 95076 

 TEL:  (831) 722-9292     FAX:  (831) 722-3139 

 info@pvwater.org    pvwater.org 

 

{00253871.1}  

September 28, 2021 

 

BY ELECTRONIC MAIL 

 

Ms. Ann Lubas-Williams  

Regional Financial Manager  

U.S. Department of the Interior  

Bureau of Reclamation  

Mid-Pacific Region  

2800 Cottage Way, MP-3400/CGB-3400 

Sacramento CA 95825-1898 

ALubasWilliams@usbr.gov 

 

 Re: Confirmation of Withdrawal from Process of Converting to a Repayment 

Contract as Authorized Under the Water Infrastructure Improvement for the Nation (WIIN) 

Act for Contract No. U-06-200-3365A-IR16-B 

Dear Ms. Lubas-Williams: 

 Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency previously had an interest in the Interim 

Renewal Contract Among the United States and Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, 

Santa Clara Valley Water District, and Westlands Water District Distribution District No. 1 

Providing for Project Water Service from the San Luis Unit and Delta Division, Reclamation 

Contract No. U-06-200-3365A-IR16-B. Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency notified the 

Bureau of its withdrawal from this contract on July 26, 2019. (See Attachment A) 

 On December 18, 2019, Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency’s Board of Directors 

adopted a Resolution confirming the withdrawal. (See Attachment B). Pajaro Valley Water 

Management Agency is no longer a party to that contract and has no current, or future 

interest in pursuing the conversion of the contract to which it is no longer a party. 

   

      Sincerely, 

 

 

 

      Brian Lockwood, General Manager 

      Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

36 BRENNAN STREET    WATSONVILLE, CA 95076 

TEL:  (831) 722-9292     FAX:  (831) 722-3139 

https://www.pvwater.org 

July 26, 2019 

Bureau of Reclamation - SCCAO 
Attn: Michael Jackson, P.E. 
1243 N. Street 
Fresno, CA  93721-1813  

SUBJECT: Partial Assignment from Mercy Springs 

Dear Mr. Jackson, 

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency is withdrawing its interest in the Existing 
Contract and current renewal, titled "Interim Renewal Contract Among The United 
States and Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, Santa Clara Valley Water District, 
and Westlands Water District Distribution District No. 1 Providing For Project Water 
Service From The San Luis Unit And Delta Division the Partial Assignment Water Service 
Contract" Contract No. 14-06-200-3365A-IR-B (Partial Assignment from Mercy Springs). 

Should you have any questions, or if you need additional information, please do not 
hesitate to contact me at (831) 722-9292, or lockwood@pvwater.org. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Lockwood 
General Manager 
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